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We study electron quantum transport through a strongly interacting Anderson quantum dot at
finite bias voltage and magnetic field at zero temperature using the real-time renormalization group
(RT-RG) in the framework of a kinetic (generalized master) equation for the reduced density oper-
ator. To this end, we further develop the general, finite-temperature real-time transport formalism
by introducing field superoperators that obey fermionic statistics. This direct second quantization
in Liouville-Fock space strongly simplifies the construction of operators and superoperators that
transform irreducibly under the Anderson-model symmetry transformations. The fermionic field
superoperators naturally arise from the univalence (fermion-parity) superselection rule of quantum
mechanics for the total system of quantum dot plus reservoirs. Expressed in these field superoper-
ators, the causal structure of the perturbation theory for the effective time-evolution superoperator
kernel becomes explicit. Using the constraints of the causal structure, we construct a parametriza-
tion of the exact effective time-evolution kernel for which we analytically find the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues in terms of a minimal set of only 30 independent coefficients. The causal structure also
implies the existence of a fermion-parity protected eigenvector of the exact Liouvillian, explaining
a recently reported result on adiabatic driving [L.D. Contreras-Pulido et al Phys. Rev. B 85,
075301 (2012)] and generalizing it to arbitrary order in the tunnel coupling Γ. Furthermore, in
the wide-band limit the causal representation exponentially reduces the number of diagrams for the
time-evolution kernel. The remaining diagrams can be identified simply by their topology and are
manifestly independent of the energy cut-off term-by-term. By an exact reformulation of this series
we integrate out all infinite-temperature effects, obtaining an expansion targeting only the non-
trivial, finite-temperature corrections, and the exactly conserved transport current follows directly
from the time-evolution kernel. From this new series the previously formulated RT-RG equations
are obtained naturally. We perform a complete one-plus-two-loop RG analysis at finite voltage and
magnetic field, while systematically accounting for the dependence of all renormalized quantities on
both the quantum dot and reservoir frequencies. Using the second quantization in Liouville space
and symmetry restrictions, we obtain analytical RT-RG equations, which can be solved numerically
in an efficient way, and we extensively study the model parameter space, excluding the Kondo regime
where the one-plus-two-loop approach is obviously invalid. The incorporated renormalization effects
result in an enhancement of the inelastic cotunneling peak, even at a voltage ∼ magnetic field ∼ tun-
nel coupling Γ. Moreover, we find a tunnel-induced non-linearity of the stability diagrams (Coulomb
diamonds) at finite voltage, both in the single-electron tunneling and inelastic cotunneling regime.
PACS numbers: 73.63.Kv, 05.10.Cc, 03.65.Yz, 05.60.Gg
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-linear transport spectroscopy of nanoscale sys-
tems is a key technique in modern day physics. Al-
though the linear (equilibrium) transport regime is
well-understood1,2 (see Ref. 3 for a review), the the-
oretical description of non-equilibrium transport, espe-
cially at low temperature, remains challenging. Re-
cent progress in this direction has led to an im-
proved understanding of quantum transport through
strongly interacting systems (see Ref. 4 for a re-
cent comparative review). Several fully numerical ap-
proaches have appeared, such as the scattering-state
time-dependent numerical renormalization group (TD-
NRG)5 relying on the discretization parameter ap-
proximation,6 time-dependent density matrix renormal-
ization group (TD-DMRG),7–9 iterative path integrals
(IPSI),10 numerically exact influence functional path
integrals (INFPI),11,12 quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
in combination with the Nakajima-Zwanzig projection
technique13 or with an imaginary-time formalism,14 and
diagrammatic Monte Carlo (diagMC).15 Partially analyt-
ical approaches involve the non-crossing approximation
(NCA),16,17 equations of motion for Green’s functions,18
Bethe ansatz,19,20 and the flow-equation approach.21
Fully analytical approaches include the Keldysh pertur-
bation theory to high orders in the Coulomb interaction
U (Ref. 22 and Ref. 23) or the dual-fermion superper-
turbation theory.24 Finally, perturbative renormalization
group studies have mostly started from the Kondo-model
mapping of the Anderson model, either working with
Keldysh-Green functions25 or the reduced density oper-
ator approach.26,27
The density operator approach has a long history in
various fields of physics and chemistry. In the context of
nanoscale transport, it is a natural starting point for the
2description of systems with large interaction energies in
the high temperature, weak-coupling limit, U ≫ T ≫ Γ.
It can be systematically extended to include high-order
tunneling processes using the real-time diagrammatic28
or Nakajima-Zwanzig approach29 technique, in particular
when combined with Liouville space techniques30. How-
ever, at low temperature this approach becomes prob-
lematic due to effect of high-energy contributions that
renormalize the effective low-energy physics. In this
paper, we show how this approach can be extended to
this regime. In particular, we show that much of the
insightful structure of generalized the master / kinetic
equation approach at high temperature is preserved in
this regime. We formulate a real-time renormalization
group approach that naturally connects to the general-
ized quantum master or kinetic equation approach.
For this purpose, we study the simplest possible bench-
mark model of an interacting quantum dot (QD) coupled
to metallic electrodes, the Anderson model. We explic-
itly set up a general approach to deal with the non-linear
transport at very low temperature using a renormaliza-
tion group formulated in the framework of the real-time
perturbation theory. We proceed analytically as far as
possible, making this a technically challenging task. In
fact, the problem is not really manageable without a dif-
ferent physical approach for dealing with superoperators.
The development of this Liouville-Fock-space approach is
a central topic of this paper. Our approach differs from
previous formulations31–34, both by its construction and
by the scope of its application. The most closely related
is that of Prosen,31 which was used to calculate steady
states of quadratic effective Liouvillians. Here, we ex-
tend it to the reservoirs with continuous fields as well and
further develop it to simplify the microscopic derivation
of effective Liouvillians for non-quadratic problems. The
approach introduced by Schmutz32 and used by other au-
thors33,34 differs from our approach in principal details
that are essential for our application. See also the very
recent Ref. 35.
A large part of the paper is devoted to the develop-
ment of our Liouville-Fock space approach since it allows
for general physical insights into the problem and is cru-
cial for overcoming technical difficulties in setting up the
real-time renormalization group (RT-RG). We will illus-
trate its potential in the application to the RT-RG cal-
culation of the non-linear transport at zero temperature.
As a result, this paper by necessity is extensive. Further
motivation for its length is that several general physi-
cal insights into the real-time approach have not been
pointed out, although this approach has been developed
for some time and has found widespread use (see Ref. 26
for a review). It is therefore required that the approach
is set up from scratch, paying special attention to (i) the
causal structure and the related Keldysh rotation, (ii)
the Liouville space formulation, in particular the second
quantization for superoperators, (iii) the spin- and charge-
rotation symmetries, and (iv) the infinite-temperature
limit, which serves as a reference point, both for the sec-
ond quantization technique that we develop, as well as
for the perturbation theory and RT-RG. Only by fully
exploiting these does the application of RT-RG to the
Anderson model becomes feasible. Clearly, these devel-
opments are best presented coherently in the context of
the application to the RT-RG for which it is absolutely
crucial.
To indicate the impact of these developments for our
study of the Anderson model, we note that the simplest
approximation that includes the exact result for the U =
0 limit requires an infinite series of diagrams in the stan-
dard real-time perturbation theory. Using the RT-RG,
this result is recovered only when performing a one- and
two-loop analysis for the effective Liouvillian and includ-
ing one-loop vertex corrections. We emphasize that when
applied to the interacting case, this incorporates renor-
malization effects from strong tunneling, while neglect-
ing spin-fluctuation processes relevant only in the Kondo
regime, which enter only in a three-loop RG analysis (the
latter has been addressed previously based on a Kondo-
model mapping27). Naively formulating these RG equa-
tions leads to hundreds of non-linear, coupled integro-
differential equations for frequency-dependent coupling
functions. The central result of this paper is the deriva-
tion of 30 coupled differential coupling functions, which
systematically incorporate the leading frequency depen-
dence and describe the U = 0 limit exactly. On the way,
we derive several exact results of general importance. Al-
together, this makes an efficient numerical implementa-
tion possible and allows experimentally relevant stability
diagrams to be calculated from wide ranges of parame-
ters in the non-linear zero-temperature regime (excluding
the narrow Kondo regime). Many of the results can be
extended to generic models involving local interactions
(multiorbital Anderson-type models) with bilinear tun-
nel coupling to reservoirs. See Ref. 36 for a recent study
of non-local interactions using the RT-RG.
The paper is organized in three main parts as follows.
In the first part, Sec. (II), we formulate the model and
directly revert to a Liouville space description and de-
velop the kinetic equation approach for the stationary
QD density operator. We formulate the perturbation se-
ries for the effective Liouvillian L(z) appearing in this
equation using what we will call causal representation
of field superoperators G with fermionic statistics. We
emphasize that this formulation of the perturbation the-
ory, although equivalent to previous formulations,29,30,37
leads to many simplifications beyond the application of
interest here, and therefore warrants a proper, extensive
discussion. Several of these results have already found
application,38 and even provide insights into, and gener-
alization of, recent interesting predictions.39 Moreover, a
renormalized perturbation theory that takes the infinite-
temperature limit as a formal reference point, suggests
itself. It also connects in a natural way to the renor-
malization group approach while preserving much of its
general perturbative structure. We show how the calcu-
lation of the current requires little additional calculation
3and prove that in our non-linear approach the linear cur-
rent vanishes at zero bias, a fact that is not obvious from
the general structure of the theory.
In the second main part of the paper, Sec. (III), the
explicit one- and two-loop RT-RG equations are derived,
accounting for the energy dependence of both the Liou-
villian and the vertices due to the finite non-linear trans-
port voltage. For the non-interacting case, U = 0, the
current is shown to arise naturally as an exact result
already in the one-loop RT-RG, implying that all two-
loop corrections to this observable arise from the strong
local Coulomb interaction. We find, however, that for
U = 0 non-zero, two-loop terms exist, which are relevant
when one is interested in, e.g., the density matrix (and
not just the current). The non-trivial frequency depen-
dence of two-loop equations is systematically accounted
for in powers of the renormalized dimensionless coupling
superoperators G¯, resulting in an effective RG equation
for an effective Liouvillian only that accounts for vertex
renormalization corrections.
This simplification enables the detailed numerical
study of the zero-temperature, non-linear transport in
the third part of the paper, Sec. (IV). This covers all
regimes, except for the Kondo regime of low applied volt-
age and magnetic field. The importance of accounting for
both one- and two-loop corrections, as well as the non-
equilibrium Matsubara axes is demonstrated numerically.
Finally, we show that the tunnel-induced renormalization
effects incorporated in our one- plus-two-loop approach
enhance the inelastic cotunneling resonance at finite mag-
netic field and voltage and generate non-linearities of
the single-electron tunneling (SET) stability diagrams
(Coulomb diamonds).
II. MODEL AND REAL-TIME TRANSPORT
THEORY
A. Anderson model
In this section we introduce the model and our compact
notation, which is crucial to the Liouville space formula-
tion of the theory. The simplest model Hamiltonian of a
QD that takes into account Coulomb interaction effects
involves just a single orbital:
H = ǫn+BSz + Un↑n↓. (1)
where n =
∑
σ nσ and nσ = d
†
σdσ are the occupation
operators. Here, ǫ denotes the energy of the orbital, ex-
perimentally controlled by the gate voltage Vg (we take
ǫ = −Vg), and U is the Coulomb charging energy. The
index σ = ± corresponds to spin up (↑) and down (↓)
and Sz =
1
2
∑
σ σnσ is the z component of the spin vec-
tor operator S =
∑
σσ′
1
2σσ,σ′d
†
σdσ′ along the external
magnetic field B = Bez (in units where gµB = 1) and
σ is the vector of Pauli matrices. The dot is attached to
electrodes, treated as free electron reservoirs:
HR =
∑
σ,r,k
ǫr,ka
†
σ,r,kaσ,r,k, (2)
where the index of the spin σ = ±, quantized along the
z-axis, corresponds to ↑, ↓, the reservoir index r = ± cor-
responds to L,R and k is the orbital index. The reservoir
electron number and spin operator can be decomposed as
nR =
∑
r n
r and sR =
∑
r s
r, respectively, into
nr =
∑
σ,k
a†σ,r,kaσ,r,k, (3)
s
r =
∑
σ,k
1
2σσ,σ′a
†
σ,r,kaσ′,r,k. (4)
In the continuum limit the reservoirs are described by the
density of states νr(ω) =
∑
k δ(ω − ǫr,k + µr) and we go
to the energy representation of the fermionic operators,
aσ,r(ω) =
1√
νr(ω)
∑
k
aσ,r,kδ(ω − ǫr,k + µr), (5)
with the anticommutation relations
[aσ,r(ω), a
†
σ′,r′(ω
′)]+ = δσ,σ′δr,r′δ(ω − ω′), (6)
[aσ,r(ω), aσ′,r′(ω
′)]+ = 0, (7)
where we denote (anti)commutators by [A,B]± = AB ±
BA. Thus we have for the reservoir Hamiltonian:
HR =
∑
σ,r
∫
dω(ω + µr)a
†
σ,r(ω)aσ,r(ω). (8)
In contrast to ǫr,k the energy ω is the electron energy
relative to µr, i.e., the reference energy depends on which
reservoir r is considered.
The junctions connecting the dot and reservoirs are
modeled by the tunneling Hamiltonian
V =
∑
r
V r, (9)
V r =
∑
σ
∫
dω
√
νr(ω)
(
tr(ω)a
†
σ,r(ω)dσ + h.c.
)
. (10)
The Hamiltonian of the total system is denoted by
Htot = H +HR + V. (11)
We assume tr(ω) to be real and introduce the spectral
density
Γr(ω) = 2πνr(ω)|tr(ω)|2 (12)
and rescaled field operators
bσ,r(ω) =
√
Γr(ω)
2π
aσ,r(ω). (13)
4To make the notation more compact we introduce an
additional particle-hole index η:67
bη,σ,r(ω) =
{
b†σ,r(ω) η = +
bσ,r(ω) η = − , (14)
dη,σ =
{
d†σ η = +
dσ η = − . (15)
Throughout the paper we will denote the inverse value
of a two-valued index with a bar, e.g.,
η¯ = −η. (16)
We combine all indices into a multiindex variable written
as a number:
1 = η, σ, r, ω, 1¯ = η¯, σ, r, ω. (17)
By way of exception, the bar denotes inversion of the
particle-hole index η only. With b1 = bη,σ,r(ω) and
b1¯ = b−η,σ,r(ω) the various independent anticommuta-
tion relations can be compactly summarized as
[d1, d2]+ = δ12¯, (18)
[b1, b2]+ =
Γ1
2π
δ12¯, (19)
where Γ1 = Γr(ω). The interaction then simply reads as
V = b1¯d1, (20)
where we implicitly assume summation over all discrete
parts of the multi-index 1 (i.e., η, σ, r) and integration
over its continuous part (ω). If we have more than one
multi-index, we distinguish their components by corre-
sponding subscripts: 1 = η1, σ1, r1, ω1, 2 = η2, σ2, r2, ω2.
We will often omit these subscripts if only one multi-
index appears. Importantly, it can be shown68 that op-
erators (and, below also superoperators) of the dot and
the reservoirs can be treated as if they commute (rather
than anticommute), i.e., [d1, b2]− = 0 for all multi-indices
1, 2.
The reservoirs are assumed to be in thermal equilib-
rium, each described by its own grand-canonical density
operator with temperature T and electrochemical poten-
tial µr:
ρR =
∏
r
ρr, ρr =
1
zr
e−
1
T
(Hr−µrnr), (21)
where zr = Trr e
− 1
T
(Hr−µrnr). We assume that a sym-
metric bias is applied to the electrodes, i.e., µL,R =
±V/2. We note the key property
b1ρ
R = eη1ω1/TρRb1. (22)
In Eq. (12), the density of states varies on the energy
scale of the bandwidth D, which we assume to be much
larger than any other energy scale in the problem. In this
wide-band limit, we can assume Γr(ω) to be energy inde-
pendent and cut off all reservoir energy integrals (ω) at
the scale D. The detailed energy dependence of Γr(ω) at
high energies is not crucially important for the results.26
In the actual applications in Sec. (IV), we will assume for
simplicity that the tunnel couplings are symmetric, i.e.,
ΓL = ΓR = Γ, and consider the low-temperature limit,
i.e., T ≪ U, V,Γr, by setting T = 0. The results of this
section and much of Sec. (III), however, do not depend
on these assumptions unless explicitly indicated.
For a non-zero magnetic field B and finite Coulomb
interaction U , the total system possesses two locally and
globally conserved quantities that will play an important
role. The charge and the spin components along the mag-
netic field are conserved individually in the dot and in the
reservoirs,
[H,n]− = 0, [H,Sz]− = 0, (23)
[HR, nR]− = 0, [HR, SRz ]− = 0. (24)
These conservation laws extend to the total charge,
N tot = n + nR, and spin, Stotz = Sz + S
R
z , since the
interaction V commutes with these operators:
[Htot, N tot]− = 0, (25)
[Htot, Stotz ]− = 0. (26)
B. Density operator and diagram rules
The purpose of this section is twofold. First, we briefly
review the real-time approach to the calculation of the
stationary reduced density operator, introducing the cen-
tral quantities Σ(z), the self-energy superoperator, and
L(z), the effective Liouvillian, and their perturbative ex-
pansions in vertex superoperators G. Second, we intro-
duce a “causal” representation of the perturbation the-
ory, which allows for a compact formulation and deriva-
tion of the diagrammatic rules for the self-energy Σ.
Moreover, many general physical insights become explic-
itly clear in this representation. In particular, this new
formulation naturally suggests the possibility of a two-
stage, real-time renormalization group (RT-RG), which
will be set up in Sec. (II B 4) and Sec. (III).
1. Stationary density operator
In order to find the QD stationary state, we need to
consider the evolution of the total system density oper-
ator. It evolves according to the Liouville-von Neumann
equation,
∂tρ
tot(t) = −i [Htot, ρtot(t)]− = −iLtotρtot(t), (27)
with the superoperator Liouvillian Ltot = [Htot, •]−.
Superoperators are linear transformations of operators
and throughout the paper we let the solid bullet (•) in-
dicate the operator on which a superoperator acts (if
5needed). Explicit matrix representations of superoper-
ators are only required for the QD part and will be dis-
cussed later on in Sec. (II C).
The initial state of the total system at the initial time
t0 is assumed to be the direct product of the dot density
matrix and the equilibrium density matrices (21) of the
electrodes:
ρtot(t0) = ρ(t0)ρ
R. (28)
We will discuss some properties of ρ(t0) further in the
following. The formal solution of Eq. (27) is:
ρtot(t) = e−iH
tot(t−t0)ρtot(t0)eiH
tot(t−t0) (29)
= e−iL
tot(t−t0)ρtot(t0). (30)
The reduced density matrix of the dot is obtained by
integrating out the reservoir degrees of freedom:
ρ(t) = Tr
R
ρtot(t) = Tr
R
(
e−iL
tot(t−t0)ρ(t0)ρR
)
. (31)
We now decompose Ltot = L + LR + LV , where L =
[H, •]− and LR = [HR, •]−, and set up the perturbation
series in the tunnel coupling LV = [V, •]− ∼
√
Γ. It is
then more convenient26 to use the Laplace transform of
the dot reduced density matrix for Imz > 0:
ρ(z) =
∞∫
t0
dteiz(t−t0)ρ(t) (32)
= Tr
R
(
i
z − L− LR − LV ρ
tot(t0)
)
. (33)
We will refer to z as the dot frequency. We expand the
resolvent in LV , resulting in a geometric series with terms
of the form
Tr
R
(
1
z − L− LRL
V ...LV
1
z − L− LR ρ
tot(t0)
)
. (34)
The average over the reservoirs can now be calculated
directly using a Wick theorem for field superoperators
(see Eq. (60) and App. A). Collecting irreducible contrac-
tions into the self-energy superoperator Σ(z) (see below,
Sec. (II B 3)), the perturbation series can be resummed
to
ρ(z) =
i
z − L(z)ρ(t0), (35)
where we have introduced the effective dot Liouvillian
L(z) = L+Σ(z). (36)
To keep the notation to a minimum we distinguish this
quantity from the “bare” dot Liouvillian L = [H, •]−
by simply appending the dependence on the frequency
z. L(z) completely determines the time-evolution of
the reduced density operator. A key idea exploited
both in the perturbation theory and in the renormal-
ization group is that one is free to modify L and Σ(z)
as long as their sum remains equal to L(z). The equa-
tion determining the stationary density matrix ρ =
limt−t0→∞ ρ(t) = limz→i0(−iz)ρ(z) is now obtained by
multiplying Eq. (35) by −iz(z−L(z)) and taking z → i0:
L(i0)ρ = 0. (37)
Before deriving the perturbation series for Σ(z) in
Sec. (II B 3), we first introduce a convenient represen-
tation of the field superoperators.
2. Causal representation of fermionic field superoperators
In the following, we integrate out explicitly the reser-
voir degrees of freedom while keeping track of those of
the QD. To facilitate this, the tunnel coupling superop-
erator LV = [V, •]− should be written as a convenient
product of superoperators of the dot and the reservoirs:
inserting Eq. (20), we have
LV = pL
Ntot
pJ p
1¯
G p1 , (38)
where we defined the following “naive” field superopera-
tors:
J p• =
{
b1• p = +
•b1 p = − , (39)
G p• =
{
d1• p = +
•d1 p = − . (40)
The superscript p = ± keeps track of whether a field
operator acts from the left or right and is referred to as
the Keldysh index by analogy to the Green’s function
and functional integral techniques. In Eq. (38), we im-
plicitly sum over p, in addition to the multi-index 1. A
crucial difference to the formulation of Ref. 26 is that we
introduced a harmless additional superoperator
pL
Ntot• = pLn
R
pL
n• (41)
into Eq. (38), where
LN
tot
= [N tot, •]− = Ln + LnR , (42)
Ln = [n, •]−, (43)
Ln
R
= [nR, •]−, (44)
are the superoperators associated with the total, QD,
and reservoir electron numbers, respectively. Clearly, for
p = +1 this factor is trivially equal to 1. However, it
may seem at first sight that for p = −1 this is not the
case: when applied to a projector of states of the total
system, this superoperator counts the relative parity of
the fermion numbers N and N ′: (−1)LNtot |Nλ〉〈N ′λ′| =
±|Nλ〉〈N ′λ′| for N − N ′ = even / odd, where λ and λ′
6denote further quantum numbers. However, in all cal-
culations we can assume that the total-system density
operators on which it acts have even parity, since odd
fermion-parity components of states can neither be mea-
sured by any physical operator nor be prepared using
physical evolutions. This is referred to as the fermion-
parity superselection rule of quantum mechanics.40,41
Since the fermion parity plays an important role in
what follows but is often not mentioned or used explicitly
in density operator approaches, it warrants some discus-
sion, in particular since odd-fermion-parity operators do
appear in the renormalization group approach. Physi-
cal Hamiltonians and observables (and their correspond-
ing superoperators) always contain only products of even
numbers of fermionic operators. This implies that only
the part of the density operator ρtot(t) with even fermion
parity can enter into the calculation of any physical ob-
servable 〈A〉(t) = TrAρtot(t). This even part of ρtot(t)
is generated solely from the even parity part of ρtot(t0)
at earlier times since by the same token the parity of
the total fermion number is conserved during time evo-
lution. Therefore, only the even fermion-parity part of
the initial state ρtot(t0) can contribute to an observable
and one may set any odd-fermion part of any density ma-
trix equal to zero. As a result, we can take in Eq. (38)
pL
Ntot• = 1•, even for p = −1. For the factorized ini-
tial state Eq. (28) that we assumed here, this implies that
ρ(t0) must be assumed to be of even fermion parity, since
ρR also has even fermion parity (LnRρ
R = [nR, ρR]− = 0,
which follows from Eq. (21)).
The useful implications of this fermion-parity conser-
vation become clear when performing a linear transfor-
mation of the field superoperators with respect to their
Keldysh indices p. The naively chosen field superopera-
tors (39) and (40) have the disadvantage that they com-
mute or anticommute depending on the Keldysh index
p:
G p1 G
p′
2 + pp
′G p1 G
p′
2 = δpp′δ12¯, (45)
J p1 J
p′
2 + pp
′J p1 J
p′
2 = δpp′δ12¯. (46)
This complicates many calculations as noted, e.g.,
in Ref. 42. However, the factorization of the total fermion
parity into a dot and reservoir factor in (41) naturally
suggests a transformation of the field operators. By ab-
sorbing the fermion parity superoperators of each sub-
system into new field superoperators,
Gp1 = pL
n
G p1 , (47)
J p1 = pL
nR
J p1 , (48)
the latter obey definite anticommutation relations
[Gp1 ,Gp
′
2 ]+ = p δpp′δ12¯, (49)
[J p1 ,J p
′
2 ]+ =
Γ
2π
p δpp′δ12¯. (50)
This allows one to prove the Wick theorem directly for
the operators J using simple algebra,38 avoiding the need
to carefully keep track of sign factors as done in Ref. 26.
However, the non-vanishing anticommutators still de-
pend on the Keldysh index p on the right-hand side.
Moreover, the fields have no simple Hermitian supercon-
jugation relation (see App. B). This can be avoided by a
rotation of the QD fields,
Gq1 =


G˜1 =
1√
2
∑
p
Gp1 = 1√2
∑
p
pL
n
G p1 q = +
G¯1 =
1√
2
∑
p
pGp1 = 1√2
∑
p
pL
n+1G p1 q = −
,
(51)
and a contravariant rotation (cf. Sec. (II B 3)) of the
reservoir fields
Jq1 =


J˜1 =
1√
2
∑
p
pJ p1 = 1√2
∑
p
pL
nR+1J p1 q = +
J¯1 =
1√
2
∑
p
J p1 = 1√2
∑
p
pL
nR
J p1 q = −
.
(52)
To facilitate later discussions, we introduced both an in-
dex q = ± as well as “tilde” and “overbar” symbols to
distinguish the new field components. Now, the anticom-
mutation relations are completely analogous to those of
the usual fermionic operators,
[
Gq1, G
q′
1′
]
+
= δq,q¯′δ1,1¯′ ,


[
G˜1, G¯1′
]
+
= δ1,1¯′[
G˜1, G˜1′
]
+
= 0[
G¯1, G¯1′
]
+
= 0
, (53)
whereas in the reservoirs we incorporate the coupling into
the normalization factor:
[
Jq1 , J
q′
1′
]
+
=
Γ1
2π
δq,q¯′δ1,1¯′ ,


[
J˜1, J¯1′
]
+
=
Γ1
2π
δ1,1¯′[
J˜1, J˜1′
]
+
= 0[
J¯1, J¯1′
]
+
= 0
.
(54)
This second transformation is known as the Keldysh rota-
tion43 and is, e.g., applied to fermionic fields represented
by Grassmann numbers in functional integral theories44
or in the Green’s-function formalism.43 Here, we find
that it also considerably simplifies the real-time trans-
port theory in which not all degrees of freedom can be
integrated out, in contrast to the cited approaches. We
note that a transformation similar to Eqs. (47) and (48),
which also results in the usual anticommutation and con-
jugation relations for the fermionic superoperators, was
introduced in Ref. 32–34, however, without performing
the Keldysh rotation. This transformation, however, is
less convenient since it does not reveal a general struc-
ture of the fermionic superoperators that is important for
our applications. In the following, this will be related to
causality and we will therefore refer to (51) and (52) as
the causal representation and to the index q = ± as the
7causal index. Again, we denote its inverse by q¯ = −q.
The superoperator approach introduced by Prosen31 is
related to ours, but is constructed in a different way by
first introducing a Fock basis (see Sec. (II C 2)). This
construction does not allow one to easily see the relations
between Prosen’s superoperators and our causal superop-
erators (51). See our detailed comparison of the existing
approaches in App. C and D. For the dot field superop-
erators (Gq) this representation was already introduced
in Ref. 26, but it was not exploited in the context of
the perturbation theory, where it provides many useful
additional simplifications that we now address.
First, the property that for any multiindex 1
Tr
D
(G¯1•) = 0 (55)
ensures the probability conservation on the dot during
the time-evolution [see Eq. (69)]. This property of G¯1
is extremely important for the formulation of the RT-
RG in Sec. (III) and is preserved during renormaliza-
tion. We note that probability conservation in the Li-
ouville approach corresponds to the normalization con-
servation for the partition function in the path-integral
approach44. Equation (55) follows directly from the def-
inition of the causal representation: using TrDL
n = 0,
and, using the cyclic property of the trace, we see that
TrDG
p
1 • = TrDd1• is independent of p = ±. Therefore,
Tr
D
(G¯•) =
∑
p
Tr
D
pL
n+1G p1 • =
∑
p
pTr
D
d1• = 0. (56)
Second, the fields G¯1 and G˜1¯ are related by Hermitian
conjugation of superoperators:
G¯1 = (G˜1¯)
†. (57)
For a superoperator S the Hermitian conjugate S† is de-
fined by Tr(A†SB) = Tr((S†A)†B) where A and B are
arbitrary operators (see also Sec. (II C 1) and App. B).
This indicates that the conjugate fields G¯1 and G˜1¯ are
similar to usual creation and annihilation operators, re-
spectively. In Sec. (II C), we exploit this “second quan-
tization” in Liouville space to construct a convenient ba-
sis for this space that includes the left and right zero
eigen-supervectors of both vertices. This considerably
simplifies the matrix representations of many superoper-
ators required in the perturbation theory and the RG.
An immediate consequence of the probability conserva-
tion property (55) and the property (57) is that G˜ has
the unit operator 1 as a right zero eigen-supervector:
G˜11 = 0. (58)
The above properties of the causal field superopera-
tors provide explicit insight into important physical is-
sues that are otherwise not obvious in the general form
of the perturbation theory, e.g., the wide-band limit, the
infinite temperature limit, and the dependence on the
energy cutoff D, which we discuss in Sec. (II B 3). Intro-
ducing the corresponding causal representation for the
reservoir field superoperators also yields several simpli-
fications, which we now discuss.
a. Wick theorem. First, we note that due to the lo-
cal interactions on the QD, Eq. (53) cannot be used to
formulate a Wick theorem for the vertices G. In con-
trast to this, for the reservoir field superoperators this is
possible due to the relation
J¯1ρ
R = tanh(η1ω1/2T )J˜1ρ
R. (59)
This result follows from Eq. (22) by writing it in superop-
erator notation, J +1 ρ
R = eη1ω1/TJ −1 ρ
R, and then ap-
plying the transformations (48) and (52). With Eq. (59)
we can algebraically prove the Wick theorem for the su-
peroperators Jq1 in close analogy to the usual case of
fermionic operators (see App. A): the average of a prod-
uct equals the product of pair contractions summed over
all contractions of pairs 〈ik〉,
Tr
R
(
Jq11 ...J
qm
m ρ
R
)
=
∑
i<k
∏
〈ik〉
(−1)P 〈Jqii Jqkk 〉R, (60)
with the usual fermionic sign (−1)P of the permutation
P that disentangles the contractions.
b. Causal structure. The number of possible pair-
contractions appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (60)
is strongly limited by the causal structure. Applying
Tr
R
J¯1• to Eq. (59) written for the operator J¯2 we obtain
a relation between two of the possible four pair contrac-
tions:
〈J¯1J¯2〉R = tanh(η2ω2/2T )〈J¯1J˜2〉R. (61)
This is actually a statement of the equilibrium
fluctuation-dissipation theorem for each reservoir sepa-
rately (see, e.g., Ref. 45). In close analogy to Eq. (55),
one proves that
Tr
R
(J˜1•) = 0. (62)
This implies, in particular, 〈J˜1J˜2〉R = 0, which is related
to the well-known fact that of the four reservoir Green’s
functions only three are independent.46 This is analogous
to the absence of the so-called “quantum-quantum” con-
tractions and of the “classical-classical” term in the ac-
tion in the Keldysh functional integral approach44 and
has been referred to as the “causal” structure of the
Green functions. However, Eq. (62) entails an additional
simplification: 〈J˜1J¯2〉R = 0. This is particular to our
real-time superoperator approach, and is most explicitly
related to causality. To see this, note that we keep track
of the left and right action of operators using superoper-
ator notation and that these superoperators inherit their
ordering in the Laplace representation from their for-
ward time-ordering in the time-evolution [cf. Eq. (34)].
We never have to introduce a fictitious backward time-
propagation as in the Keldysh technique. Therefore, no
advanced reservoir Green functions can appear in our
theory, which is expressed by 〈J˜1J¯2〉R = 0.
8c. Energy and temperature dependence. The only
reservoir correlation functions that can appear in the
Wick expansion (60) for the causal fields have a sim-
pler energy (ω) and temperature (T ) dependence than in
the representations (39)-(40) and (47)-(48). This corre-
lates with the physical information incorporated in these
functions, i.e., in the retarded function69
γ˜1,2(η2ω2) := 〈J¯1J˜2〉R = Γ2
2π
δ1,2¯, (63)
and in the Keldysh function
γ¯1,2(η2ω2) := 〈J¯1J¯2〉R = Γ2
2π
tanh(η2ω2/2T )δ1,2¯. (64)
In the causal representation, the superoperator order-
ing explicitly shows that the retarded contraction γ˜ con-
tains no information about the distribution function of
the reservoirs and is therefore temperature independent.
Equation (63) follows directly from the anticommutation
relation (54) and the property (62), and is indeed inde-
pendent of the reservoir density operator ρR. In contrast,
for the Keldysh contraction γ¯, one first needs to use the
property (59) specific to the equilibrium state of the non-
interacting reservoirs, before Eq. (54) and Eq. (62) can be
applied. The above shows that the representation (52)
reflects most explicitly the causal structure of the per-
turbation theory, motivating its denotation. It thereby
automatically achieves the decomposition of the reser-
voir Fermi distribution function into its symmetric (triv-
ial) and antisymmetric (non-trivial) parts with respect
to the energy ω that was introduced in Ref. 26, where
it was crucial for setting up the RT-RG. In the follow-
ing, we show that in the causal representation for the QD
fields the perturbation theory also drastically simplifies
and that in this formulation the RT-RG appears quite
naturally.
3. Perturbation series and diagram rules
a. Diagram rules When defining the causal repre-
sentations (51) and (52), we performed opposite Keldysh
rotations for the dot and the reservoirs. This is motivated
by the form of the tunneling Liouvillian Eq. (38), which
in the causal representation can be written compactly as
LV = G¯1J¯1¯ + G˜1J˜1¯ =
∑
q=±
Gq1J
q
1¯
. (65)
We note the convenient absence of a minus sign on the
right-hand side: we can treat the dot superoperators Gqii
as if their commute (rather than anticommute) with the
reservoir superoperators Jqkk as mentioned in the remark
after Eq. (20). We can now integrate out the reservoir
degrees of freedom in each term of the expansion (34) in
the way discussed in Ref. 26 by commuting all reservoir
superoperators to the right side using the relation
Jq1L
R =
(
LR − η1(ω1 + µ1)
)
Jq1 . (66)
The mth-order contributions to Σ(z) then read as
1
z − LG
q1
1
1
z −X1 − LG
q2
2
1
z −X2 − L... (67)
1
z −Xm−1G
qm
m
1
z − Lρ(t0)TrR
(
Jq1
1¯
Jq2
2¯
...Jqmm¯ ρ
R
)
.
Here, Xi =
∑
k≤i xk, where the summation runs over the
reservoir frequencies xk = ηk(ωk + µk) of the G
qk
k (J
qk
k¯
)
originally standing to the left of resolvent i. Applying
the Wick theorem (60), we can represent the terms di-
agrammatically by propagator-lines connecting vertices
that are contracted in pairs by lines with frequencies xk.
The irreducible parts of these diagrams, i.e., those parts
which cannot be cut without hitting at least one reser-
voir contraction, are collected into the irreducible kernel
or self-energy superoperator Σ(z). In Fig. 1, we show the
diagrams for Σ(z) to one- and two-loop order. Leaving
implicit the sum over all indices, all possible configura-
tions of pair contractions and all orders m, we can write:
Σ(z) = (−1)P
(∏
γij
)
irr
× (68)
G−1
1
z −X1 − LG
q2
2 ......G
qm−1
m−1
1
z −Xm−1 − LG
qm
m
Here, γ denotes that the function γ¯ (γ˜), given by Eq. (64)
(Eq. (63)), should be written for pair contraction con-
necting a G¯i vertex on the left with a G¯j (G˜j) vertex on
the right. By Eq. (65) it is the earliest vertex (rightmost)
that decides the type of contraction, i.e., its indices ap-
pear as the argument of the contraction function. Here,
Xi is now the sum over the frequencies of all reservoir
contractions which go over i-th resolvent (since contrac-
tions that start and end to the left or right cancel out).
Importantly, since on the left we always have G¯ (i.e.,
Gq1 with q1 = −), the property (55) of the causal field
of type G¯ is seen to guarantee the conservation of prob-
ability:
Tr
D
Σ(z) = 0. (69)
Another general property restricts the frequency depen-
dence:
KΣ(z)K = −Σ(−z∗). (70)
Here, K = K−1 is the antilinear superoperator that
effects the Hermitian conjugation of an operator, see
App. G. (Such a transformation of an arbitrary su-
peroperator S → KSK := Sc was referred to as
“c-conjugation” in Ref. 26.) This guarantees through
Eq. (35)-(36) that the reduced density operator remains
Hermitian during the time-evolution, i.e., ρ(z) = ρ(−z∗).
The property (70) derives from the conjugation prop-
erties (119) below and from KLK−1 = −L. The
causal representation (68) of the diagrammatic pertur-
bation theory is very useful in general and has been ex-
tended to time-dependent problems in Ref. 38,47. We
now discuss the main advantages that will be important
for setting up the RG and the construction of a conve-
nient supervector basis in Sec. (II C).
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FIG. 1: One- and two-loop contributions to the self-energy
kernel Σ. The full black line denotes the free dot propa-
gation, the arrow indicates the ordering of superoperators
(“late goes left”) in Laplace space that is “inherited” from
the time ordering. The curves denote the contraction of dot
superoperators. Here, the line connects the dot superoper-
ators whose corresponding reservoir superoperators are con-
tracted: 〈GJ . . .GJ〉R = 〈JJ〉RG . . .G −→ G . . .G . This is
in contrast to the standard technique, where a contraction line
connects contracted operators themselves. The full blue line
denotes a Keldysh contraction γ¯ of two G¯ type vertices (cf.
Eq. (64)) whereas the dashed blue contraction corresponds to
the retarded contraction γ˜ of a G¯ with an earlier G˜ vertex
to the right (cf. Eq. (63)). Diagrams with vanishing contrac-
tions, i.e., where G˜ is contracted to the right (cf. Eq. (62)),
are not drawn. Furthermore, the 2 loop diagrams in the light
and dark gray boxes contain a γ˜ contraction enclosing k = 1
and respectively k = 2 other vertices and therefore scale with
Γk/Dk and can be neglected in the wide band limit. In the
causal representation only 5 diagrams remain, in contrast to
formulations using “naive” superoperators30 where 20 terms
remain, which partially cancel out.
b. Wide-band limit. First of all, the number of con-
tributing terms in Eq. (68) is strongly reduced since the
trivial (γ˜) and non-trivial (γ¯) energy dependence of the
contractions is automatically separated, which in other
representations has to be done separately30. Here, terms
that do not contribute in the wide bandwidth limit can
be identified using the diagram topology as illustrated
in Fig. 1. All diagrams where one or more vertices are
enclosed between contracted vertices G¯1 and G˜1¯ give con-
tributions of order Γ/D ≪ 1 or smaller and can be ne-
glected. This can be proved by careful examination of the
poles appearing when closing all integrals in the complex
upper half plane (see Ref. 38), or argued in the time-
representation.70 As a result γ˜ contractions can only oc-
cur inside γ¯ contractions in diagrams with more than one
loop, see Fig. 1. This results in an exponential reduction
in the number of contributing terms.
This feature also naturally suggests a starting point for
a two-stage RG approach. First, all terms that contain
retarded contractions γ˜ can be integrated out explicitly
by a one-step diagram resummation, leading to a renor-
malization of L discussed in Sec. (II B 4). The remaining
diagrams will then contain only G¯ superoperators with
non-trivial contractions γ¯, which can be eliminated by
a second, continuous RG. This approach will be worked
out in detail in Sec. (III).
c. Infinite-temperature limit The choice of the su-
pervector basis is simplified very much by noting that
the superoperator structure of Σ(z) is strongly restricted
in the causal representation: in the wide-band limit (see
above), there is only one diagram that starts with G˜ on
the right and ends with G¯ on the left. We denote this
special one-loop diagram by Σ˜. Importantly, all other
diagrams start and end with a G¯ vertex. The ω inte-
gral for the Σ˜ diagram can be performed by closing the
integration contour in the upper/lower half-plane of the
complex plane for η = ∓ and neglecting small corrections
of order Γ/D≪ 1:
Σ˜(z) =
∫
dωG¯1
γ˜(ηω)
z − L− ηω − ηµ1 G˜1¯ = −i
Γ1
2
G¯1G˜1¯.
(71)
where Γ1 = Γr for multiindex 1 = η, σ, r, ω. The self-
energy Σ˜ has a clear physical meaning: it is the self-
energy one obtains in the infinite temperature limit. This
follows from its definition since all contractions γ¯ = 0
for T = ∞, and Σ˜ is the only diagram in wide-band
limit without this contraction function. As discussed
in Sec. (II B 2), the retarded correlation function of the
reservoirs γ˜ contains only spectral information (see the
discussion of Eq. (63)) and is therefore independent of
T . Therefore, Σ = Σ˜ at T = ∞. Since at T = ∞ no
energy scale matters any more, Σ˜ is independent of the
QD frequency z or any QD energy scale in the problem
as well as the cutoff D. The dependence on Γ remains,
however: in the high-temperature limit all quantum dot
states are equally accessible by tunneling processes. This
is described by the self-energy Σ˜.
The action of Σ˜ is very different from that of the Li-
ouvillian L of the isolated QD: it is not super-Hermitian,
as L is, but rather anti-super-Hermitian,
Σ˜† = −Σ˜, (72)
which simply follows from the Hermitian conjugation
property of the causal field superoperators [Eq. (57)].
For T = ∞, the effective Liouvillian thus reduces to
L(z) = L+ Σ˜(z) with stationary state
ρ = 141, (73)
which is the maximal entropy state. This follows directly
from the causal representation of Σ˜ [Eq. (71)], which
shows that Σ˜ and G˜ share the same right eigenvectors,
combined with the probability conservation Eq. (58). By
the same argument it is clear that in this limit the cur-
rent vanishes: anticipating the result (183) of Sec. (II E),
we find for the self-energy required for the current equals
Σ˜r(z) = −iΓ12 G¯1G˜1¯|r1=r, (74)
where in the sum over 1 we exclude the reservoir index
r. This also vanishes by Eq. (58) and therefore 〈Ir〉 = 0.
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d. Cutoff dependence and complete basis Another
advantage of the causal representation is that the cutoff
dependence of integrals in the individual diagrams that
do contribute in the wide-band limit can be analyzed on
the level of superoperators. These self-energy contribu-
tions seem to depend on the energy integral cutoff D.
However, using the causal structure of the perturbation
theory, one can explicitly see that such dependence can-
cels out due to the superoperator structure of the vertices
(i.e., the matrices multiplying the D-dependent contribu-
tions to the integrals vanish). The condition for this is
that one keeps the complete basis of many-body eigen-
states of the dot Hamiltonian. To see this, however, one
needs to consider the entire Liouville space, including all
off-diagonal density operator elements and not restrict
the analysis to only diagonal density matrix elements
based on symmetry properties as is often done. The idea
is best illustrated by considering the one-loop contribu-
tions in Fig. 1. By Eq. (71), the one-loop diagram with
a γ˜ contraction is explicitly independent of D. For the γ¯
contraction of two G¯-type vertices,
∫
dω1G¯1
γ¯1¯1(η1ω1)
z − L− η1ω1 − η1µ1 G¯1¯, (75)
theD dependence enters through the most divergent part
of the integral, obtained by neglecting LD in the denom-
inator. This part is thus proportional to a superoperator
that is identically zero due to anticommutation relations
(53):
G¯1G¯1¯ = −G¯1¯G¯1 = G¯2G¯2¯ = 0, (76)
Here, we renamed the dummy summation indices 1 =
η1, σ1, r1, ω1; in fact, only the implicit summation over
η1 is relevant here. Importantly, this argument breaks
down as soon as many-body states have been excluded
from the Hilbert space basis, e.g., based on their large en-
ergy. For example, in the limit U →∞, one can exclude
the doubly occupied QD state |2〉 and thereby eliminate
Liouville-space elements with eigenvalues exceeding D.
This simplifies the calculations, but for vertex operators
projected onto this subspace the relation (76) does not
hold anymore (since it is a non-linear relation). As a
result, the explicit D dependence remains and does not
cancel out from such expressions, and the cutoff should
be set to D ∼ U if one makes this approximation.
The above analysis can be extended to higher-order
diagrams, and one finds that also there the D depen-
dence drops out. Here one uses that diagrams containing
G˜ vertices are always expressible in terms of the cutoff-
independent Σ˜ skeleton (see also Sec. (II B 4)). This anal-
ysis confirms the observation, made previously after ex-
plicit calculations of the kernel Σ(i0), e.g., in Ref. 48, that
the cutoff D drops out. Here, however, the cutoff depen-
dence can be completely assessed on a very general level,
based on the fermionic superoperator algebra, without
any need for the explicit calculation of matrix-elements.
4. Finite temperature perturbation theory: Elimination of
infinite-temperature contractions
As already mentioned at the end of Sec. (II B 3), the
causal structure of the perturbation theory naturally sug-
gests to proceed in two stages. We first eliminate all di-
agrams containing the retarded contraction γ˜, i.e., the
skeleton diagram (71). As discussed in Sec. (II B 2), the
function γ˜, given by Eq. (63), only contains spectral in-
formation about the reservoirs. Since this contraction
always occurs isolated and inside other Keldysh contrac-
tions (cf. Sec. (II B 3)), we can use (71) as a skeleton
diagram and on each propagator line resum the series,
1
z − L−X
∞∑
n=0
(
Σ˜
1
z − L−X
)n
=
1
z − L¯−X , (77)
thereby renormalizing the dot Liouvillian to
L¯ = L+ Σ˜. (78)
This is illustrated in Fig. 2. As discussed in Sec. (II B 3 c),
Σ˜ equals the QD self-energy in the limit of infinite tem-
perature in all reservoirs. The lack of energy dependence
of Σ˜ reflects that in the high-temperature limit, all QD
states are equally accessible via transitions induced by
the electrodes. Physically, one expects that the Keldysh
contractions γ¯, describing the non-trivial, temperature
dependent part of the distribution function49, will drop
out in this limit.
In a second stage, we calculate the finite temperature
effects, which are all incorporated through the self-energy
Σ¯(z). Its diagrammatic perturbation series has the same
structure as for Σ, but is expressed entirely in terms of
the contraction γ¯, the vertex G¯ and the Liouvillian L¯:
Σ¯(z) = (−1)P
(∏
γ¯ij
)
irr
× (79)
G¯1
1
z −X1 − L¯ G¯2...
1
z −Xn−1 − L¯ G¯n.
Summing this renormalized perturbation theory, one ob-
tains, of course, the same exact result (36) for the effec-
tive Liouvillian, which, however, is now decomposed in a
different way:
L(z) = L¯+ Σ¯(z). (80)
All contractions γ˜ have been eliminated simultaneously
in the above transformation of the perturbation series.
This was previously referred to as the discrete step of
the real-time renormalization group procedure.26 In the
Anderson model in the wide-band limit, only one skeleton
diagram contributes to L¯ through Σ˜ and no renormaliza-
tion of vertex G¯ is required to eliminate γ˜.71 This discrete
first step is a necessary preparation for the second-step
RG in which we will integrate out the γ¯ contractions as
well in a continuous RG flow. In contrast to the G¯, the
vertices G˜ do not share the left zero eigen-supervector
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FIG. 2: Example resummation of diagrams with a single γ¯
loop (solid blue curve) and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . skeleton diagrams
Σ˜, resulting in one-loop diagram with a renormalized propaga-
tor. Since in the wide-band limit γ˜ contractions (dashed blue
curve) can not contain other vertices, this can be extended to
any irreducible diagrams with any number of γ¯ loops.
(ZL| with the effective Liouvillian [cf. Eq. (86)]. If
they were still present during a process of continuous
renormalization, this would lead to divergences whenever
the zero eigenvalue of L would appear in the resolvent
(z −X − L)−1 (see also Ref. 50). The vertices G˜ must
therefore be integrated out before any continuous RG can
be formulated. This is a characteristic feature of an RG
for dissipative systems that exhibits a stationary state
(a zero eigen-supervector). The causal structure of the
renormalized perturbation theory (79) makes clear that
this elimination has been achieved: the zero eigenvalue
term of L¯ always drops out due to the presence of G¯’s
adjacent to the propagator (z −X − L¯)−1.
At this point, we can already make an observation that
is important for the construction of an explicit expansion
for the effective Liouvillian L(z) later on in Sec. (II C 5):
no continuous RG scheme, which reorganizes the pertur-
bation series Eq. (79) involving only G¯ vertices, can ever
generate terms of the form G¯...G˜, i.e., with a G˜ super-
operator standing on the far right. In the notation of
Sec. (II C 5) this implies that the coefficient of the term
|ZR)(ZR| in the expansion Eq. (136) is not changed dur-
ing a RG flow [or any non-perturbative approximation to
the series (79)].
What was done so far can be understood as a formal
expansion around the infinite-temperature limit as a ref-
erence point. We start from the exact solution for the
infinite-temperature, wide-band limit and then reformu-
late the perturbation theory for finite temperature (in-
cluding the zero-temperature limit of interest.) This is
not to be confused with the expansion in inverse pow-
ers of T : we formally expand in the Keldysh distribu-
tion functions (contractions) γ¯. Actually, one meets this
expansion already in most standard applications of the
generalized master equation approach where one also cal-
culates the kernel Σ(i0), obtaining “rates” that include
Fermi’s golden rule: this corresponds to the correction
to Σ˜ of first order in γ¯. Here, we reformulated the ex-
act perturbation theory around this reference point in
order to perturbatively calculate the important higher-
order corrections to that result. To this end, we per-
formed a first natural step by exactly incorporating the
“trivial” infinite-temperature fluctuations into a redefi-
nition of the Liouvillian. This first step is the crucial
starting point for the RT-RG approach that we will de-
velop to incorporate the “non-trivial” finite-temperature
fluctuations also non-perturbatively: it prevents a seri-
ous technical problem related to the zero eigenvalue of
the stationary non-equilibrium state from appearing (see
Sec.III A and Sec.II C 5).
C. Basis of the Anderson-model
in Liouville Fock-space
To obtain explicit RG equations that can be solved
numerically in an efficient way we need to construct a
basis that exploits the advantages of (i) selection rules
for the self-energy superoperator induced by the global
symmetries (ii) the causal structure of Σ¯(z) and (iii) the
fermion-parity superselection rule. Again, these can be
useful in the perturbation theory as well, so we discuss
them here.
1. Liouville space bra-ket formalism
By Eq. (68) and (79) the QD self-energy Σ (Σ¯) is a
functional of the QD Liouvillian L (L¯) and the vertex
superoperators Gq (G¯), which linearly act on the QD
Hilbert space of many-body states. To explicitly calcu-
late these superoperators, it is convenient to introduce a
“bra-ket” formalism analogous to that of standard quan-
tum mechanics: we write a 16-component supervector
(representing an operator acting on the 4-dimensional
Hilbert space) as a rounded superket A = |A) and in-
troduce its dual supervector (A|• = Tr (A†•) as a linear
functional acting on operators. An operatorA is orthogo-
nal to B if (A|B) = Tr(A†B) = 0 (see, e.g., Ref. 51). The
dual vector may be written as the Hermitian conjugate
of a superket:
(A| = |A)†, |A) = (A|†, (81)
where † is not to be confused with the supervector corre-
sponding to the Hermitian conjugate of the operator A,
A† = |A†). An operator basis |Ai), i = 1, . . . , 16 of mutu-
ally orthonormal operators Tr(A†iAj) = δi,j is complete
if any operator B can be expanded as B =
∑
i(Ai|B)Ai
with coefficients (Ai|B) = Tr(A†iB). Any superopera-
tor S acting on such operators can then be expressed in
general as a sum of 256 terms:
S =
16∑
i,j=1
(Ai|S|Aj) |Ai)(Aj |. (82)
2. Liouville Fock-space basis
To maximally reduce the number of terms in the ex-
pansion (82) of physical superoperators, we now exploit
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the close analogy between our Liouville field superopera-
tors in the causal representation and the usual fermionic
field operators. In this section we will first construct a
suitable orthonormal basis of operators (supervectors) in
which any QD operator can be expanded. In Sec. (II C 3)
we analyze their transformation properties under the
symmetry transformations of the Anderson model. In
this basis we can then in Sec. (II C 5) easily construct
superoperator expansions compatible with these symme-
tries.
We start from the key property (55) of the vertex op-
erators in the causal representation. In bra-ket notation
the trace operation corresponds to the action
TrD• = TrD1• = 2(ZL| (83)
of the dual of the normalized supervector
|ZL) = 121. (84)
Therefore, by Eq. (55), (ZL| is a left zero eigen-
supervector of G¯ and by (57) it follows that |ZL) must
be a right eigen-supervector of G˜:
(ZL|G¯1 = 0, G˜1|ZL) = 0. (85)
We can formally consider the state annihilated by oper-
ators G˜ as a “supervacuum”. (Note that the “supervac-
uum” state is the most symmetric dot operator similar
to standard field theories where the vacuum state usually
is the most symmetric one). This vacuum supervector is
proportional to the physical infinite temperature density
operator [cf. Eq. (73)] with maximal von Neumann en-
tropy S = −TrD {ρ ln(ρ)}. It is then also natural to
construct the corresponding right zero eigen-supervector
of G¯1 whose dual is the left zero eigen-supervector of G˜1:
G¯1|ZR) = 0, (ZR|G˜1 = 0. (86)
Since G¯1 is a non-Hermitian superoperator these eigen-
supervectors are not simply related by Hermitian conju-
gation in Liouville space, |ZR) 6= (ZL|† [cf. Eq. (81)].
The operator ZR will be found to play a key role
throughout this work. In App. E we discuss its many
interesting properties, most prominently, its relation to
the fermion-parity, its similarity to Grassmann num-
bers, and its relation to the spin- and charge-rotations of
Sec. (II C 3). To construct |ZR) we now exploit the close
analogy to the usual field operators: G¯1 is a creation
operator in Liouville Fock-space, since its Hermitian su-
perconjugate G˜1¯ annihilates the supervacuum state |ZL)
by Eq. (85). The state annihilated by G¯1 is therefore
simply the maximally occupied state in the QD Liouville
Fock-space, starting from the vacuum:72
|ZR) =
∏
σ
(∏
η
G¯ησ
)
|ZL). (87)
As for the usual fermionic field operators, the action of
creation operators preserves the normalization: this fol-
lows directly from Eq. (81) and the anticommutation re-
lations (53):
(ZR|ZR) = (ZL|
∏
σ
(∏
η
G˜η¯σG¯ησ
)
|ZL)
= (ZL|ZL) = 1. (88)
Note that by Eq. (53), reordering the G¯’s in the definition
of ZR only amounts to an unimportant redefinition of the
overall sign. Using Eq. (51), we can write for the explicit
action on any operator (denoted by •) with even fermion-
parity
G¯+σG¯−σ• = 12
(
[nσ, •]+ − 1 + d†σ • dσ − dσ • d†σ
)
. (89)
Inserting this into Eq. (87), we obtain
|ZR) = 1
2
∏
σ
(2nσ − 1). (90)
Since (ZL| is a left eigenvector of G¯ [cf. Eq. (85)], we
immediately see that the two zero eigen-supervectors are
orthonormal, (ZL|ZR) = 0. Therefore, it is natural to
include |ZR) into the orthonormal Liouville space basis.
By successively acting on the supervacuum state |ZL),
we can generate more normalized, orthogonal operators.
There are in total eight bosonic operators:
|ZL) = 121, (91)
|χσ) = G¯+σG¯−σ|ZL), (92)
|Tη) = ηG¯η↑G¯η↓|ZL), (93)
|Sσ) = G¯+σG¯−σ¯|ZL), (94)
|ZR) = G¯+↑G¯−↑G¯+↓G¯−↓|ZL), (95)
and there are eight fermionic operators:
|α++,σ) = G¯+σ|ZL),
|α+−,σ) = σG¯−σ¯|ZL),
|α−+,σ) = G¯+σG¯+σ¯G¯−σ¯|ZL),
|α−−,σ) = σG¯−σ¯G¯−σG¯+σ|ZL).
(96)
The labeling of these basis supervectors is motivated
by their explicit expressions in terms of the field oper-
ators dσ, d
†
σ (see Eq. (103)-(114)) and their behavior un-
der symmetry transformations, which will be discussed
in the next section. We see that the index ν of the
operators |ανησ) only has a meaning in Liouville space:
it distinguishes ν = + states with one excess excita-
tion relative to the supervacuum |ZL) (superparticles),
from ν = − states with one deficit particle with respect
to the maximally occupied superstate |ZR) (superholes).
By construction, these 16 operators form a complete or-
thonormal basis of the QD Liouville space. This basis in-
cludes only one operator that has non-zero trace, namely,
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|ZL) = 121. Since all other supervectors are orthogonal
to |ZL), their corresponding operators are traceless ac-
cording to Eq. (83).
We emphasize that the choice of basis supervectors
|ZL) and |ZR) relies on two general physical properties
of the problem, the probability conservation (cf. Eq. (69)
and Eq. (85)) and the fermion-parity (cf. App. E). The
choice of the signs of the remaining operators, however, is
motivated by considering the symmetry transformations
of the Anderson model. These will be discussed in the
next section. The related approach of Prosen was also in-
troduced by an explicit construction of the Liouville-Fock
space31 (see App. C).
Before we proceed, we emphasize the necessity of work-
ing with a complete basis for the QD Liouville space,
which includes operators that are non-diagonal in both
spin and / or charge quantum numbers. In perturba-
tion theory, one can disregard all matrix elements of
the self-energy Σ(z) involving the latter operators (cf.
Sec. (II B 3)), due to the conservation laws (101). How-
ever, the states propagating in the inner part of a diagram
contributing to Σ(z) (i.e., a virtual intermediate state)
are less restricted by the conservation laws, requiring the
matrix elements of the vertices and the QD Liouvillian
L between all the off-diagonal operators.73 In the RT-
RG that we set up below such matrix elements involving
odd-fermion-parity operators cannot be avoided for Σ(z)
as well since one needs to describe the renormalization of
all virtual intermediate states, both fermionic as well as
bosonic ones.
3. Irreducible transformation
under symmetry operations
For the total system of QD and reservoirs both the
charge and spin components along the magnetic field are
conserved [cf. Eqs. (25) and (26)]. The particle number
conservation on the dot is conveniently expressed using
the charge-polarization operator
Tz =
1
2 (n− 1), (97)
which measures the difference of the occupation proba-
bilities of the empty and doubly occupied QD states |0〉
and |2〉. It follows from Eq. (25) and (26) that the dot
superoperators for charge polarization (cf. Eq. (43)) and
spin,
LTz = [Tz, •]− = 12Ln, (98)
LSz = [Sz , •]−, (99)
respectively, commute with each other as well as with the
Liouvillian L and the self-energy Σ(z). Therefore, the ef-
fective Liouvillian L(z) = L+Σ(z), which determines the
time-evolution of the reduced density operator, conserves
these superobservables (see App. F for a derivation):[
L(z), LTz
]
− = 0, (100)[
L(z), LSz
]
− = 0. (101)
Thus L(z) can be simultaneously block diagonalized with
the superoperators for charge- and spin polarization and
they have common eigen-supervectors. In the basis of
Sec. (II C 3), the initial dot Hamiltonian operator Eq. (1)
has the form
H =(2ǫ+
U
2
)|ZL) + U
2
|ZR)
+ 2
(
ǫ+
U
2
)
|Tz) +B|Sz). (102)
In two special cases the total system has a higher sym-
metry: for ǫ = −U/2 and µL = µR it exhibits full
charge-rotation symmetry, whereas for B = 0 it has full
spin-rotation symmetry. These full symmetry groups are
obtained by adding the operators Sx and Sy to Sz (cf.
Eq. (107)), giving the SU(2) spin-algebra, and by adding
Tx and Ty to Tz (cf. Eq. (111)), giving another SU(2)
algebra generating “charge-rotations” (see below). The
construction of superoperators that transform in the sim-
plest possible way under these symmetry operations is
greatly simplified by first constructing basis operators
that can be classified with respect to the corresponding
irreducible representations. Importantly, the Liouville
Fock basis (91)-(96) that we constructed using the causal
field superoperators is already very close to a symmetry-
adapted basis and we merely need to complete the classi-
fication. We first group these operators according to their
even or odd fermion parity, and refer to these as bosonic,
respectively, fermionic operators. We subsequently clas-
sify them according to the transformation behavior under
the two SU(2) rotation groups as an irreducible tensor
operator (ITO). This allows us to identify supervectors
corresponding to Hilbert-space operators that are diago-
nal with respect to the QD charge and / or the QD spin.
In perturbation theory, one only needs the self-energies
connecting such diagonal components of the density ma-
trix. In the RG that we set up below this is no longer
true. Still, it is important to single out this block of
matrix elements of Σ(z), Σ¯(z) and L(z).
One half of the Liouville space is then spanned by
eight bosonic operators with integer charge- and spin-
ITO ranks:
• The zero-eigenvectors of the vertex superoperators
are scalars (rank-0 spin and charge ITOs) with re-
spect to both spin- and charge-rotations since the
zero-eigenvalue equations Eq. (85)-(86) are invari-
ant under these transformations. They are there-
fore charge- and spin-diagonal operators. This is
also clear from their explicit form in terms of the
Casimir operators of the spin- (S2 =
∑
i S
2
i ) and
charge- rotation (T 2 =
∑
i T
2
i ) SU(2) Lie algebras:
|ZL) = 121 = 43 (T 2 + S2), (103)
|ZR) = 2n↑n↓ − n+ 121 = 23 (T 2 − S2). (104)
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• The generators of rotations in spin space are
|S0) = 1√2
∑
σ
σ|χσ) = 1√2
∑
σ
σnσ, (105)
|Sσ) = d†σdσ¯, σ =↑, ↓ = ±. (106)
The operators −|S+), |S0), |S−) transform as the
components of a rank-1 spin-ITO (vector), i.e., sim-
pler than the more familiar Cartesian components
of the spin-operator,
|Sx,y) = 12(i) (|S+)± |S−)) , |Sz) = 1√2 |S0), (107)
which satisfy [|Si), |Sj)]− = iǫijk|Sk). They trans-
form as a rank-0 ITO (scalar) with respect to
charge-rotations and are therefore charge-diagonal.
• The generators of rotations in charge space are
|T0) = 1√2
∑
σ
|χσ) = 1√2 (n− 1), (108)
|T+) = d†↑d†↓, (109)
|T−) = d↓d↑. (110)
The operators −|T+), |T0), |T−) transform as a
rank-1 ITO (vector) under rotations in charge
space, and as a rank 0 ITO (scalar) with respect
to spin-rotations. Therefore, they are all spin-
diagonal. They are more convenient than the
Cartesian components
|Tx,y) = 12(i) (|T+)± |T−)) , |Tz) = 1√2 |T0). (111)
satisfying the SU(2) algebra [|Ti), |Tj)]− =
iǫijk|Tk). In contrast to the spin-operators, here
the indices x, y, z are not related to the axes in the
real space, but merely label the components of the
SU(2) generators.
In the bosonic sector, we can thus use either
|χσ) = nσ − 121 = 1√2 [|T0) + σ|S0)] , (112)
or |S0) and |T0) as basis vectors. Only the latter two are
adapted to charge- and spin- rotation symmetry, but the
former two allow for greater notational simplicity. Both
will be used.
The other half of the QD Liouville space is spanned by
eight more, fermionic operators with half-integer charge-
and spin-ITO ranks:
• The fermionic operators, denoted by ανη,σ, act in
three subspaces of dimension 2 labeled by σ = ±
(spin), η = ± (particle-hole) and, additionally,
ν = ±. These basis operators are ITOs of rank 12
with respect to both charge (η) and spin-rotations
(σ). For ν = + these are the rank 12 spin-ITOs con-
structed from creation and annihilation operators:
|α++,σ) = 1√2d†σ, |α
+
−,σ) =
1√
2
σdσ¯, (113)
|α−+,σ) = 2|ZRα++σ), |α−−,σ) = 2|ZRα+−σ). (114)
Operator fermion S-ITO T -ITO
-parity (rank,index) (rank, index)
|Zi) + (0,0) (0,0) i = L,R
|Sm) + (1,m) (0,0) m = 0,±1
|Tm) + (0,0) (1,m) m = 0,±1
|ανη,σ) - ( 12 ,σ2 ) ( 12 , η2 ) η, σ = ±1
TABLE I: Fermion-parity and irreducible transformation be-
havior of basis operators under spin- and charge-rotations.
Schematically denoting these operators by |s,ms; t,mt), these
transform as (i) spin-irreducible tensor operators (S-ITOs)
with rank s and indexms, L
Sz |s,ms; t,mt) = ms|s,ms; t,mt)
and LS± |s,ms; t,mt) =
√
s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1)|s,ms ±
1; t,mt). and (ii) as charge-ITOs (T -ITOs) with rank
t and index mt, L
Tz |s,ms; t,mt) = ms|s,ms; t,mt) and
LT± |s,ms; t,mt) =
√
t(t+ 1)−mt(mt ± 1)|s,ms; t,mt ± 1).
All zero-index S-ITOs (T -ITOs) correspond to operators act-
ing on Hilbert space that are diagonal in spin (charge).
All these operators are both charge- and spin off-
diagonal. The above explicit form emphasizes that
there is an additional set of fermionic operators in
the charge off-diagonal subspace that is linearly in-
dependent of the standard field operators dσ and
d†σ, see the discussion of the index ν after Eq. (96).
Noting the property (2ZR)
2 = 1 we find the follow-
ing explicit relation between these two sets: with
ν¯ = −ν,
|ανη,σ) = 2ZR|αν¯η,σ). (115)
The above simple transformation behavior of the basis
supervectors motivates all the relative signs that we an-
ticipated in writing Eq. (91)-(96). The basis is therefore
completely fixed up to irrelevant phases by general physi-
cal properties (probability conservation, symmetries) to-
gether with the supervector normalization. Table I sum-
marizes the transformation properties.
Finally, we note the transformation behavior under
Hilbert-space Hermitian conjugation, corresponding to
an antilinear superoperator K (see Eq. (70)). For all
diagonal basis operators D = ZL, ZR, χσ, S0, T0
K|D) = |D), (116)
whereas for the off-diagonal operators
K|S±) = |S∓),
K|T±) = |T∓),
K|ανη,σ) = −νησ|ανη¯,σ¯).
(117)
4. Expansion of the vertices
The calculation of the bra-ket representation of the
vertex superoperators in the basis Eq. (91)-(96) reduces
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entirely to the calculation of
G¯+σ =|α++,σ)(ZL|+ σ|ZR)(α−−,σ¯| (118)
+ σ|T+)(α++,σ¯|+ |α−−,σ)(T−|+ |α−+,σ)(χσ¯|
− σ|χσ)(α+−,σ¯|+ σ|Sσ)(α+−,σ| − |α−+,σ¯)(Sσ¯|.
This is easily performed using the second quantization
technique that we introduced in Liouville Fock space,
i.e., using algebra rather than the explicit matrix repre-
sentations of Sec. (II C 3). All other vertices follow from
general relations: first, using the transformation under
Hermitian conjugation [see Eq. (70)],
G¯ησ = (−1)Ln+1KG¯η¯σK, (119)
the result for opposite charge index η = − follows from
Eqs. (116) and (117):
G¯−σ =− σ|α+−,σ¯)(ZL| − |ZR)(α−+,σ| (120)
− σ|α−+,σ¯)(T+| − |T−)(α+−,σ|+ σ|α−−,σ¯)(χσ¯ |
− |χσ)(α++,σ| − |Sσ¯)(α++,σ¯|+ σ|α−−,σ)(Sσ|.
The vertex superoperators G˜ησ are obtained from G¯η¯σ
by the Hermitian conjugation relation (57) between the
field superoperators. In the Liouville bra-ket formalism,
this simply means that we can interchange bra and ket
vectors in the expansions (118) and (120) to obtain G˜∓σ.
We point out that under the two-loop RG flow to be
discussed in Sec. (III), the structure of the vertex oper-
ators is changed and the above relations cease to hold
[G¯ will be modified whereas G˜ is not changed, implying
that Eq. (57) breaks down]. However, in Sec. (IVC), we
show how such vertex corrections can be incorporated
effectively into the flow of the effective Liouvillian only,
allowing us to work with the “bare” vertices having the
nice properties discussed above. Two properties of the
bare vertices that remain valid under the RG-flow are
(α+ησ|G¯1 ∝ (ZL| or 0, (121)
G¯1|α−ησ) ∝ |ZR) or 0, (122)
Equation (121) follows since |α+ησ) is obtained from the
vacuum |ZL) by the action of a single creation superop-
erator (cf. Eq. (96)). Using Eq. (57)
(α+η,σ| = σ(1−η)/2(ZL|G˜η¯,(ησ). (123)
When inserted in the left-hand side of Eq. (121), this G˜
can be anticommuted past the G¯ using Eq. (53) and the
supervacuum property (85), (ZL|G¯ = 0. Analogously,
Eq. (122) follows by noting that Eq. (96) for the |α−η,σ)
can be rewritten as a single destruction superoperator
acting on the maximally occupied state in Liouville-Fock
space:
|α−η,σ) = σ¯(1−η)/2G˜η,(ησ)|ZR). (124)
Commuting the G¯ to the right and using G¯|ZR) = 0
[Eq. (86)] on the right of each term we obtain Eq. (122).
5. Expansion of the effective Liouvillian
a. Causal structure By the general properties (85)
and (86), the vertices must have an expansion of the form
(confirmed by the explicit results Eq. (118)-(120)):
G¯ = ..|ZR)(•|+ ..|•)(ZL|+ ..., (125)
G˜ = ..|•)(ZR|+ ..|ZL)(•|+ ..., (126)
where the remaining terms involve neither ZL nor ZR.
Therefore, the terms in the expansion of the effective Li-
ouvillian involving these vectors are strongly restricted.
Combined with the general causal structure of the per-
turbative series, i.e., the way G¯ and G˜ can appear, this
imposes further constraints (cf. Sec. (II B 3)):
• Terms of the form |ZL)(•| are prohibited by prob-
ability conservation, since otherwise the trace con-
dition (69) would be violated:
(ZL|L¯ = (ZL|L(z)= (ZL|Σ(z) (127)
= (ZL|Σ˜ = (ZL|Σ¯(z) = 0. (128)
This is guaranteed by the causal structure, which
requires that the leftmost vertex is always of the
type G¯, with expansion Eq. (125).
• Terms of form |•)(ZR| can only appear due to the
diagrams collected in Σ˜ = −i 12Γ1G¯1G˜1¯. Expanding
Eq. (71) in the basis (91)-(96), one finds that only
the term |ZR)(ZR| with coefficient−i4Γ can appear
[see also Eq. (134)]. Importantly, this implies that
|ZR) is a right eigenvector of both L¯ as well as the
exact effective Liouvillian L(z) and the kernel Σ(z)
[see the discussion of Eq. (136)]:
L¯|ZR) = L(z)|ZR) = Σ(z)|ZR), (129)
= Σ˜|ZR) = −4iΓ|ZR). (130)
In contrast,
Σ¯(z)|ZR) = 0. (131)
Note that this eigenvector and eigenvalue are inde-
pendent of the QD frequency z.
• The term |ZR)(ZL| is not forbidden by general con-
siderations. However, such terms always drop out
in the calculation of the transport current, which
interest us here (see Sec. (II E)). This happens be-
cause in all required expressions, the renormalized
Liouvillian L¯, parametrized as (136), is evaluated
between two G¯ vertices cf. Eq. (79). Therefore,
by Eq. (125) the term |ZR)(ZL| with coefficient ζ
always drops out. We emphasize, however, that ζ
does enter into the stationary state (cf. Eq. (151))
and other physical quantities, such as the average
dot energy, and may therefore be important for,
e.g., thermal transport problems.
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• Terms of the form |α+η,σ)(•| and |•)(α−η,σ| can ap-
pear only in the bare Liouvillian L = [H, •]− or
the infinite-temperature kernel Σ˜ = −i 12Γ1G¯1G˜1¯,
but not in the non-trivial kernel Σ¯(z):
(α+η,σ|Σ¯(z) = 0, (132)
Σ¯(z)|α−η,σ) = 0. (133)
Both relations follow from the fact that Σ¯(z) con-
tains only vertices of the type G¯ in the expan-
sion (79). Eq. (132) follows from Eq. (121) ap-
plied to Eq. (79) and then using (ZL|L¯ = 0 and
(ZL|G¯ = 0, the vacuum property (85). Anal-
ogously, Eq. (133) follows from Eq. (122) using
our general result (130), L¯|ZR) = −4iΓ|ZR), and
G¯|ZR) = 0, Eq. (86). Eq. (132)-(133) allow us
to make general predictions about the excitation
spectrum of the exact dot Liouvillian, L(z) [see
Sec. (II D 3) and (III B 4)].
b. Spin- and charge-rotation symmetry We now
first expand the infinite-temperature self-energy Σ˜ and
the renormalized Liouvillian L¯ in the basis (91)-(96).
Substituting the above bra-ket expansions of the super-
operators G¯1 and G˜1¯ into Eq. (71) we get:
Σ˜ =− iΓ
[
4|ZR)(ZR|+ 2
∑
σ=±
|χσ)(χσ |
+ 2
∑
σ=±
|Tσ)(Tσ|+ 2
∑
σ=±
|Sσ)(Sσ|
+
∑
σ=±
∑
η=±
∑
ν=±
(2− ν) |ανη,σ)(ανη,σ |
]
(134)
Clearly, Σ˜ is explicitly anti-Hermitian in the superoper-
ator sense (cf. Eq. (72)). Combining this with the bare
dot Liouvillian, obtained by expanding the commutator
L = [H, •]− of (102) we obtain
L¯Λ|Λ=∞ := L¯ = L+ Σ˜ = −i4Γ|ZR)(ZR| − 2iΓχ0
+
∑
σ
[
(σB − 2iΓ)|Sσ)(Sσ|+ (σ(U + 2ǫ)− 2iΓ)|Tσ)(Tσ|
+
∑
η,ν
(
η
(
ǫ+
U
2
)
+ σ
B
2
− i(2− ν)Γ
)
|ανη,σ)(ανη,σ|
+
U
2
∑
η,ν
|ανη,σ)(αν¯η,σ|
]
, (135)
where for later reference we introduced the notation
L¯Λ|Λ=∞ := L¯ of Sec. (III). All non-zero eigenval-
ues of L¯ have negative imaginary parts, thereby au-
tomatically regularizing all resolvents that can appear
G¯(z − L¯−X)−1G¯ in the perturbation theory for Σ¯(z)
for z → i0. This can be seen explicitly since all terms
are already in diagonal superoperator form, with the
exception of the odd-fermion terms (the last two lines
in Eq. (135)) whose eigenvalues are given below (set
∆F−,+η,σ = 0 in Eq. (163)). Note that the right zero eigen-
vector of L¯Λ=∞ is 12 |ZL) – it is the only basis vector miss-
ing in Eq. (135) – in agreement with the result (73) in
Sec. (II B 4). We further note that the infinite tempera-
ture kernel Σ˜ (134) contributes terms to Eq. (135) that
are diagonal in the index ν, whereas contributions off-
diagonal in ν are produced in Eq. (135) by the Coulomb
interaction included in the bare dot Liouvillian L. We
will show in Sec. (III B 4) that the continuous RT-RG
produces only contributions to the effective Liouvillian
L(z) that are off-diagonal in ν, which has important con-
sequences.
We can now write down the exact form of the QD
effective Liouvillian L(z) taking into account all general
restrictions that we have derived above. In the most gen-
eral case that we consider only spin- and charge-rotation
symmetry about the z-axis: this implies that the effec-
tive Liouvillian must be a sum of superoperators that (i)
transform as an irreducible tensor of any rank but with
index zero with respect to both the charge- and spin-
rotation group (i.e., by pairing only bras and kets of basis
supervectors with the same charge and spin indices) and
(ii) preserve the fermion-parity (i.e., by avoiding com-
binations of fermion and boson kets and bras). Using
Table I, which lists the transformation properties of the
basis supervectors (91)-(96), we can readily construct the
most general form of superoperators of this kind, which
are furthermore compatible with the causal structure of
the perturbative series (68). In Table II we have classi-
fied all these superoperators according to their irreducible
transformation properties under the full symmetry group
of both spin- and charge-rotations. This makes it easy
to impose further restrictions on the expansion coeffi-
cients in the special cases of higher symmetry (B = 0
and / or ǫ = −U/2, µL = µR), see Sec. (IID 4). The
most general form of the exact QD effective Liouvillian
L(z) = L+Σ(z) = L¯+ Σ¯(z) then reads:
iL(z) = (136)
4Γ|ZR)(ZR|+ ζ|ZR)(ZL|+ |ZR)(−→φ |+ |−→ψ )(ZL|
+ ξ +
∑
σ
[
Mσ|Tσ)(Tσ|+ Eσ|Sσ)(Sσ|+
∑
η
Fη,σ
]
,
where Γ = 12
∑
r Γr and Fη,σ are superoperators acting
in the two-dimensional ν space spanned by |ανη,σ) (see
below). This is a central result of the paper, and before
discussing the occurring coefficients in detail, we point
out its importance.
By exploiting only its general properties we have re-
duced the number of terms contributing to L(z) from
256 [cf. Eq. (82)] down to just 30. The key simplifi-
cation came by using the causal field superoperators to
construct the Liouville Fock space. The resulting general
Liouvillian can be easily diagonalized as we show in the
next section. Furthermore, because of its general nature,
the parametrization (136) is useful in applications other
than those considered here and may be extended to more
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Superoperator S-ITSO T -ITSO
(rank,index) (rank, index)
|ZR)(ZR|, |ZR)(ZL| (0,0) (0,0)
∑
m=0,±1
|Sm)(Sm| (0,0) (0,0)
∑
m=0,±1
|Tm)(Tm| (0,0) (0,0)
|S0)(ZL|, |ZR)(S0| (1,0) (0,0)
∑
m=±1
m|Sm)(Sm| (1,0) (0,0)
|T0)(ZL|, |ZR)(T0| (0,0) (1,0)∑
m=±1
m|Tm)(Tm| (0,0) (1,0)
|S0)(T0|, |T0)(S0| (1,0) (1,0)
∑
σ,η=±
στσητη |ανη,σ)(αν
′
η,σ| (τσ,0) (τη,0)
τσ = 0, 1 τη = 0, 1
∑
m=0,±1
(3m2 − 2)|Sm)(Sm| (2,0) (0,0)
∑
m=0,±1
(3m2 − 2)|Tm)(Tm| (0,0) (2,0)
TABLE II: Irreducible tensor superoperators (ITSOs) of dif-
ferent rank but with (i) zero index with respect to both spin
and charge rotations and (ii) satisfying the causal structure
constraints (cf. Sec. (IIC 5 a)). The general effective Ander-
son Liouvillian (136) is a linear combination of all of these,
where the coefficient of |ZR)(ZR| is always fixed to −4iΓ in
the wide-band limit (see Sec. (IIC 5 a)). In the special lim-
its of higher symmetry only (0, 0), S-ITSO resp. T -ITSOs
can appear in this expansion (see Sec. (IID 4)). The IT-
SOs are constructed by standard angular momentum cou-
pling. For this, one takes the supervectors in Table I, denoted
schematically by |s,ms; t,mt) where s, t and ms,mt are the
rank and index with respect to spin and charge rotations in
Liouville space. Then, one constructs conjugate bra super-
vectors that transform with the same rank and index: these
are (−1)s−ms+t−mt(s,−ms; t,−mt|. Coupling these kets and
bras with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients gives the superopera-
tors transforming with definite rank and index with respect
to spin and charge rotations.
complex Anderson-type models (see App. E). For exam-
ple, we note that |ZR) is always a right eigen-supervector
of the effective Liouvillian decaying with rate 2mΓ where
m is the number of electrodes attached to the dot (for
our case m = 2). This mode was recently also found in a
study investigating the time relaxation of the density ma-
trix of the Anderson model.39 It was observed that this
mode, appearing in one-loop perturbation theory, is not
affected by two-loop corrections. Our work generalizes
this result: the eigenvalue of the right eigen-supervector
|ZR) is not affected by any higher-order corrections. We
also see how this relies on assuming the wide-band limit.
Both insights directly rely on the causal representation
of the field superoperators. Further implications for the
time dependence will be discussed elsewhere38,47.
We now list how the expansion coefficients for L(z) are
incorporated in Eq. (136) through the following terms:
• The zero eigen-supervectors of the vertices, |ZL)
and |ZR): the choice of their coefficients is based
on the general properties of the perturbative series
(cf. Sec. (II B 3)).
• A supervector in the two dimensional χ-subspace
spanned by |χσ)
|−→ψ ) =
∑
σ
ψσ|χσ) (137)
• An independent vector in the corresponding dual
space
(
−→
φ | =
∑
σ
φσ(χσ|. (138)
• A superoperator acting on the χ-subspace
ξ =
∑
σ,σ
ξσ,σ′ |χσ)(χσ′ | =
∑
i=0,1,2,3
ξiχi. (139)
Here, after the second equality, the matrix ξσ,σ′
is decomposed in the standard basis (τi)σ,σ′ of the
unit (i = 0) and three Pauli matrices (i = 1, 2, 3),
giving another χ-subspace superoperator-basis:
χi =
∑
σ,σ′
(τi)σ,σ′ |χσ)(χσ′ |. (140)
• Four superoperators acting on the 2 dimensional
αη,σ-subspaces spanned by |α±η,σ)
Fη,σ =
∑
ν,ν′
F ν,ν
′
η,σ |ανη,σ)(αν
′
η,σ| (141)
=
∑
i=0,1,2,3
F iη,σα
i
η,σ. (142)
with unit and Pauli-vector superoperators
αiη,σ =
∑
ν,ν′
(τi)ν,ν′ |ανη,σ)(αν
′
η,σ |. (143)
for each fixed σ = ± and η = ±.
It is convenient to use the four-vector as well as the 2× 2
matrix representations for the superoperators ξ and Fη,σ.
All the above expansion coefficients depend on the QD
frequency z (not written) and satisfy the following con-
jugation relations, which derives from the Hermicity con-
dition (70): K [iL(z)]K = iL(−z∗). For the charge and
spin diagonal operators these are
−→
φ (z) =
−→
φ ∗(−z∗), −→ψ (z) = −→ψ ∗(−z∗),
ξ(z) = ξ∗(−z∗), (144)
implying that these coefficients are real only for zero fre-
quency z = i0. For the charge or spin nondiagonal oper-
ators we have
F ν,ν
′
η,σ (z) = νν
′F ν,ν
′
η¯,σ¯
∗
(−z∗), ν, ν′ = ±, (145)
Mσ(z) =M
∗
σ¯(−z∗), (146)
Eσ(z) = E
∗
σ¯(−z∗). (147)
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Therefore, at finite dot frequency z all parameters are
in general complex and all 2× 2 coefficient matrices are
non-Hermitian.
Note that in Eq. (136) we have parametrized iL(z),
rather than L(z), i.e., including the imaginary factor i.
This anticipates the application to the RT-RG, where
a renormalized version of the Liouvillian L¯ appears in
the final RG equations only as the combination iL¯ (cf.
Sec. (III C 1) and (III D 1)). Finally, we emphasize that
the simplifications that led up to the parametrization
Eq. (136) remain valid for the RT-RG: Eq. (69), as well
as Eq. (85) and Eq. (86) do not change under the contin-
uous renormalization, as will be shown in Sec. (III).
D. Effective Liouvillian
1. Spectral decomposition of L(z) and L¯
Above we have reduced L(z) to block-diagonal form as
far as possible by using symmetry and general properties.
In Sec. (III), we will see that L(z) is closely related to a
renormalized version of the QD Liouvillian L¯ that we will
denote by L¯Λ. To make this clear, we have to anticipate
a result: L¯Λ interpolates between L¯ and L(z) as the flow
parameter Λ varies from ∞ to 0: L(z) = L¯+ ∫ 0∞ dΛ dL¯ΛdΛ .
This is done by redistributing diagrams of Σ¯ in Eq. (80)
and including a fraction of them into a redefinition of the
Liouvillian L¯. By construction Σ¯(z) is thus decomposed
into “pieces” dL¯ΛdΛ with the same matrix structure that
are accumulated during the flow. At the end of the flow,
L¯Λ equals L(z). Therefore, L¯Λ has an expansion of the
same form [Eq. (136)] as L(z). For notational simplicity,
we denote the expansion coefficients of L¯Λ by the same
variables as for L(z). In cases where this leads to confu-
sion, the coefficients of L¯Λ are distinguished from those
of L(z) by indicating their Λ dependence, e.g., F ν,ν
′
ησΛ vs.
F ν,ν
′
ησ , which can, however, often be omitted. All results
obtained in this section thus apply to both the exact L(z)
as well as the renormalized L¯Λ. This explicit form of L¯Λ
is required since later on it needs to be inserted into re-
solvent superoperators that appear in the RG equations.
We therefore need to completely diagonalize L¯Λ such
that it can be expanded into its eigen projectors P k =
|λ¯k)(λk| = (P k)2:
L¯Λ =
∑
k
λkP k, (148)
where the sum runs over the labels k of the eigenval-
ues. Here, (λk| and |λ¯k) are the left and right eigen-
supervectors of L¯Λ for the same eigenvalue λ
k: L¯ΛP
k =
P kL¯Λ = λ
kP k. Using this complete and orthogonal set
of projectors, one can then evaluate resolvent superoper-
ators in Eq. (79) explicitly:
...G¯
1
z −X − L¯Λ G¯... = ...
∑
i
1
z −X − λi G¯P
iG¯... (149)
We note that the diagonalization of Eq. (136) can also
be useful for higher orders of (renormalized) perturba-
tion theory Eq. (68) (Eq. (79)): when expanding the QD
L and L¯Λ in the form (136) it is directly adapted to all
symmetries of the problem and one can efficiently con-
struct explicit matrix representation of the self-energies
Σ(z) and Σ¯(z), respectively.
The application of the above spectral decomposition
to the continuous RG in Sec. (III) involves two assump-
tions that should be pointed out here. First, we always
assume that the zero eigenvalue of L¯Λ is non-degenerate,
corresponding to the unique stationary state for the den-
sity operator. This is always found to be the case for the
numerically calculated RG flows discussed in Sec. (III).
However, in principle, it may also happen that two (or
more) non-zero eigenvalues of L¯Λ become degenerate dur-
ing this flow. If this is the case, and additionally the su-
permatrix L¯Λ has nonzero elements on its diagonal in the
normal Jordan form in the degenerate subspace, then no
complete eigenprojector basis exists. For the Anderson
model, this presents no crucial complication: the eigen-
basis can in principle be circumvented for the calculation
of the two dimensional superoperators. However, numer-
ically we never meet this problem in the application of
the RT-RG theory presented below.
2. Eigenvalues, eigen-supervectors and the stationary state
We now explicitly diagonalize L(z) or L¯Λ,
parametrized as in Eq. (136), in each of its block-
diagonals. We first list the eigenvalues and projectors
in the block spanned by the charge- and spin-diagonal
bosonic operators |ZL),|ZR),|S0), and |T0), which
contains the stationary non-equilibrium state:
• Eigenvalue λZL = 0 with projector
PZL = 2|ρ)(ZL|, (150)
with the stationary density operator
|ρ) = − 1
2ξ
|−→ψ ) + 1
2
|ZL)− ζ − (
−→
φ |ξ−1|−→ψ )
8Γ
|ZR).
(151)
We note that the coefficient ζ appears only in the
stationary state and the next projector, PZR , but
not in any other eigenprojector or eigenvalue.
• Eigenvalue λZR = −i4Γ with projector
PZR = (
−→
φ | 1
4Γ(4Γ− ξ) |
−→
ψ ) |ZR)(ZL| (152)
+ |ZR)(ZR|+ ζ
4Γ
|ZR)(ZL|+ |ZR)(−→φ | 1
4Γ− ξ .
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• Eigenvalues λχ± with projectors
P 3,4 = Pχ,± +
(
−→
φ |Pχ±|−→ψ )
(λχ± − 4Γ)λχ± |ZR)(ZL| (153)
+
1
λχ,± − 4Γ |ZR)(
−→
φ |Pχ,± + 1
λχ,±
Pχ±|−→ψ )(ZL|.
The eigenvalues λχ± are determined by first diago-
nalizing ξ in the χ-subspace, i.e., by finding eigen-
projectors Pχ,σ of ξ
ξPχ,σ = Pχ,σξ = λχ,σPχ,σ. (154)
Since ξσ,σ′ is a 2 × 2 non-Hermitian matrix, it can
be expressed in the vector ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) and coef-
ficient ξ0 (cf. Eq. (139)), all of which are complex:
λχ,σ = −i
(
ξ0 + σ
√
ξ2
)
(155)
Pχ,σ =
1
2
χ0 + σ
χ · ξ
2
√
ξ2
(156)
Here, the square root of the complex argument is
defined such that the branch cut lies in the lower-
half complex plane since the effective Liouvillian
must be regular in the upper half-plane according
to Eq. (32) and (35).
The remaining block-diagonals acting on bosonic sub-
spaces are one-dimensional: for σ = ±
λTσ = −iMσ, PTσ = |Tσ)(Tσ|, (157)
λSσ = −iEσ, PSσ = |Sσ)(Sσ|. (158)
Finally, in the four remaining, two-dimensional,
fermionic subspaces labeled by αη,σ (for fixed η and σ),
the eigenvalues and projectors can be calculated in the
same way as for the bosonic χ block:
λαη,σ ,± = −i
(
F 0η,σ ±
√
F2ησ
)
, (159)
Pαη,σ ,± =
1
2
α0η,σ ±
Fησ ·αη,σ
2
√
F2ησ
, (160)
where the coefficients F 0ησ and Fησ = (F
1
ησ , F
2
ησ, F
3
ησ) are
again complex [cf. Eq. (142)].
We note that it is in principle possible that ξ2 = 0
while ξ 6= −→0 . In this case, the supermatrix representa-
tion of χ has non-zero diagonal element in its normal Jor-
dan form. In this case, ξ has no eigenbasis and Eq. (156)
does not apply. Still, the required matrix valued func-
tions of ξ can be calculated using the Hamilton-Cayley
theorem. The same remarks apply to Fησ and Eq. (160).
However, in practical applications, we never meet such
a situation. We also note that during the RG flows
discussed in Sec. (III), we never run into points where
λχ,± = −i4Γ and one therefore need not worry about
the vanishing of the denominators in Eq. (153) or the
existence of the inverse of (4Γ− ξ) in Eq. (152).
An important simplification applies to the first four
bosonic projectors PZL , PZR , P 3,4 that involve the vec-
tors |ZL) and |ZR), analogous to the corresponding terms
in the expansion (136) of the effective Liouvillian (cf.
Sec. (II C 5 a)). When inserting projectors into Eq. (149)
between two vertices G¯, (i) The projectors PZL , PZR give
no contributions; (ii) The projectors P 3,4 only contribute
through the first term Pχ,± in Eq. (153). As a result, in
all applications below we can replace Eq. (148) with the
simpler expansion
L¯Λ
G¯···G¯−→ (161)
λχPχ +
∑
σ
[
λSσPSσ + λTσPTσ +
∑
η
λαη,σPαη,σ
]
.
Here, we leave implicit the sum over the two eigenval-
ues λχ,± and λαη,σ ,± in the χ and αη,σ-subspace, respec-
tively. A crucial stability requirement for the RG in
Sec. (III) is thereby explicitly satisfied: the zero eigen-
projector (150), corresponding to the physical stationary
state, never appears in the resolvents.
3. Fermionic excitations: Spectral decomposition of Σ¯
The expansion (136) can of course also be applied to
Σ¯(z) = L(z) − L¯. This, however, involves additional
simplifications causing certain terms appearing in the
expansion of L(z) (and L¯Λ) to be absent. First, due
to Eq. (131) the term |ZR)(ZR| is missing. Second,
since Eqs. (132) and (133) derive from the causal struc-
ture (cf. Sec. (II C 5 a)), most of the coefficients of the
fermionic sector of Σ¯ , denoted by −i∆F ν,ν′ησ , vanish:
∆F ν,ν
′
ησ = δν,−δν′,+∆F
−,+
ησ . We can express the coeffi-
cient matrices F ν,ν
′
ησ of L(z) = L¯+ Σ¯(z) using Eq. (135),
in terms of those of Σ¯(z), i.e., in terms of the ∆F−,+ησ :
− i
(
F+,+ησ F
+,−
ησ
F−,+ησ F
−,−
ησ
)
(162)
=
(
η
(
ǫ+ U2
)
+ σB2 − iΓ U2
U
2 − i∆F−,+ησ η
(
ǫ+ U2
)
+ σB2 − i3Γ
)
.
Converting to spherical coefficients F 0η,σ and Fησ and us-
ing Eq. (159), we find
λαη,σ ,± = η
(
ǫ+
U
2
)
+ σ
B
2
− 2iΓ (163)
± η
√
U2
4
− Γ2 − iU∆F
−,+
η,σ
2
,
Pαη,σ ,± =
α0η,σ
2
± η
U
2 α
1
η,σ + iΓα
3
η,σ − i∆F−,+η,σ α−η,σ
2
√
U2
4 − Γ2 − iU∆F
−,+
η,σ
2
.
(164)
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We thus find that the functional form of the fermionic
eigenvalues of L(z) is severely restricted by the casual
structure of Σ¯: all the frequency-dependent renormal-
ization effects enter into the projectors and eigenvalues
solely through the four complex numbers ∆F−,+η,σ in the
four αησ blocks (η, σ = ±).
For a QD decoupled from the reservoirs, Γ = 0, we
have Σ˜ = 0 = Σ¯(z) = 0 and thus ∆F−,+η,σ = 0:
λαη,σ ,+ = η (ǫ+ U) + σB/2, (165)
λαη,σ ,− = ηǫ + σB/2. (166)
This is the spectrum of many-body energy excitations
when adding a single electron, starting from either an
empty QD (λαη,σ ,+), or a singly occupied QD with spin
σ¯ (λαη,σ ,−). This is confirmed by the eigenprojectors in
the limit Γ→ 0 for finite U :
Pαη,σ ,± =
1
2
(
α0η,σ ± α1η,σ
)
=
{
|σ, 0)(σ, 0| +,
|2, σ¯)(2, σ¯| −, (167)
where |σ, 0) = |σ〉〈0| = (1/2 − ZR)d†σ and |2, σ¯) =
|2〉〈σ¯| = σ(1/2 + ZR)d†σ . These are the virtual inter-
mediate states and energies that enter through L into
the perturbation expansion (68) for Σ(z).
For any finite coupling Γ, but infinite temperature, we
have Σ¯ = 0 and therefore again ∆F−,+η,σ = 0. In this
case, however, Σ˜ ∝ Γ 6= 0 and the eigenvalues obtained
from Eq. (163) depend qualitatively on the interaction
strength U : for U < 2Γ, the coupling to the reservoirs
Γ adds different imaginary parts to the degenerate real
eigenvalues η(ǫ+U/2)+σB/2, whereas for U > 2Γ it adds
a uniform imaginary part −iΓ to these eigenvalues while
differently shifting their real parts. This dependence on
U is plotted in Fig. 3 and shows a bifurcation at U = 2Γ.
These are the energies and projectors that enter through
L¯ into the renormalized perturbation theory (79).
Finally, for both finite coupling Γ and finite temper-
ature T , the complex coefficients ∆F−,+η,σ are non-trivial
functions that need to be calculated, e.g., either pertur-
batively or using the RG, see Sec. (III B 4). However,
even in this case Eq. (163) provides an exact relation:
the average of the complex particle and hole excitation
eigenvalues in each αησ-block is independent of ∆F
−,+
η,σ
and thereby, also independent of the frequency z:
1
2
∑
±
λαη,σ ,± = η
(
ǫ +
U
2
)
+ σ
B
2
− 2iΓ. (168)
Physically speaking, both the renormalized energies of
single particle fermionic excitation energies (real parts) as
well as their decay rates / broadenings (imaginary parts)
lie symmetric with respect to the above average values.
For example, if the particle excitation broadens, the hole
excitation must sharpen up and vice versa.
Finally, we can infer an important physical stability
constraint on the functions ∆F−,+η,σ : they must be such
that the imaginary part of the square root is less than 2Γ
FIG. 3: Fermionic excitation energies and widths of the
infinite-temperature Liouvillian L¯ plotted as function of the
tunnel coupling strength Γ/U for ǫ = B = 0. The energy
and width are given by the real and imaginary parts of the
fermionic eigenvalues λαη,σ ,ν [Eq. (163) with ∆F−,+η,σ = 0].
The real parts for ν = + (red) and ν = −1 (green), respec-
tively, are given by the full lines, and the imaginary parts
are indicated by the shaded width of the level with the cor-
responding color. For U > 2Γ, the excitations have different
energies, split by U , but with the same width 2Γ, whereas for
2Γ > U they have the same energies but different widths: for
Γ≫ U −Imλαη,σ,± ≈ Γ (red) 3Γ (green).
for all Λ and z. Otherwise, inverse Laplace-transforming
L(z) to time space would yield terms that diverge for
t → ∞, which is unphysical. This restricts the maximal
excitation widths in the fermionic block: the negative
imaginary part of the eigenvalues λαη,σ ,± cannot exceed
the value 4Γ.
4. High-symmetry stationary states
As a cross-check on the results of Sec. (II D 2), we now
analyze the stationary density operator in the two special
parameter regimes where the model has a higher symme-
try than in general. In both cases, the superoperator ξ
has no off-diagonal terms in the basis of |S0) and |T0),
ξ = ξTT |T0)(T0|+ ξSS |S0)(S0|, (169)
because there are no scalars with respect to spin- or
charge-rotations that contain such terms as components
(see Table II). If either symmetry is broken, charge and
/ or spin-rotations allow for mixing terms |T0)(S0| and
|S0)(T0| in Eq. (136). For this reason, we work with the
|χσ) basis (112) in the general case.
a. Full spin-rotation symmetry, B = 0. At zero
magnetic field, all terms in the Liouvillian must be rank-
0 ITSOs (scalars) with respect to spin rotations, i.e., the
terms |S0)(S0| and |S±)(S±| must have the same coeffi-
cients, E+ = E− = ξSS and the coefficients of the rank-1
and -2 spin ITSOs must vanish, i.e., in the χ subspace
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|φ) = φT |T0) and |ψ) = ψT |T0) with real φT and ψT at
z = i0 (cf. Eq. (144)):
iL¯Λ = ...+ φT |ZR)(T0|+ ψT |T0)(ZL| (170)
+M+|T+)(T+|+M−|T−)(T−|+ ξTT |T0)(T0|
+ ξSS
(
|S+)(S+|+ |S−)(S−|+ |S0)(S0|
)
+ . . . .
See Table II, where the ITSOs are listed. The expression
for the stationary state ρ obtained using Eq. (151) is then
independent of ξSS and is therefore explicitly invariant
under spin-rotations, as required:
ρ = −1
2
ψT |T0) + 1
2
|ZL)− ζ − φTψT /ξTT
8Γ
|ZR). (171)
b. Full charge-rotation symmetry, ǫ = −U/2 and
µL = µR. At the particle-hole symmetric point, a sim-
ilar reduction must take place: here M+ = M− = ξTT ,
|φ) = φS |S0) and |ψ) = ψS |S0):
iL¯Λ = . . .+ φS |ZR)(S0|+ ψS |S0)(ZL| (172)
+ ξTT
(
|T+)(T+|+ |T−)(T−|+ |T0)(T0|
)
+ E+|S+)(S+|+ E−|S−)(S−|+ ξSS |S0)(S0|
and the stationary state is explicitly invariant under
charge rotations:
ρ = −1
2
ψS |S0) + 1
2
|ZL)− ζ − φSψS/ξSS
8Γ
|ZR). (173)
E. Current superoperator and its irreducible
self-energy
Our main objective is to calculate the stationary cur-
rent that flows through the QD. Having set up the per-
turbation theory formalism for the density operator, the
expression for the average current can now be compactly
derived. Moreover, we give a general proof that in general
at zero bias the current vanishes, as it should, indepen-
dent of the way the self-energy is calculated.
The current flowing out of reservoir r = L or R
is obtained using Heisenberg operators (with index H):
IrH = − ddtnrH = −i[Htot, nrH]− = −i [V rH , nrH]−. Note
that there is no summation over the electrode index r
[cf. Eq. (10)]. The expectation value of the Schro¨dinger-
picture current operator
Ir = −i [V r, nr]− , (174)
can be expressed in superoperators using the cyclic in-
variance of the total system trace:
〈Ir〉(t) = Tr
D
Tr
R
(
Irρtot(t)
)
= −iTr
D
Tr
R
(
LI
r
e−iL
tot(t−t0)ρ(t0)ρR
)
. (175)
We note that observable averages involve anticommuta-
tors of the corresponding operator (see, e.g., Ref. 42):
LI
r
=
i
2
[Ir, •]+. (176)
This is in contrast to time-evolution superoperators,
which involve commutators of the Hamiltonian operator.
This difference is exploited below. If one uses Eq. (174) in
Eq. (175), the evaluation of the reservoir trace is unneces-
sarily complicated, since Eq. (174) involves two operators
acting on the reservoir, V r and nr. Here, we proceed dif-
ferently: we first use that the tunneling through junction
r conserves the particle number of the dot and the reser-
voir r, i.e., [nr + n, V r]− = 0, to eliminate one electrode
operator:
Ir = i [V r, n]− = −i [n, V r]− . (177)
Then, using the identity:
[
[A,B]− , •
]
+
= [A, [B, •]−]+−
[B, [A, •]+]− the current superoperator anticommutator
can be decomposed as
LI
r
=
1
2
(
Ln+LV,r − LV,rLn+) . (178)
Here, we introduced the anticommutator superoperator
for the particle number (cf. Eq. (43)),
Ln+ = [n, •]+ , (179)
and decomposed the tunneling interactions into the junc-
tion contributions, LV =
∑
r L
V,r. Importantly, the
last term of Eq. (178) is irrelevant when inserted into
Eq. (175) since TrDTrR L
V,r• = 0 due to the commuta-
tor form of LV,r. We obtain
〈Ir〉(t) = −i1
2
Tr
D
Ln+
(
Tr
R
LV,rρtot(t)
)
. (180)
Integrating out of the reservoirs and collecting terms into
irreducible blocks [cf. Sec. (II B 3)], one now obtains
〈Ir〉(z) = 12TrDL
n+Σr(z)
1
z − L(z)ρ(t0)
= − 12 iTrDL
n+Σr(z)ρ(z). (181)
where Σr is just that part of the irreducible self-energy Σ
for which the latest (leftmost) vertex is associated with
reservoir r. We can thus decompose
Σ(z) =
∑
r
Σr(z). (182)
For the stationary current 〈Ir〉 = limt−t0→∞〈Ir〉(t) =
limz→i0 − iz〈Ir〉(z), we then obtain the central result of
this subsection:
〈Ir〉 = −i 12TrDL
n+Σr(i0)ρ, (183)
where ρ is the stationary density operator (cf.
Eq. (151)).
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The first advantage of the Eq. (183) is that it allows
one to explicitly see that the current is always zero at zero
bias. For any number of electrodes, at zero voltage bias
all electrochemical potentials are equal, µr = 0, implying
that all partial self-energies Σr are proportional to the
total self-energy:
Σr ∝ Γr∑
r Γr
Σ(i0). (184)
Next, we add L to Σ(i0) in Eq. (183) without chang-
ing its value since by local charge conservation, Eq. (23),
TrD L
n+L• = TrD n[H, •]− = TrD [n,H ]−• = 0 when
acting on any dot operator. We can thus express the
stationary, zero-bias current in terms of the effective Li-
ouvillian L(z) = L + Σ(z) and directly see that it must
vanish,
〈Ir〉 ∝ −iTr
D
Ln+L(i0)ρ = 0, (185)
since the stationary state ρ is the zero eigen-supervector
of L(i0) (cf. Eq. (37)). We note, however, that the rela-
tion (184) relies on the assumption of reservoir-frequency
independent spectral densities Γr(ω) = Γr which we
make throughout this paper. Apart from that, the above
proof holds no matter what approximations one makes
for the calculation of the self-energy Σ(i0) as long as all
reservoirs are treated in the same way. This applies to
perturbation theory up to any finite order, as well as to
the RT-RG approach that we set up in Sec. (III).
A second advantage of Eq. (183) is that we can directly
relate the current to just a few supermatrix elements of
the zero-frequency, effective Liouvillian L(i0) in the basis
introduced in Eq. (136). The dot trace combined with the
action of Ln+ can be expressed in the dual supervectors
of (103) and (108)
1
2
Tr
D
(Ln+•) = Tr
D
(n•) =
(√
2(T0|+ 2(ZL|
)
• . (186)
Equation (85) implies probability conserva-
tion, Eq. (69), but also, more strongly, that
(ZL|Σr(i0)• = 2TrDΣr(i0)• = 0 for fixed r. From
this, we obtain
〈Ir〉 = −√2i(T0|Σr|ρ). (187)
Clearly, the partial self-energy Σr has the same general
form as Eq. (136) and we distinguish its parameters (ex-
cept Γr) by an additional reservoir superscript r:
iΣr = (188)
2Γr|ZR)(ZR|+ ζr|ZR)(ZL|+ |ZR)(−→φr |+ |−→ψr)(ZL|
+ ξr +
∑
σ
[
M rσ |Tσ)(Tσ|+ Erσ|Sσ)(Sσ|+
∑
η
F rη,σ
]
.
Inserting this form and the explicit expression for the
stationary state Eq. (151) into Eq. (187), we obtain the
final explicit expression for the average stationary current
in terms of the self-energy expansion coefficients:
〈Ir〉 = 1√
2
[
(T0|−→ψ r)− (T0|ξrξ−1|−→ψ )
]
. (189)
We emphasize that this equation is exact, given that the
coefficients ψrσ and ξ
r of the partial self-energies Σr are
known, from which ψσ =
∑
r ψ
r
σ and ξ =
∑
r ξ
r also
follow. We can thus calculate the current easily if we
perform all self-energy calculations separately for each
fixed value of the reservoir index r at the latest (leftmost)
vertex and sum over r to obtain Eq. (182). Finally, we
note that using Eq. (189), one can check explicitly that
if one imposes particle-hole symmetry on the expansion
coefficients in Eq. (188), then the current (187) vanishes:
one finds that |ψr) and ξr have no components involving
|T0). This is in agreement with the result (185) obtained
above making explicit use of µL = µR.
III. REAL-TIME RENORMALIZATION GROUP
In this section we set up the real-time renormaliza-
tion group (RT-RG) calculation of the effective Liouvil-
lian L(z). It is based on the perturbative expansion of the
“finite-temperature” self-energy Σ¯ in the causal represen-
tation introduced in the previous section, cf. Sec. (II B 4).
The procedure is to calculate L(z) by introducing an RG
flow of the “infinite-temperature” Liouvillian L¯ and the
vertex G¯ as function of a decreasing energy scale cut-
off Λ, with the initial conditions given by L¯ = Σ˜ + L
(thereby including the vertex of the type G˜) and G¯, the
vertex of the perturbation theory. There are a number
of motivations for performing such an RG treatment of
the perturbative series for Σ¯.
• First of all, treating Σ¯ perturbatively in G¯, while in-
finite orders of G˜ have already been resummed into
Σ˜, would amount to an inconsistent treatment. We
note that even in the non-interacting case U = 0
we already need to do a renormalized perturbation
theory (79) up to two-loop terms to recover the ex-
act result for all quantities (i.e., not just the cur-
rent). For strong interaction U , higher-order cor-
rections in G¯ become increasingly important: at fi-
nite and especially at low T the strong interaction
U leads to different lifetime broadening for single-
(SET) and two-electron inelastic cotunneling (ICT)
excitations, with a non-trivial voltage dependence.
This is not described by Σ˜: it leads to a broaden-
ing of the various excitations of the QD that is en-
ergy independent and ∼ Γ. The nontrivial, energy-
dependent corrections due to quantum fluctuations
contained in the high-order contributions to Σ¯(z)
are required.
• Second, although the bare perturbation theory
breaks down at these resonances as T → 0, in the
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renormalized perturbation theory (79), the low en-
ergy cutoff T is replaced by the imaginary parts
∼ Γ in L¯. Still, the resonance due to the Kondo ef-
fect causes even the renormalized perturbation the-
ory to break down and three-loop corrections result
in the enhancement of Kondo exchange processes.
These have been studied extensively using the RT-
RG based on an effective Kondo-model obtained
by a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation from the An-
derson model.27 In the regime of large applied bias
voltage and / or magnetic field such three-loop cor-
rections can be neglected due to the dephasing of
the Kondo correlations. This is the regime of inter-
est in this work for which we expect the one-plus-
two-loop RG approach to give a good first approx-
imation that deserves to be studied.
• In order to study the Kondo effect in the Ander-
son model beyond the Ref. 27, at least a three-loop
treatment is necessary. The renormalization of the
one- and two-loop terms that we study here will
then couple to the 3-loop terms and still play an
important role. Therefore, our study of the two-
loop RG provides an important starting point for
such a much more involved study, which in particu-
lar can address the low bias and low magnetic field
regime.
A. Flow of Keldysh contractions: Continuous RG
In general, RG approaches to transport aim to elimi-
nate the effect of reservoirs states, starting at high ener-
gies, by incorporating it into a redefinition of the system
parameters. Typically, one eliminates the states them-
selves. Here, in contrast, we successively suppress the
occupations of the states using an RG procedure while
keeping the states. Before we specify the details and
advantages of this cutoff scheme, we first outline the
main idea of the functional renormalization group ap-
proach when applied to the real-time perturbation series
(79). By our causal reformulation of the perturbation
theory (cf. Sec. (II B 2)), it is clear that all the infor-
mation about the occupations of the reservoir states is
contained in the Keldysh components of the correlation
functions, i.e., in the γ¯ contraction. Therefore, we in-
troduce a cutoff-dependent contraction function γ¯Λ that
monotonously flows from the initial, full contraction func-
tion γ¯Λ|Λ=∞ = γ¯ given by Eq. (64) to the trivial fi-
nal function γ¯Λ|Λ=0 = 0 where all occupations are sup-
pressed. During this flow, we demand that the effective
Liouvillian remains invariant: for every value of the cut-
off parameter Λ,
L(z) = L¯+ Σ¯
({
γ¯, L¯, G¯
})
(190)
= L¯Λ + Σ¯
({
γ¯Λ, L¯Λ, G¯Λ
})
(191)
= L¯Λ
∣∣
Λ=0
. (192)
Thus, L(z) has the same functional dependence on the
contractions γΛ, the Liouvillian L¯Λ, and vertices G¯Λ. The
latter two now acquire a Λ dependence to maintain in-
variance. The same diagram rules are thus valid for any
value of Λ. As a result, at the end of the flow where
γ¯Λ|Λ=0 = 0, the effective Liouvillian is given simply by
L¯Λ|Λ=0. The information about the reservoir degrees of
freedom, previously incorporated into the self-energy Σ¯,
has now been incorporated fully into the dot Liouvillian
[cf. Eq. (192)].
The RG flow is generated by making an infinitesimal
change dΛ of the cutoff, resulting in a infinitesimal change
dγ¯Λ ≈ (dγ¯Λ/dΛ)dΛ of the Keldysh contraction function.
In the perturbation series at scale Λ, one splits up the
contraction function as γ¯Λ = γ¯Λ−dΛ + dγ¯Λ and collects
all terms in a perturbation series of the same form but
containing only γ¯Λ−dΛ contractions. In this process, the
terms containing one infinitesimal contraction dγ¯Λ can
be identified with renormalizations dL¯ of the Liouvillian,
dG¯ of the vertices, and newly generated higher-order ver-
tices with more than one leg. The process is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The Liouvillian L¯Λ−dΛ = L¯Λ − dL¯Λ, and vertices
G¯Λ−dΛ = G¯Λ − dG¯Λ of the new perturbation series are
then all defined for the new, lower cutoff scale Λ−dΛ. We
obtain differential equations for these quantities describ-
ing their renormalization as one continuously reduces the
cutoff Λ. These are the real-time renormalization group
(RT-RG) equations.
A key requirement in setting up this continuous RG is
that for any Λ the zero-eigen vector of L¯Λ does not appear
in the resolvents (z + X − L¯Λ)−1, to avoid divergences
as function of the frequencies. The RG thus has to be
formulated such that the property (85) of the vertices in
the causal representation is preserved. This can be shown
to be the case [see Eq. (212) below].
The final key point is the choice of a cutoff-dependent
distribution function in the contraction γ¯. The numeri-
cal integration of the RG equations is more stable when
we introduce a contraction function with a cutoff on the
imaginary frequency axis,
γ¯12,Λ(ηω) =δ12¯
Γ
π
T
∞∑
l=0
ΘT (Λ − |ωl|)
ηω − µ¯r − iωl , (193)
through the function
ΘT (ω) =
{
Θ(ω) |ω| > πT
1
2 +
ω
2piT |ω| < πT
, (194)
where Θ(ω) is the step-function and
ωl = (2l + 1)πT (195)
is the l-th Matsubara frequency (l = 0, 1, 2, . . .). In the
limit Λ→ +∞ we recover the partial fraction expansion
of the meromorphic function (Γ/2π) tanh(ω/2T ) as re-
quired. Imposing this cutoff in Matsubara space leads to
a suppression of the tails of γ¯Λ(ηω) on the real frequency
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FIG. 4: Renormalization group transformation with an
infinitesimal change dΛ > 0 of the flow parameter, Λ →
Λ − dΛ. The physical restriction is that the effective Liou-
villian, L(z) = L¯Λ+Σ¯Λ, or equivalently, the density operator
propagator (z − L(z))−1 remains unchanged. In lines 1-2 we
start from the perturbation theory at scale Λ and split up
the contraction function γΛ (black curved lines) into the con-
traction function with reduced flow parameter (γΛ−dΛ, blue
curved line), which should appear in the renormalized pertur-
bation series and the change the contraction function (−dγΛ,
red curve line). Next, in lines 3-5 the latter terms of linear
order in dγΛ are collected into 1- and 2-loop renormalizations
dL¯Λ of the Liouvillian in the resolvents and 1-loop renormal-
ization dG¯Λ of the vertices. Finally, the perturbation series
is rewritten in terms of new Liouvillian L¯Λ−dΛ and vertices
G¯Λ−dΛ defined on the new scale Λ− dΛ (indicated by blue).
This transformation is exact if one also accounts for the gen-
eration of higher order vertices26, which we, however, neglect
here (they are not drawn). We do account for the renormaliza-
tion of the original vertices, i.e., of single-charge fluctuations.
axis as Λ → 0 rather than sharp truncation above fre-
quency Λ. This implements the suppression of contribu-
tions from states above energy scale Λ. From here on, we
will consider the zero-temperature limit T → 0 for which
the contraction function (193) reduces to the simple form:
γ¯12,Λ(ηω) = δ12¯
Γ
π
∫ Λ
−Λ
dω′
1
ηω − µ¯r − iω′ . (196)
See Ref. 26 for a detailed discussion.74
B. RG in frequency space
1. Non-equilibrium Matsubara representation and frequency
dependence
To formulate the RG equations, we need a more com-
pact notation for the various frequencies. Since the
contraction functions γ¯Λ depend on ηω = x − ηµ, we
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FIG. 5: RG-equations and frequency dependence generated
by the renormalization transformation of the diagrammatic
perturbation theory in Fig. 4, (using the same red and blue
colors). (a) Liouvillian renormalization by one- and two-loop
corrections. The example diagram illustrates that the cor-
rection depends on the external frequency E of the diagram
(Laplace variable) and on the sum of the reservoir frequencies
ω running over the dL¯/dΛ block (marked yellow). These fre-
quencies are read off at the vertical cut (green dashed line) to
the left of this block. (b) Vertex renormalization by one-loop
corrections. The example diagram illustrates that the vertex
correction depends additionally on frequency ω1 of the vertex
leg.
re-express the reservoir energies in the resolvents in Σ¯
[Eq. (79)] in explicit calculations as
E −Xi = E − x1...n = E1...n − ω¯1...n. (197)
Here, 1, .., n are the multiindices of the contractions go-
ing over diagram segment i. The frequencies are now
taken relative to the electrochemical potentials and we
write their sums as repeated multiindices: for k =
ηk, σk, rk, ωk,
xk = ω¯k + µ¯k, x1...n = x1 + . . .+ xn, (198)
ω¯k = ηkωk, ω¯1...n = ω¯1 + . . .+ ω¯n, (199)
µ¯k = ηkµk µ¯1...n = µ¯1 + . . .+ µ¯n. (200)
Similarly, we express the dot energies relative to these
chemical potentials as
E1...n = E −
∑
i=1...n
µ¯i. (201)
A key advantage of the cutoff parametrization (193)
is that it allows us to analytically perform all the in-
tegrations over the reservoir frequencies ω¯ in Eq. (79)
by closing each integration contour in the complex lower
half-plane and by using the residual theorem. As a re-
sult, we can replace all integrations over real frequencies
in the resolvents by summations over Matsubara frequen-
cies lying in the lower half-plane: Eq. (197) becomes
E1...n + iω1...n. (202)
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For finite T the ωk-sum runs over the positive discrete
frequency values (2lk + 1)πT , lk = 0, 1, 2, .., which turns
into an integral over positive ωk for T = 0.
75 As always,
we do not explicitly indicate this integral.
2. RG equations
During the RG flow, the Liouvillian develops a non-
trivial dependence on both the real energy E of the QD
and on iω, the sum of the imaginary frequencies of all the
reservoir-contractions that pass over the propagator in a
diagram. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). We separately
keep track of these frequency dependencies by writing
L¯Λ(E,ω) := L¯Λ(E + iω), (203)
ΠΛ(E,ω) :=
1
E + iω − L¯Λ(E,ω) . (204)
The renormalization of the vertex G¯1 introduces similar
dependencies and an additional dependence on the reser-
voir frequency ω1 of the vertex “leg”, i.e., the contraction
connecting it to another vertex, see Fig. 5(b):
G¯1,Λ(E,ω, ω1) := G¯1,Λ(E + iω, iω1). (205)
The formally exact, infinite hierarchy of RT-RG equa-
tions was derived in general form in Ref. 26. Here, we
restrict ourselves to the one- and two-loop order approx-
imation for the Liouvillian and the limit of T → 0:
dL¯(E,ω)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯1(E,ω,Λ)Π(E1, ω + Λ)G¯1¯(E1, ω + Λ,−Λ) +
Γ2
π2
× (206)
G¯1(E,ω,Λ)Π(E1, ω + Λ)G¯2(E1, ω + Λ, ω2)Π(E12, ω + Λ+ ω2)G¯2¯(E12, ω + Λ + ω2,−ω2)Π(E1, ω + Λ)G¯1¯(E1, ω + Λ,−Λ).
This approximation requires that one also accounts for the renormalization of vertices to one-loop order:
dG¯1(E,ω, ω1)
dΛ
= −iΓ
π
G¯2(E,ω,Λ)Π(E2, ω + Λ)G¯1(E2, ω + Λ, ω1)Π(E12, ω + ω1 + Λ)G¯2¯(E12, ω + ω1 + Λ,−Λ). (207)
Here and in the following, we leave implicit both the Λ
dependence of the renormalized L¯ and G¯ as well as the
summation / integration over all internal indices.76
By construction, the self-energy Σ¯(z) is obtained by
directly integrating Eq. (206):
Σ¯(E + iω) = L(E + iω)− L¯ =
∫ 0
∞
dΛ
dL¯Λ
dΛ
(E,ω).
(208)
For the transport current we need the reservoir-resolved
parts Σ¯r(z) of this self-energy [cf. Eq. (182)], which are
obtained in the same way: for r = L,R
Σ¯r(E + iω) = Lr(E + iω)− L¯r =
∫ 0
∞
dΛ
dL¯rΛ
dΛ
(E,ω),
(209)
where L¯rΛ|Λ=∞ = L¯r := Σ˜r is given by Eq. (71). The RG
equations determining L¯rΛ and its associated vertex G
r
have the same structure as the RG equations Eq. (206)-
(207) and are simply obtained from the latter26 by pro-
viding the left-most vertex with a superscript r on the
right-hand sides of Eq. (206) and (207) and on the left-
hand side of Eq. (207). We emphasize that
∑
r L¯
r = Σ˜ =
L¯− L, whereas ∑r L¯rΛ|Λ=0 = Σ(z) = L(z)− L.77
The frequency dependence in the RG equations
Eq. (206)-(207) in the one and two-loop approximation
needs to be carefully discussed. Before we turn to this
in Sec. (III C)-(IIID), we discuss some important general
properties of the RG-equations in Sec. (III B 3) and their
implications for the fermionic eigenvalues in Sec. (III B 4).
Using these results, we can decouple some of the RG
equations (see Sec. (III C)) and show that in the one-loop
approximation we already obtain the exact solution for
the current in the limit U = 0, even though in this limit
two-loop corrections are non-zero (see Sec. (III C 3)).
3. Exact eigenvectors
The exact properties derived in Sec. (II C 5 a) follow
from the causal structure of the perturbation series (79).
Since the RG equations (206) and (207) represent nothing
but a reorganization of the terms in that expansion (as
explicitly shown in Ref. 26), we expect that they preserve
these causal structure properties. We now show that this
is indeed the case. Indeed, an exact left and right eigen-
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supervector of the renormalized L¯ is given by
(ZL|L¯(E,ω) = 0, (210)
L¯(E,ω)|ZR) = −i4Γ|ZR), (211)
respectively. Since at Λ =∞we have the initial condition
(ZL|L¯ = 0 and L¯|ZR) = −i4Γ|ZR), we only need to show
that (ZL| ddΛ L¯ = ddΛ L¯|ZR) = 0, respectively, to prove
Eqs. (210) and (211). We note that since Eq. (208) is
an exact relation, Eqs. (210) and (211) must hold for
the exact, infinite hierarchy of RT-RG equations (i.e.,
including all higher vertices generated during the RG flow
that we neglect here). In our two-loop approximation this
relation directly follows by letting Eq. (206) act on these
vectors and using
(ZL|G¯(E,ω, ω1) = 0, (212)
G¯(E,ω, ω1)|ZR) = 0. (213)
Equations (212) and (213) follow by assuming that they
hold for a given Λ, and by (ZL| ddΛG¯ = ddΛG¯|ZR) = 0,
obtained acting with Eq. (207) on these vectors. Since
Eqs. (212) and (213) hold initially for Λ =∞ the result
follows for any Λ, E, ω, and ω1.
Similarly, we now show that for any Λ, E, ω, and ω1:
d
dΛ L¯(E,ω)|α−ησ) = 0, (214)
(α+ησ| ddΛ L¯(E,ω) = 0, . (215)
In our two-loop approximation for dL¯/dΛ, this follows
from the property of the renormalized 1-leg vertices
G¯(E,ω, ω1)|α−ησ) ∝ |ZR) or 0, (216)
(α+ησ |G¯(E,ω, ω1) ∝ (ZL| or 0. (217)
The proof of Eq. (122)-(121) can be extended to the
renormalized vertices as follows. We start by observ-
ing that the right-hand sides of the RG equations (206)-
(207) have the same structure as Σ¯(z) (cf. Eq. (79)).
Assuming that Eq. (216) holds for a given scale Λ, the
RG equation (207) implies that it is preserved under
the flow: (α+ησ | ddΛG¯ = ddΛG¯|α−ησ) = 0. Here, we used
that by Eq. (210)-(211) both |ZR) and (ZL| are eigen-
supervectors of the renormalized L¯ for all Λ, E, ω, ω1.
Since Eq. (216)-(217) hold initially for Λ =∞, this then
implies it holds for all Λ. From this, Eq. (214)-(215) fol-
low directly. The above proofs are readily extended to
the infinite hierarchy of exact RT-RG equations for ver-
tices with multiple legs, confirming that Eq. (210), (211),
(215) and (214) hold exactly (and not just in our two-loop
approximation).
4. Fermionic excitations
a. Fermionic eigenvalues We can now pick up the
discussion of Sec. (IID). Since the supermatrix structure
of dL¯Λ/dΛ in the fermionic sector is preserved under
the RG flow and is the same as that of Σ¯(z), we can
now directly relate the coefficient ∆F−+ησ introduced in
Sec. (II D 3) using Eq. (208):
∆F−+ησ (E + iω) =
∫ 0
∞
dΛ
dF−+ησ,Λ
dΛ
(E + iω) (218)
This coefficient determines the fermionic excitations at
arbitrary complex frequency as given by Eq. (163) for the
exact L(z) when the infinite hierarchy of RG-equations
is used to compute the right-hand side. We see that the
Λ-dependent coefficient F−+ησ,Λ of L¯Λ interpolates between
the infinite temperature limit, where ∆F−+ησ = 0, and the
exact value ∆F−+ησ of Σ(z) through Eq. (218) as was an-
ticipated in Sec. (IID). All renormalization effects enter
into the fermionic excitations through the renormaliza-
tion of the four complex coefficient F−+η,σ of L¯Λ. During
this flow, the qualitative features of these excitations, dis-
cussed in Fig. 3, may change. During the continuous RG,
the complex parameters ∆F−,+η,σ will grow from zero and
modify both real and imaginary parts in Eq. (163). This
happens only for the interacting Anderson model, U 6= 0
since U multiplies these coefficients in Eq. (163). This
flow may include bifurcations as function of the flow pa-
rameter Λ, but for large enough U ≫ 2Γ the excitations
energies (real parts) remain non-degenerate. However,
the general result (168) shows that during this non-trivial
flow the average of the complex eigenvalues stays fixed for
all frequencies. We conclude generally that the fermionic
excitation energies and decay rates are renormalized sym-
metrically with respect to the average values ǫ+ U2 +σ
B
2
and 2Γ, respectively, for any complex frequency E + iω
with ω > 0.
Finally, we note that the stability constraint discussed
in Sec. (IID 3) imposes a constraint on the RG flow:
since at any stage of the RG flow the effective Liouvil-
lian L(z) (191) can be calculated from the perturbative
expansion (79), the imaginary parts of all non-zero eigen-
values of the renormalized L¯Λ must be negative to avoid
unphysical divergence of the time-dependent density op-
erator. Such behavior would not go unnoticed in the RG
since zero denominators would appear in the resolvents in
Eq. (227), leading to an instability in the RG-flow. This
provides a simple criterion for the stability of the RG
flow for the Anderson model that can be checked eas-
ily in numerical approximations. Although in previous
applications of the RT-RG no instabilities have been re-
ported, and in the present study none were encountered
either, the general conditions for stability are currently
not known.
b. Fermionic supermatrix elements The properties
Eq. (216)-(217) strongly restrict the fermionic matrix el-
ements of the resolvents Π that can appear in the RG
equations. We will see that implies that quite generally
the RG equations decouple into smaller sets of equations
(see Sec. (III C)) and that important simplifications arise
in the U = 0 limit (see Sec. (III C 3)). These simplifica-
tions arise since in general on the right-hand side of RG
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equations such as Eq. (206) and (207) the resolvent Π al-
ways appears sandwiched between pairs of G¯ vertices (all
are renormalized quantities but Λ is not written). We list
the different cases:
• In matrix elements of terms with only one resol-
vent, (X |G¯ΠG¯|Y ), there are no restrictions only
if X = ZR, Y = ZL. Indeed, upon inserting
the completeness relation 1 =
∑
η,σ,ν |ανησ)(ανησ| +
(bosonic terms) left and right of Π, we see that
according to Eq. (216)-(217), all intermediate
fermionic supermatrix elements contribute. How-
ever, when the basis supervectors X , Y involve one
of the supervectors ZL, ZR, then only certain ma-
trix elements contribute: for ν = ± these are
(ανησ |Πα|α−ησ), X = ZR,Y 6= ZL, (219)
(α+ησ |Πα|ανησ), X 6= ZR,Y = ZL, (220)
whereas, if the supervectors ZL, ZR are not in-
volved, only one factor is possible:
(α+ησ |Πα|α−ησ), X 6= ZR,Y 6= ZL. (221)
• In terms with n ≥ 3 resolvents
(X |G¯ΠG¯ . . . G¯ΠG¯|Y ), Eq. (219) and (221)
apply to the leftmost “boundary” resolvent.
Otherwise, the expression vanishes for any Λ
since by Eq. (217) (X |G¯Π|α+)(α+|G¯ΠG¯ . . . ∝
(X |G¯Π|α+)(ZL|ΠG¯ . . . = 0. Here, we used that
(ZL| an exact eigenvector of L¯, and thereby of
Π by Eq. (210), and a zero eigenvector of G¯ by
Eq. (212).
Similarly, Eq. (220) and (221) also apply to
the rightmost “boundary” resolvents since
. . . G¯ΠG¯Π|α−)(α−|G¯|Y ) = 0 by Eq. (216), (211),
and (213).
• Finally, in terms with n ≥ 3 resolvents, the
resolvents that are not at the boundary can
only contribute with fermionic matrix element
(α+ησ|Πα|α−ησ), irrespective of X and Y : this fac-
tor must always occur at least n− 2 ≥ 1 times.
C. 1 loop RG equations
1. Frequency dependence
Since our goal is to calculate the stationary state
from the effective Liouvillian L(z) = L¯(E,ω)
∣∣
Λ=0
at
z = E + iω = i0, we first consider the RG equation
for this quantity in the one-loop approximation and at
frequency E = 0
dL¯0(0)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(µ¯1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯. (222)
Here, the superscript 0 indicates that we also evalu-
ate the Liouvillian at zero reservoir frequency, ω = 0:
L¯0(E) := L¯(E, 0). Similarly, in Eq. (222) we approxi-
mate the vertices by their initial values, as given by Eqs.
(118) and (120), or by Eq. (51),
G¯1(0, 0,Λ) ≈ G¯1¯(µ¯1,Λ,−Λ) ≈ G¯01 (223)
neglecting their dependence on the dot frequency (E1 =
µ¯1), the reservoir frequency (ω = Λ), and the vertex-
leg frequency (ω1 = ±Λ). Such frequency dependencies
arises only when accounting for the renormalization of
the vertices: for small frequencies we can approximate in
Eq. (207)
dG¯
dΛ
∼ Γ
Λ2
G¯3 (224)
on the right-hand side G¯ ∼ G¯0 ∼ 1, giving G¯ =
G¯0 + O(Γ/Λ). In 1-loop order for L¯ one must therefore
consistently neglect the renormalization of G¯, Eq. (223),
with respect to the log-corrections to the Liouvillian that
arise from Eq. (222). This will be checked later on. The
resolvent is likewise evaluated at ω = Λ. Note that the
ω dependence of the resolvent in first approximation,
Π0(E,ω) =
1
E + iω − L¯0(E) , (225)
does not originate from the Liouvillian.
In contrast, Eq. (222) depends on QD frequency E
in an important way: Due to the finite bias voltage
the renormalization of the zero E-frequency Liouvillian
couples to the finite frequency Liouvillian E → E1 =
µ¯1 = η1r1V/2 appearing in the (204) on the right-hand
side. We therefore need to consider instead the following
RG equations on a discrete grid of finite QD frequencies
E = kLµ¯L + kRµ¯R = η(kL − kR)V/2:
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯, (226)
where kL, kR = 0, 1, 2, . . .. In the numerical calculations,
we keep as many equations as required to make the so-
lution converge with respect to the kr. This coupling
of the RG flow of the Liouvillian at energies differing
by multiples of the voltage arises because the Matsubara
frequencies of the different reservoirs are shifted by differ-
ent electrochemical potentials: this is typical feature of
renormalization in a non-equilibrium system26. We dis-
cuss the effect of neglecting the QD energy E-dependence
in the RG equations in detail when we analyze the nu-
merical results in Sec. (IVB).
2. Explicit 1-loop RG-equations for the Liouvillian
Inserting the spectral decomposition for L¯(E), cf.
Eq. (161), into Eq. (226)
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
=
Γ
π
1
Λ− iΘk1
G¯01P
k
1 G¯
0
1¯, (227)
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we obtain, abbreviating Θk1 = E1 − λk(E1),
d
dΛ
(κ3|L¯0(E)|κ0) = Γ
π
(κ3|M|κ0), (228)
where |κi) are elements of the basis (91)-(96) and the
super matrix elements are sums (κ1,2 sums implicit) of
factored contributions:
(κ3|M|κ0) = i
∑
i
(κ3|G¯01|κ2)(κ1|G¯01¯|κ0)(κ2|Πi1|κ1).
(229)
The product of G¯0 matrix elements gives a simple numer-
ical factor 0 or ±1 (see expansions (118)-(120)), whereas
the super matrix elements
i(κ2|Πi1|κ1) =
1
Λ− iΘi1
(κ2|P i1 |κ1) (230)
arise from the spectral decomposition of the resolvent,
Π0(E1,Λ) =
∑
iΠ
i
1. To explicitly sum over η (contained
in the multiindex 1 = η, σ, r), which enters the resol-
vents only through Eηr := E1 = E − ηµr, we abbreviate
λi(E1) := λ
i
ηr, P
i(E1) := P
i
ηr and
iΠiηr :=
P iηr
Λ − iEηr + iλiηr
. (231)
Expanding Eq. (226) in the basis Eq. (91)-(96), we ob-
tain:
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
=
iΓ
π
[
−
(
(α−−σ¯|Πα−σ¯−r |α+−σ¯) + (α−+σ|Πα+σ+r |α++σ)
)
|ZR)(ZL|+
(
(α−−σ|Πα−σ−r |α−−σ)− (α−+σ¯|Πα+σ¯+r |α−+σ¯)
)
|ZR)(χσ|
+
(
(α+−σ¯|Πα−σ¯−r |α+−σ¯)− (α++σ|Πα+σ+r |α++σ)
)
|χσ)(ZL| −
(
(α++σ|Πα+σ+r |α−+σ) + (α+−σ¯|Πα+σ−r |α−−σ¯)
)
|χσ)(χσ¯|
+
(
(α++σ|Πα+σ+r |α−+σ) + (α+−σ|Πα−σ−r |α−−σ)
)
|Sσ)(Sσ | − (α++σ¯|Πα+σ¯−r |α−+σ¯)|T+)(T+| − (α+−σ|Πα−σ+r |α−−σ)|T−)(T−|
−
(
(χσ¯|Πχ−r|χσ) + (T+|ΠT++r |T+)− (Sσ|ΠSσ−r|Sσ)
)
|α−+σ)(α++σ|
−
(
(χσ|Πχ+r|χσ¯) + (T−|ΠT−−r |T−)− (Sσ|ΠSσ+r|Sσ)
)
|α−−σ)(α+−σ |
]
. (232)
Here, we leave implicit the summation over σ and r, as
well as the summation over the two eigenvalues in the χ
and αησ subspaces [cf. Eq. (161)]. The first two terms in
the equation do not contribute to the calculation of the
remaining terms of the effective Liouvillian or the trans-
port current, but they are written here for completeness.
Due to (ZL|G¯ = 0 [cf. discussion of Eq. (85)], the zero
eigen projector PZL does not appear in Eq. (232), en-
suring that none of the resolvents can diverge during the
RG-flow.
Using the relations K(Λ − i(z − L¯(z)))−1K = (Λ −
i(−z∗ − L¯(−z∗)))−1, [cf. Eq. (70), (117)], and by ex-
panding resolvents into eigen-projectors using Eq. (231),
we obtain the explicit RG equations for the Liouvillian
expansion coefficients. We have a set of equations for 10
complex coefficients on an infinite, discrete grid of fre-
quencies E
29
dξσ,σ¯(E)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
(
(α+−σ¯|Pα−σ¯−r |α−−σ¯)
Λ − i(E−r − λα−σ¯−r )
+
(α++σ|Pα+σ+r |α−+σ)
Λ− i(E+r − λα+σ+r )
)
, (233)
dEσ(E)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
(
(α++σ |Pα+σ+r |α−+σ)
Λ − i(E+r − λα+σ+r )
+
(α+−σ|Pα−σ−r |α−−σ)
Λ − i(E+r − λα+σ¯+r )
)
=
dE∗σ¯(−E∗)
dΛ
, (234)
dM+(E)
dΛ
= −iΓ
π
(α++σ¯|Pα+σ¯−r |α−+σ¯)
Λ − i (E−r − λα+σ¯−r ) , (235)
dM−(E)
dΛ
= −iΓ
π
(α+−,σ|Pα−,σ+r |α−−,σ)
Λ − i (E+r − λα−,σ+r ) =
dM∗+(−E∗)
dΛ
, (236)
dF+−+,σ(E)
dΛ
= −iΓ
π
(
(χσ¯|Pχ−r|χσ)
Λ− i(E−r − λχ−r)
+
(T+|PT++r |T+)
Λ− i(E+r − λT++ )
− (Sσ|P
Sσ−r |Sσ)
Λ− i(E−r − λSσ−r)
)
, (237)
dF+−−,σ(E)
dΛ
= −iΓ
π
(
(χσ|Pχ+|χσ¯)
Λ− i(E+r − λχ+)
+
(T−|PT−−r |T−)
Λ− i(E−r − λT−−r )
− (Sσ|P
Sσ
+r |Sσ)
Λ− i(E+r − λSσ+ )
)
= −d
(
F+−+,σ¯(−E∗)
)∗
dΛ
. (238)
Importantly, the eigen projectors of the Liouvillian L¯0,
P iηr = P
i(E − ηµr) with eigenvalues λiηr = λi(E − ηµr)
[cf. Eq. (148)] depend on the frequency E − ηµr. The
explicit expressions for the projector matrix elements on
the right-hand side are given in Eqs. (150), (152), (153),
(155) and (159) and involve only the 10 coefficients ap-
pearing on the left-hand side. Eq. (233)-(238) thus form
a closed set of equations. This derives from the fact that
the eigenprojectors of L¯Λ that involve the zero eigen-
supervectors ZL and ZR drop out on the right-hand side
by Eq. (161). Note that the fermionic matrix elements
in the equations for the coefficients of bosonic terms that
do not involve a ZL or ZR (ξσσ′ , Eσ and Mη) illustrate
the simplification brought by Eq. (161).
The following 5 complex coefficients do not appear in
the eigenvalues and projector matrix elements on the
right-hand side of Eq. (233)-(238). Their RG-equations
dψσ(E)
dΛ
= (239)
i
Γ
π
(
(α+−σ¯|Pα−σ¯−r |α+−σ¯)
Λ− i(E−r − λα−σ¯−r )
− (α
+
+σ|Pα+σ+r |α++σ)
Λ− i(E+r − λα+σ+r )
)
,
dζ(E)
dΛ
= (240)
− iΓ
π
(
(α−−σ¯|Pα−σ¯−r |α+−σ¯)
Λ− i(E−r − λα−σ¯−r )
+
(α−+σ|Pα+σ+r |α++σ)
Λ− i(E+r − λα+σ+r )
)
,
dφσ(E)
dΛ
= (241)
i
Γ
π
(
(α−−σ|Pα−σ−r |α−−σ)
Λ− i(E−r − λα−σ−r )
− (α
−
+σ¯|Pα+σ¯+r |α−+σ¯)
Λ− i(E+r − λα+σ¯+r )
)
,
are therefore not required for the solution of Eq. (233)-
(238), but these coefficients do renormalize and depend
on this solution. For the calculation of the current only
ψσ is required. In contrast, the coefficients ζ and φσ are
only required if one wishes to calculate, e.g., the station-
ary density matrix (151).
The remaining coefficients do not flow under the one-
loop RG, and remain at their initial values. For the two
diagonal matrix elements of the coefficient matrix ξ in
the bosonic sector we have
dξσσ
dΛ
(E) = 0, (242)
which is valid only within the present one-loop approxi-
mation. In contrast, for the remaining 16 fermionic coef-
ficients, we have in general (e.g., also in two-loop order)
dF+±η,σ
dΛ
(E) =
dF±−η,σ
dΛ
(E) = 0, (243)
due to the causal structure (cf. Sec. (II D 3) and
Sec. (III B 4)). We furthermore note that Eq. (233)-(241)
explicitly satisfy the Hermicity conditions Eq. (144) and
(147). Moreover, the proper transformation under charge
and spin-rotations is explicitly guaranteed by our use of
irreducible tensor superoperators, cf. Sec. (II C 5 b).
Finally, for the calculation of the current at a specific
electrode r = ± (corresponding to L,R) we need the
RG equations for the coefficients of the self-energy com-
ponents L¯r, cf. Eq. (209). These are simply obtained
from the above equations by (i) giving all coefficients a
superscript r and (ii) suppressing the summation over r
contained in the multiindex 1 on the right-hand side, i.e.,
by setting 1 = η, σ,+, ω.
Before we proceed to calculate the two-loop corrections
to Eq. (222), we first show that already in the above 1-
loop approximation we obtain the exact solution for the
current in the limit U = 0. This is important since it
demonstrates that for the current the two-loop correc-
tions to L¯, the one-loop corrections to the vertex G¯, and
the ω frequency dependence that we neglected here, are
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intimately connected with interaction effects. We note,
however, that for U = 0 there are nonzero two-loop cor-
rections which do not affect the current47.
3. Non-interacting case U = 0: Exact solution
Without local interaction, U = 0, the Hamiltonian
Eq. (11) is quadratic in the fermionic operators and the
non-equilibrium Anderson model can be solved exactly
in this limit. A solution using the real-time approach
was reported in Ref. 52,53. We now show that (i) us-
ing the causal field superoperator algebra one can obtain
this solution within RT-RG framework and (ii) within
the 1-loop, frequency-independent approximation (222)
this result is recovered upon careful inspection.
a. Exact current In general, to calculate the cur-
rent according to Eq. (189), we need the elements ξ and
ψσ of the bosonic part of the effective Liouvillian L¯Λ.
From these we can then easily find the other required
coefficients ξr and ψrσ of L¯
r
Λ, which we do at the end.
The coefficients ξ and ψσ in turn require the solution of
Eq. (233)-(238), which we first discuss. Then we show
that higher order correction as well as frequency correc-
tions that we neglected in deriving Eq. (233)-(238) have
no influence on the stationary current. We start by not-
ing that on the right-hand side of the RG-Eq. (233)-(236)
for the bosonic sector only fermionic intermediate states
appear in the resolvent matrix elements. We therefore
first calculate the eigenvalues of the fermionic projectors
to which these coefficients couple. From Eq. (163) it fol-
lows that for U = 0
λαησ ,± = ηǫ+ σ
B
2
− 2iΓ± iΓ, (244)
Pαησ ,± =
1
2
(
α0ησ ± ηα3ησ ∓ η
∆F−+η,σ
Γ
α−ησ
)
(245)
There are three important points. (i) Since U = 0 the
eigenvalues are independent of ∆F−+η,σ , i.e., they are not
renormalized (cf. Sec. (II D 3)) and therefore do not ac-
quire a frequency dependence. (ii) The right-hand side
of the RG equation for any bosonic superoperator that is
relevant to the current, i.e., excluding ζ, φ, but with the
exception of ψσ contains the off-diagonal super matrix
elements
(α+ησ|Παησ1 |α−ησ) = 0 (246)
as a factor by the general property (220). This matrix-
element vanishes for U = 0 by Eq. (245), implying that
these coefficients do not renormalize in any higher loop
order since such coefficients always contain this factor on
the right-hand side of Eq. (206) at least once by Eq. (221).
(iii) In contrast, the renormalization of the quantities ψσ
at E = 0 involve fermionic virtual states with the simple
factors
i(α++σ|Πα+σ+r |α++σ)
=
∑
r
(α++σ|
1
Λ− irV/2 + iλα+σ+r (rV/2)
|α++σ) (247)
=
∑
r
1
Λ + Γ + i(ǫσ − rV/2) , (248)
where we defined ǫσ := ǫ+σB/2. Importantly, for U = 0
these matrix elements do not vanish, but they become
independent of ∆F−+η,σ . Higher loop corrections for ψσ
vanish since they contain the factor (246) at least once by
Eq. (219). Therefore, Eq. (239) is the exact RG equation
for ψσ at E = 0 and for U = 0:
dψσ(0)
dΛ
=
∑
r
2Γ
π
Im(α++σ|iΠα+σ+r |α++σ) (249)
=
∑
r
2Γ
π
ǫσ − rV/2
(Λ + Γ)2 + (ǫσ − rV/2)2 , (250)
where we again used the K-conjugation properties
Eq. (70), (117). With the initial value ψσ,Λ=∞ = 0 (cf.
Eq. (134).) we obtain
ψσ(0) = −
∑
r
2Γ
π
arctan
(
ǫσ − rV/2
Γ
)
.
Leaving out the summation over the electrode r in the
above calculation, we obtain the coefficients of the self-
energy component L¯rΛ|Λ=0 = Σr(0), required for the cur-
rent (cf. Eq. (189)),
〈Ir〉 = 1√
2
[
(T0|−→ψ r)− (T0|ξrξ−1|−→ψ )
]
= 14
∑
σ
(
ψrσ − ψr¯σ
)
, (251)
using 1√
2
(T0| = 12
∑
σ(χσ| and ξr = ξ/2, giving the cur-
rent
〈I〉 =
∑
r,σ=±
r
Γ
2π
arctan
(
ǫσ + rV/2
Γ
)
(252)
and the non-linear differential conductance:
dI
dV
=
1
4π
∑
r,σ=±
Γ2
Γ2 + (ǫσ + rV/2)
2 (253)
in our units e = 1, ~ = 1. Restoring Gaussian units,
the current and conductance prefactors become Γ2pi → Γ e~
Γ
2pi → Γ e
2
2~ giving in linear response a conductance of e
2/h
per spin channel. The importance of recovering this exact
result for U = 0 is that already at this level of approxima-
tion our the RT-RG approach captures correctly the weak
interaction limit U ≪ Γ while treating the tunneling non-
perturbatively in Γ. Moreover, it shows that the 2-loop
corrections to the Liouvillian and 1-loop corrections to
the vertices that affect the stationary current are gener-
ated by the Coulomb interaction. In general, however,
the non-interacting limit requires a 2-loop treatment.
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D. 2 loop RG equations
1. Vertex frequency dependence
We concluded in Sec. (III C 1) that in the 2-loop ap-
proximation for the Liouvillian one should consider the
vertex renormalization and ω-dependence of both G¯ and
L¯. Indeed, we find below that these effects are com-
parable and involve important cancellations. By sys-
tematically expanding about the frequency-independent
bare vertex G¯0, we can incorporate the vertex corrections
into a single effective equation for the 2-loop Liouvillian,
Eq. (272) below. We proceed in three steps:
Step 1 The starting point is the 1-loop approximation
defined by Eq. (226) for any E. This we use to calculate
a first approximation for the ω-dependence of both the
Liouvillian and the propagator. We expand
L¯(E,ω) ≈ L¯0(E) + L¯1(E,ω), (254)
Π(E,ω) ≈ Π0(E,ω) + Π1(E,ω). (255)
The 1-loop equation accounting for the leading frequency
dependence is obtained by settingG ≈ G0 and Π(E,ω) ≈
Π0(E,ω) in the 1-loop part of Eq. (206):
dL¯(E,ω)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ + ω)G¯
0
1¯. (256)
Subtracting Eq. (226), we obtain
dL¯1(E,ω)
dΛ
≈ iΓ
π
G¯01
(
Π0(E1, ω + Λ)−Π0(E1,Λ)
)
G¯01¯.
Shifting the integration variable in the Π(E1,Λ) term we
obtain in wide band limit (which we assume throughout):
L¯1(E,ω) ≈
Λ∫
Λ−ω
i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1, ω + Λ)G¯
0
1¯. (257)
Eq. (257) does not need to be evaluated further since it
cancels out below. Note that the correction vanishes at
zero frequency, L¯1(E, 0) = 0, for all E as required. Ex-
panding the full resolvents (204) with the approximation
Eq. (254) to the first order in L¯1(E,ω), we obtain:
Π1(E,ω) = Π0(E,ω)L¯1(E,ω)Π0(E,ω). (258)
Step 2 In a similar way, we now calculate the ω cor-
rections in the leading 1-loop order for the vertices:
G¯1(E,ω, ω1) ≈ G¯0 + G¯11(E,ω, ω1). (259)
Keeping only the leading term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (207), we obtain with the same approximations as
above
G¯11(E,ω, ω1) = −i
Γ
π
Λ∫
D
dΛ′G¯02Π
0(E2, ω + Λ
′)G¯01Π
0(E12, ω + ω1 + Λ
′)G¯02¯. (260)
We stress that the argument under the integral depends
on Λ′ both through the explicit arguments as well as
through the cutoff dependence of L¯Λ′ (G
0 is the bare
vertex). Restoring the latter explicitly,
Π0Λ′(E,ω + Λ
′) =
1
ω + Λ′ − iL¯0Λ′(E)
. (261)
Since this is only important at this point, we stick with
the implicit notation.
Step 3 Using the expansions for the resolvents
Eq. (258) and vertices Eq. (260) we can now calculate
an approximation to the right-hand side of Eq. (206),
keeping the leading order frequency corrections:
dL¯
dΛ
=
dL¯(1 loop)
dΛ
+
dL¯(2 loop)
dΛ
+
dL¯(vertex)
dΛ
, (262)
where all terms are written at frequencies E and ω and
dL¯(1 loop)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
[
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯ + G¯
0
1Π
1(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯
]
,
(263)
are the terms appearing from the expansion of the 1-loop
diagram in Π1,
dL¯(2 loop)
dΛ
=
Γ2
π2
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
2 (264)
×Π0(E12,Λ + ω2)G¯02¯Π0(E1,Λ)G¯01¯
is 2-loop term with bare vertices, and
dL¯(vertex)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯11(E, 0,Λ)Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯ (265)
+i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
1
1¯(E1,Λ,−Λ) (266)
are the terms appearing from the expansion of G¯ in G¯1 in
the 1-loop diagram. Inserting Eq. (257) into the 1-loop
Liouvillian frequency correction [last term in Eq. (263)],
we see that it exactly cancels the 2-loop term (264). Nei-
ther term therefore needs to be calculated, simplifying
the approach to a great extent.
The above holds for any E and ω: integrating the
Eq. (262) at ω = 0 using the above calculated right-hand
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side we obtain a new approximation for L¯0(E), improv-
ing over our initial approximation based on the one-loop
equation Eq. (226). In principle, steps 1 and 2 should be
repeated, resulting in corrections of higher orders, which
we neglect. We thus equate dL¯/dΛ ≈ L¯0/dΛ on the left-
hand side of Eq. (262). We obtain a central result of this
section: a single effective two-loop RG equation for the
Liouvillian at ω = 0:
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
= i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯
+ i
Γ
π
G¯11(E, 0,Λ)Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
0
1¯
+ i
Γ
π
G¯01Π
0(E1,Λ)G¯
1
1¯(E1,Λ,−Λ). (267)
Notably, due to the cancellation the entire leading reser-
voir (ω) frequency dependence comes from the vertex
corrections (260). This single equation yields a signif-
icant simplification over the coupled integro-differential
equations Eq. (206) and Eq. (207). The equation (267)
for L¯ can be converted into a differential RG equation
by analytically performing the integral in Eq. (260), see
Sec. (III D 2). Furthermore, since we can work with the
bare vertex superoperators, we can make use of their sim-
ple anticommutation relations (53), which are not pre-
served under the RG (in contrast to other useful proper-
ties of the vertex, see App. G). The QD frequency (E) de-
pendence in Eq. (267) is of the same type as for the 1-loop
equations Eq. (232): the RG equation for L0(0) depends
on L0(µ¯1) = L
0(η1r1V/2), etc. It therefore has to be
solved in the same way by including multiple Matsubara
axes and converging the energy-hierarchy of equations,
see Sec. (III C 1) and Sec. (IV). Finally, we also note that
one can indeed neglect the frequency dependence gener-
ated by vertex renormalization since it is indeed small,
as we assumed in our derivation of the 1-loop equations.
This can be seen if one substitutes the calculated correc-
tion Eq. (260) into Eq. (207). Here, we anticipate the
projector expansion of G¯1, Eq. (271): it is seen that G¯1
is a well behaved function of the cutoff and frequency,
decaying at small Λ.It generates only small corrections
in agreement with our approximation Eq. (224).
2. Explicit 2-loop RG equations for the Liouvillian
To obtain a differential RG equation from Eq. (267),
the integration in Eq. (260) needs to be performed. This
is complicated by the implicit Λ′ dependence of the prop-
agators that we pointed out with Eq. (261). We now
make an adiabatic approximation by expanding only this
dependence about Λ′ = Λ, i.e., we substitute
L¯Λ′ ≈ L¯Λ (268)
in Eq. (261) and neglect corrections ∼ dL¯Λ′/dΛ, which,
by the RG equation Eq. (267), are of higher order and
should therefore be neglected. To preserve the compact
form of the equations we define
Θi1...n = E1...n − λi(E1...n), (269)
P i1...n = P
i(E1...n), (270)
where P i(E) and λi(E) are eigenprojectors and eigenval-
ues of Eq. (148) at cutoff Λ (not Λ′) and we will implicitly
sum over all appearing eigenvalue labels i, j, k below. To
perform the integral we insert the projector expansion
Eq. (148) of L¯ evaluated at Λ under the integral and
obtain the explicit ω-dependent vertex correction:
G¯11(E,ω, ω1) = (271)
− iΓ
π
Λ∫
D
dΛ′
G¯02P
i
2G¯
0
1P
j
12G¯
0
2¯(
Λ′ + ω − iΘi2
) (
Λ′ + ω + ω1 − iΘj12
)
=i
Γ
π
G¯02P
i
2G¯
0
1P
j
12G¯
0
2¯
ω1 − i
(
Θj12 −Θi2
) ln
(
Λ + ω − iΘi2
Λ + ω + ω1 − iΘj12
)
Combining the rest of Eq. (263) with Eq. (265) we obtain:
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
=
Γ
π
1
Λ − iΘk1
G¯01P
k
1 G¯
0
1¯ (272)
− iΓ
2
π2
1
Λ− iΘk1
1
Λ− i(Θj12 −Θi2)
ln
(
2Λ− iΘj12
Λ− iΘi2
)
×
[
G¯01P
k
1 G¯
0
2P
j
12G¯
0
1¯P
i
2G¯
0
2¯ + G¯
0
2P
i
2G¯
0
1P
j
12G¯
0
2¯P
k
1 G¯
0
1¯
]
.
This is a central result of the paper. The explicit evalua-
tion of Eq. (272) for the Anderson model is required for
our numerical implementation, but also allows us to draw
some general conclusions about the 2-loop (and higher)
corrections. The 1-loop part is given by Eq. (226) and
we proceed analogously for the 2-loop part:
dL¯0(E)
dΛ
∣∣∣∣
2 loop
= −iΓ
2
π2
(κ7|M|κ0)|κ7)(κ0|, (273)
where the super matrix elements are factored as follows:
(κ7|M|κ0) = (274)∑
κ6..κ1
(κ7|G¯01|κ6)(κ5|G¯02|κ4)(κ3|G¯01¯|κ2)(κ1|G¯02¯|κ0)
×N
(
(κ6|P k1 |κ5), (κ4|P j12|κ3), (κ2|P i2|κ1)
)
.
The product of G¯0 matrix elements gives a simple nu-
merical factor, whereas the remaining part,
N
(
(κ6|P k1 |κ5), (κ4|P j12|κ3), (κ2|P i2 |κ1)
)
= (275)
S(Θk1 ,Θi2,Θj12) (κ6|P k1 |κ5)(κ4|P j12|κ3)(κ2|P i2 |κ1),
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contains the product of the non-trivial projector matrix
elements and the propagator factors
S(Θk1 ,Θi2,Θj12) =
ln
(
2Λ− iΘj12
Λ− iΘi2
)
(
Λ − iΘk1
) (
Λ− i
(
Θj12 −Θi2
))
+ (Θk1 ↔ Θi2). (276)
The argument of this function is constructed by formally
putting the variables containing the eigenvalues of the
three projectors in the argument of N into the corre-
sponding arguments of the scalar function Θ. With this
we can give explicit expressions for Eq. (273). It is shown
in App. G how the conservation of Hermiticity by the self-
energy can be used to minimize the number of terms to
be calculated. For the right-hand side of Eq. (273), we
now explicitly list half of the terms:
− |χσ)(χσ |× (277)[N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (T+|PT12|T+), (α++σ¯|Pα+σ¯2 |α−+σ¯))
+N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (Sσ|PS12¯|Sσ), (α+−σ |Pα−σ2¯ |α−−σ))]
+ |χσ)(χσ¯ |× (278)
N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (χσ¯|Pχ11¯|χσ), (α+−σ¯|Pα−σ¯1¯ |α−−σ¯))
− |χσ)(ZL|× (279)[N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (T+|PT12|T+), (α++σ¯|Pα+σ¯2 |α++σ¯))
−N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (Sσ|PS12¯|Sσ), (α+−σ|Pα−σ2¯ |α+−σ))
+N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (χσ¯|Pχ11¯|χσ), (α+−σ¯|Pα−σ¯1¯ |α+−σ¯))]
− |Sσ)(Sσ|× (280)[N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (T+|PT12|T+), (α++σ|Pα+σ2 |α−+σ))
+N ((α++σ|Pα+σ1 |α−+σ), (χσ¯|Pχ12¯|χσ¯), (α+−σ|Pα−σ2¯ |α−−σ))]
− |T−)(T−|× (281)[N ((α+−σ|Pα−σ1 |α−−σ), (Sσ|PS12|Sσ), (α+−σ|Pα−σ2 |α−−σ))
+N ((α−σ¯|Pα−σ¯1 |α−−σ¯), (χσ¯|Pχ12|χσ¯), (α+−σ|Pα−σ2 |α−−σ))]
+ |α−+σ)(α++σ |× (282)[N ((T+|PT1 |T+)(α++σ|Pα+σ11¯ |α−+σ), (Sσ|PS1¯ |Sσ))
+N ((T+|PT1 |T+), (α++σ¯|Pα+σ¯12¯ |α−+σ¯), (χσ|Pχ2¯ |χσ))]
+ |α−−σ)(α+−σ |× (283)[N ((χσ|Pχ1 |χσ), (α++σ|Pα+σ12 |α−+σ), (Sσ |PS2 |Sσ))
+N ((χσ|Pχ1 |χσ), (α+−σ¯|Pα−σ¯12¯ |α−−σ¯), (T−|PT2¯ |T−))
+N ((Sσ|PS1 |Sσ), (α+−σ |Pα−σ11¯ |α−−σ), (T−|PT1¯ |T−))
+N ((Sσ|PS1 |Sσ), (α++σ |Pα+σ12 |α−+σ), (χσ¯|Pχ2 |χσ¯))
−N ((χσ|Pχ1 |χσ¯), (α++σ¯|Pα+σ¯12 |α−+σ¯), (χσ|Pχ2 |χσ¯))]
Here we use the notation
P ki = P
k(−ηiµi), P kij = P k(−ηiµi − ηjµj). (284)
FIG. 6: Zero-temperature non-linear conductance, dI/dV ,
vs bias V and gate voltage Vg = −ǫ for strong interaction
U = 30Γ and (a) zero magnetic field B = 0 and (b) finite
field B = 9Γ. Both figures are calculated in 2-loop RG [Eqs.
(226) and (273)] and are converged with respect to the num-
ber of non-equibrium Matsubara axes (cf. Sect.III B 1) using
a sufficiently large bandwidth D = 103Γ. The linear conduc-
tance in (b) shows good agreement with the Friedel sum rule
(cf. Fig. 7).
We fixed the particle-hole index η in the multiindices as
ηi =
{
+, i = 1, 2
−, i = 1¯, 2¯ (285)
All other indices in Eqs. (277)-(284) are implicitly
summed over. The other half of the terms of Eq. (273)
can be constructed in the same way by taking into ac-
count the opposite sign of η1 using the recipe of App. G.
For the calculation of the current only the left-most reser-
voir index r1 should not be summed over.
We presented Eqs. (277)-(284) in order to show a
number of important general properties. First, in the
fermionic sector (282)-(284), the structure is the same
as for the one-loop equation, i.e., only terms |α−ησ)(α+ησ |
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appear as discussed (Sec. (III B 3)). This property holds
in any order of RG and is manifestation of the general
properties Eq. (132)-(133).
Second, the terms (277)-(284) are only those on the
right-hand side of the two-loop RG equations that are
relevant to the current. They are all proportional to
the matrix elements (α+ησ|Pαησ |α−ησ) as was anticipated
in Sec. (III C 3). This is also a general property that
holds in any loop order of the RG. In the non-interacting
limit, U = 0, this implies that all two-loop (and higher
loops) corrections relevant to the current vanish exactly
[cf. Eq. (245)]. We emphasize that there are additional
terms not listed in Eqs. (277)-(284) that are irrelevant to
the current. These describe the 2-loop renormalization of
the ζ coefficient and involve factors (α−ησ|Pαησ |α+ησ) and
therefore do not vanish, even for U = 0. However, the
corrections to this coefficient beyond the two-loop order
do contain the factors (246) and again vanish for U = 0.
See for more details Ref. 47.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we perform a detailed numerical inves-
tigation of the zero-temperature two-loop RT-RG equa-
tions dL¯0(E)/dΛ = dL¯0(E)/dΛ|1 loop + dL¯0(E)/dΛ|2 loop,
where the right-hand sides are given by Eq. (226) and
(273). We calculate the current as explained after
Eq. (209). We focus on the dependence on the inter-
action U and the magnetic field B as a function of both
the bias V and the gate voltage Vg = −ǫ. To clearly
structure the discussion we first summarize the central
features of the calculated conductance as exemplified in
Fig. 6(a) and (b) for zero and finite magnetic field B,
respectively, and assess the limits of applicability.
A. Overview and limits of applicability
At zero magnetic field the dominant features in
Fig. 6(a) are the Coulomb blockade diamonds defined by
lines along which a single-electron tunneling resonance
appears. In our calculated results, these dI/dV peaks
are broadened on the scale Γ due to non-perturbative
tunneling processes and have a peak height e2/h, i.e.,
the quantum conductance. Going into either of the
Coulomb blockade regimes, where the charge is quantized
to N = 0, 1 and 2, the current decays non-exponentially
due to higher order tunneling (cotunneling and higher
order processes). At very small bias, however, the con-
ductance shows a pronounced anomaly, but only in the
N = 1 regime, where the dot has an unpaired spin. We
stress from the start that this should not be naively iden-
tified with the Kondo anomaly of the Anderson model:
the correct description of the Kondo peak requires three-
loop RT-RG corrections, which are beyond the scope of
this work.27,54 To clarify in which regimes of voltages
our results apply, we first discuss the linear conductance
FIG. 7: Linear conductance, dI/dV |V=0, as function of the
gate voltage Vg, obtained numerically for bias V = 0.001Γ
for which the response was checked to be linear for all Vg.
Our 2-loop RT-RG results (black curves) are compared with
the Friedel sum rule conductance
∑
σ
gσ (red curves), which
are obtained from Eq. (286) using the occupations 〈nσ〉 cal-
culated within our RG. Across panels (a)-(d) the interaction
increases, U/Γ = 0.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0. Within each panel the
magnetic field is increased, B/Γ = 0.0, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0. Panel
(a) for U = 0.0 serves as a reference, numerically confirming
the analytic result (253) that already in 1-loop RG we attain
the exact non-interacting result for the current.
through the spin channel σ: gσ = (dIσ/dV )V=0, in par-
ticular the consistency with the Friedel sum rule,
gσ =
e2
h
sin2(π〈nσ〉). (286)
In Fig. 7, it is clearly seen that at zero field B = 0
the conductance increasingly violates the Friedel sum
rule between the two SET peaks for larger U . The vi-
olation becomes maximal at the particle-hole symmetry
point: our result reaches 4e2/h instead of 2e2/h. At
best, in this regime our two-loop approach can be a start-
ing point for further three-loop corrections containing the
log-divergent Kondo corrections: However, it should be
noted that the violation is finite, even at zero T : The
key observation in Fig. 7 is that beyond a magnetic field
B ∼ Γ, only a renormalized elastic cotunneling back-
ground remains and our results rapidly become consis-
tent with the Friedel sum rule. Clearly, at voltages above
B ∼ Γ, the three-loop Kondo renormalization is expected
to be negligible compared to the one- and two-loop cor-
rections that we accounted for here. In all further anal-
yses, the low-bias regime V < Γ will thus be ignored
for magnetic fields B . Γ. We do, however, show our
results in this bias regime for two reasons: (i) knowing
the behavior of the two-loop scheme is of interest as it
presents a starting point for future three-loop calcula-
tions, and (ii) the behavior of the two-loop approach can
be compared with that for other methods in this regime.
We note, e.g., that for U = 2.5Γ, the violation of the
Friedel sum rule is still rather modest, even at zero field.
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FIG. 8: Peak positions of dI/dV : shown is dI2/dV 2 in a
zoom of Fig. 6, making the zeros of dI/dV stand out as curves
separating red (positive) and blue (negative) regions. The yel-
low lines are guides to the eye obtained by accurate extrap-
olation of the linear parts of the resonance lines (including
data points outside the figure). These emphasize the change
of the slope of the linear parts of the resonance positions, in
addition to the non-linear renormalizations close to the kinks.
In (a) kinks occur at V ≈ 0 and V ≈ ±U , whereas in (b) they
occur at V ≈ ±B and V = ±U + B. Note that in (b) there
is no discernible kink at V = ±(U −B): at this energy there
is a SET resonance “hitting” the Coulomb blockade diamond
edge but there is no onset of inelastic cotunneling, in contrast
to V = ±B, where there is such an excitation. This signals
the importance of inelastic cotunneling for the appearance of
such kinks.
Our two-loop RG thus accounts non-perturbatively for
the strong tunneling effects at zero temperature, cover-
ing the complete finite-bias stability diagram, where pre-
vious perturbative generalized master / kinetic equation
approaches29,30 break down.
Based on the above, we expect that for a finite mag-
netic field B & Γ, the two-loop RT-RG calculations reli-
ably address transport features, illustrated in Fig. 6(b),
at all applied voltages. Clearly, the SET resonance peaks
have been split due the Zeeman effect. The zero-bias
anomaly splits into two inelastic cotunneling resonances
at finite bias V ≈ B (Zeeman excitations). A much
smaller zero-bias anomaly remains, which should be ig-
nored, as mentioned above. The above-mentioned fea-
tures are of course known from previous studies and have
been observed in many experiments. Our approach, how-
ever, includes renormalization effects of these basic trans-
port signatures, which are non-perturbative in Γ far from
FIG. 9: (a) Non-linear conductance, dI/dV , as in Fig. 6(b)
but for reduced interaction U = 10Γ and magnetic field
B = 3Γ and a symmetric bias range. (b) Derivative of (a),
d2I/dV 2, highlighting the renormalization of the SET peak
position (see caption Fig. 8(b)), in particular near the onset
of ICT.
equilibrium. The following more detailed analysis, bear-
ing the above restrictions in mind, indeed reveals several
low-temperature renormalization effects that may be of
experimental relevance.
B. Single electron resonance: Level
renormalization and broadening
1. Kinks
Careful inspection reveals that the SET resonance
lines, in fact, change their slope when crossing V = 0
and U . This can already be seen for small Γ in Fig. 8(a),
where we plot the V -derivative of Fig. 6(a) to follow the
peak positions, adding a linear extrapolation. The SET
resonance lines of the inner diamond change in such a
way that the charge gap hardly renormalizes for U ≫ Γ,
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although diamond distortions are visible by kinks in the
linear extrapolations. The charge gap can both be deter-
mined from the height of the diamond (non-linear re-
sponse) or from the width of the diamond (linear re-
sponse) and no significant deviation is found in this limit.
A related effect arises in a magnetic field: the SET
slope below (above) the ICT threshold is smaller (larger)
than the slope of the bare resonance line. As a result, the
SET lines now show a kink at finite V = ±B. We note
that no such kink is seen at V = U − B: this indicates
that indeed the ICT is responsible for this effect since
at V = U − B, in contrast to V = B there is no ICT
excitation. In (a) at V = 0 there is some non-linearity
around V = Γ (small V should be ignored, see above),
which persists in (b) around V = B in a magnetic field.
Upon increasing Γ relative to U , these effects are en-
hanced as shown in Fig. 9(a). The edges of the N = 1
Coulomb-blockade regime tend to bend inwards, towards
the diamond center. Notably, above the onset of ICT
the slope is slightly larger than that of the bare res-
onance line. We furthermore observe that this also
leads to the suppression of the excitation | ↓〉 → |2〉 at
µL − µR = ǫ↑ + U in Fig. 9 (see arrow), which is still
clearly visible in Fig. 6, see arrows in Fig. 9(a) and (b).
2. Analysis
It seems not possible to analytically extract a sim-
ple physical picture explaining the above non-linearities.
The following analysis aims to indicate why this is the
case: we trace back at which stage of the 2-loop RG
scheme the various effects are generated taking the pa-
rameter set of Fig. 9(b) as a starting point. In Fig. 10 we
show the conductance calculated both in 1- and 2- loop
RG, both with and without converging the calculations
with respect to the non-equilibrium Matsubara axes.
Clearly, the different slopes and non-linearities already
arise in the one-loop RG: this is visible from Fig. 10(b)
and (f). Their strength correlates with that of the signa-
tures of ICT appearing in the stability map in the various
approximations. However, this effect only arises when
the Matsubara axes are accounted for: this is seen by di-
rectly comparing Fig. 10(a) and (b) and is confirmed by
Fig. 11, where we explicitly plot the difference of former
two figures.
Overall, the two-loop corrections are most pronounced
along the SET-regime boundaries and the ICT thresh-
old as comparison of Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(d) and the
plot of their difference in Fig. 12 shows. Also, in 2-loop
order, the kinks are most pronounced in the Matsubara-
converged result. We conclude that the 2-loop fluctua-
tion effects result in a non-trivial energy dependence of
the vertices and Liouvillian, which shows up in anoma-
lous features of the measurable stability diagram, even for
such a simple Anderson model of a quantum dot. We em-
phasize that these features are not related to renormal-
ization processes that generate the Kondo effect (3-loop,
FIG. 10: Comparison of dI/dV (same color scale as Fig. 9)
calculated in the 1-loop (a,b) and 2-loop approximation (c,d),
neglecting all Matsubara axes (a,c) and fully converging using
15 frequency axes (b,d). The second column shows the corre-
sponding dI2/dV 2 maps, allowing the dI/dV peak positions
to be followed (see caption Fig. 8(b)). In particular, the in-
elastic cotunneling excitation at V = B evolves from a step in
(a)-(c) into a peak in (d). Clearly, the non-equilibrium Mat-
subara frequency dependence is responsible for the “kinks”
in the SET resonance (they already appear in 1-loop with
quantitative modifications in 2-loop).
not included here) and have an effect at V ∼ B & Γ.
3. Experimental implications
Having traced the origin of the change of the slopes
and the non-linearities of the SET resonances, we now
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FIG. 11: Effect of Matsubara axes convergence, i.e, the
converged result minus the result neglecting all Matsubara
axes: (a) 1-loop RG, Fig. 10(b)−(a) and (b) 2-loop RG,
Fig. 10(d)−(c). Adjacent red and dark blue regions indicate
that the correction is an S-shaped curve, which, when added
to a peaked curve, results in a shift the peak position. Clearly,
the Matsubara frequency dependence has an impact on the
positions of all resonances and should be fully accounted for.
FIG. 12: Effect of 2-loop corrections, i.e., the 2-loop re-
sult minus the 1-loop result (a) without Matsubara frequency
dependence, Fig. 10(c)−(a); (b) with converged Matsubara
frequency dependence, Fig. 10(d)−(b). Note the positive cor-
rections to the magnitude of the inelastic cotunneling in (b).
discuss their relevance to experiments. In fact, kinks
in SET resonances are often observed in various type of
quantum dot systems.55–58 Our calculations indicate that
tunnel-induced renormalization is a possible mechanism
for their occurrence, but other (e.g., electrostatic) mech-
anisms59,60 should not be ruled out in an experimental
situation. However, for strong coupling, it is physically
not unexpected that when ICT sets on, the level renor-
malization significantly changes, resulting in such a kink.
A direct test of this assumption would be to track the
Coulomb diamond as a function of the coupling strength
Γ. In Fig. 13 (b) and (c) we show predictions for the evo-
lution of the SET resonance point for two fixed gate volt-
ages, one below and one above the ICT threshold, respec-
tively. The main observation from such a plot is that the
peaks evolve along curves that are not simply offset by a
FIG. 13: Distortion of the stability diagram with increasing
tunnel coupling Γ. (a) Zoom in of Fig. 9 of dI2/dV 2 (same
scales and units), highlighting the gate-voltage dependence of
the SET and ICT bias-thresholds generated by tunnel renor-
malization. Here, U = 10.0Γ∗, B = 3.0Γ∗ and Γ∗ is the refer-
ence value of Γ. In panel (b) and (c) we show the evolution of
the zeros of dI2/dV 2 as the tunnel coupling is increased for
fixed U and B. Here, Γ varies from 0.3Γ∗ to 3.0Γ∗ along a
fixed gate-voltage cut in (a), marked the vertical dashed line
Vg = −ǫ = 0.65Γ∗ for (b) and Vg = −ǫ = 3.50Γ∗ for (c). The
dashed linear approximation to the renormalized SET posi-
tions in (c) is copied with a vertical offset to (b), showing that
the renormalization is non-uniform in the gate-voltage. This
signals a distorted stability diagram. The ICT peak clearly
has a weaker Γ dependence which, moreover, can be seen to
be non-monotonic when calculated for a larger Γ range.
constant bias. This indicates that the renormalization of
SET resonance becomes increasingly nonlinear and a kink
must develop. (Note that experimentally Γ may change
non-linearly with control voltages but this does not spoil
the argument.) It is important to properly choose the
point above the ICT threshold: depending on the gate
voltage position the peak may renormalize stronger or
weaker than the peak below the threshold. We are aware
that experimentally such tuning of Γ with gate voltages
may lead to other side effects that may be hard to distin-
guish from the effect. Here the different renormalization
of the ICT resonance can be of use, which is discussed
next.
C. Cotunneling resonance: Gap renormalization
and reduced broadening
Having discussed the effect of the ICT on the SET res-
onances, we now study the ICT features themselves in
more detail. Fig. 14 shows how the inelastic cotunnel-
ing resonance exhibits a Zeeman splitting with increas-
ing magnetic field. Despite the zero temperature, the
width of the inelastic cotunneling feature is finite and
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FIG. 14: (a) Zeeman splitting of the cotunneling resonance
(change in blue color) and shift of the SET peaks (red peak)
for U = 30Γ and Vg = −ǫ = U/6 = 5Γ. (b) Zoom in
of the bias-derivative of (a), i.e., dI2/dV 2 showing the res-
onance position. The sharp peak in dI/dV in (a), start-
ing from the lower left corner, closely follows the diagonal
line V = B. The step in dI/dV in (a), starting from the
upper right corner, instead follows a line that is parallel to
the diagonal V = B but offset by a constant, negative mag-
netic field (in this case ≈ 0.45Γ). (c) dI/dV traces of (a) for
B/Γ = 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0
can be clearly seen to depend on the magnetic field, and
thereby, on the voltage at which this resonance occurs.
This is in contrast to high-temperature 2-loop perturba-
tion theory29,30 where this resonance appears as a ther-
mally broadened feature at the unrenormalized excita-
tion energy. At larger voltage V = B, the resonance
width increases, reflecting a decreasing life-time. This
energy-dependence of the width is generated by our 2-
loop renormalization since the initial Liouvillian of the
RG flow, Eq. (135), has imaginary parts that are all ∼ Γ.
Next, as the magnetic field is reduced, but still on the
order of several times Γ, the differential conductance de-
velops a pronounced peak on top of the inelastic tunnel-
ing step: in Fig. 14(b) this is signaled by the onset of
a negative second-derivative of the current (blue) and is
clearly seen in the conductance traces in Fig. 14(c). It is
known that part of such a peak on top of the well-known
inelastic tunneling step61 is due to non-equilibrium oc-
cupations30,62–64 that we also fully take into account.
The enhanced conductance at the cotunneling resonance
is due to the 2-loop renormalization, including the fre-
quency dependence. Only after including both 2-loop
corrections and converging with respect to the Matsub-
ara frequency axes the ICT resonance evolves from a
dI/dV step into a peak. This was illustrated (for smaller
U) in Fig. 10: (a)-(c) show no ICT peak (since their
derivatives (e)-(g) have no zero at the ICT threshold
V ≈ B) in contrast to Fig. 10(d), see also Fig. 13.
This enhancement is not related to Kondo-exchange
tunneling, which is known to lead to additional logarith-
mic enhancements27,63: their renormalization is not in-
cluded in our 2-loop calculations and is expected to be of
limited importance at this large magnetic fields (several
times Γ). The qualitative change of the inelastic conduc-
tance feature from a step to a peak in Fig. 14(b) implies
some ambiguity in the extraction of the excitation energy,
either from the inflection point of the step (upper right
corner) or from the peak position (lower left corner).
Finally, close inspection Fig. 13(a) shows that the ICT
bias peak position has a weak gate voltage dependence.
In contrast, in the high-temperature limit this resonance
lies at the unrenormalized cotunneling excitation V = B.
Strong tunneling thus leads to an apparent renormal-
ization in the cotunneling peak position, even for this
simple model, cf.65. Although our effective Liouvillian
contains parameters Eσ and Fησ that relate to the mag-
netic field (compare Eq. (135) and Eq. (136)), these pa-
rameters depend on energy and our full result requires
their values at several different energy scales since many
non-equilibrium Matsubara frequency axes must be ac-
counted for.
V. OVERVIEW AND OUTLOOK
We have studied the standard model of an interact-
ing quantum dot, an Anderson impurity, in the low-
temperature, non-equilibrium limit. We have calculated
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the effective time-evolution kernel L(z) = L+Σ(z) for the
kinetic equation of the reduced density operator, where
Σ is the non-trivial self-energy superoperator. In con-
trast to many previous studies using such a generalized /
quantum master equation approach, we have calculated
the time-evolution kernel using the real-time renormal-
ization group (RG). The equations for the effective kernel
are integrated as a function of a cutoff parameter Λ: as Λ
is reduced, the renormalized Liouvillian L¯Λ in principle
flows to the exact result, L¯Λ|Λ=0 = L(z). This RG cal-
culation of the effective kernel involves a number of key
elements:
• Transitions between all Liouville space supervectors
need to be accounted for. This includes those ele-
ments of L¯Λ and L(z), which in a perturbative cal-
culation of the kernel drop out due to conservation
laws (charge, spin, and possibly particle-hole sym-
metry). The reason for this is that as one integrates
out energy scales, effectively higher-order diagrams
are included into a renormalization of the kernel
that describe virtual intermediate states, which are
less restricted by conservation laws.
• The dependence of the renormalized kernel on the
real QD frequency (E) (Laplace variable conjugate
to time) is important even in the stationary state.
During the RG flow the renormalized Liouvillian
at frequency E self-consistently couples to its ac-
tion on virtual intermediate states at frequencies
differing from E by multiples of the bias voltage
µL−µR. We have shown that this non-equilibrium
effect leads to significant quantitative corrections
and may require tens of bias-multiples to achieve
convergence.
• The reservoir-frequency (iω) dependence of both
the kernel and the vertices becomes important
when going beyond the leading, 1-loop approxima-
tion, in addition to the QD frequency E. This de-
pendence is generated on the imaginary frequency
axis when the reservoirs are integrated out and it
may cancel 2-loop corrections calculated without
frequency dependence.
We have systematically accounted for the leading fre-
quency correction within a one-plus-two-loop approxima-
tion to the exact RT-RG equations and derived an effec-
tive RG equation for the time-evolution kernel only. This
includes the relevant vertex renormalization corrections.
Importantly, the leading frequency correction of the one-
loop renormalization of the Liouvillian L¯Λ was found to
exactly cancel the two-loop zero frequency term.
For the non-interacting Anderson problem (U = 0),
we found that the current is exactly captured already in
the one-loop approximation without any frequency de-
pendence even though the complete solution (i.e., in-
cluding the density operator) is contained only within
the one-plus-two-loop approximation. For the strongly
interacting case of interest the non-linear transport
spectrum (dI/dV stability diagram) was calculated for
a wide range of parameters. The different, intrinsic
broadening of the single-electron tunneling and cotun-
neling resonances was captured, as well as the zero-
temperature renormalization of their positions. As em-
phasized throughout, due to the restriction to one- and
two-loop diagrams, the small Kondo regime cannot be
addressed. This regime has been recently studied in de-
tail using the RT-RG approach based on the mapping to
a Kondo model. This allowed the entire crossover from
weak to strong coupling to be described.54 Our study
thus provides a starting point for a three-loop analysis of
the non-equilibrium Anderson model in which the inter-
play of Kondo spin fluctuations and charge fluctuations
can be described.
The RT-RG study benefited a lot from an extensive
reformulation of the underlying real-time perturbation
theory in terms of vertex superoperators G¯ and G˜. Al-
though originally introduced in the context of the RT-
RG26, we have revealed their full significance as fermionic
field superoperators that directly generate the Liouville
Fock space in complete analogy to closed quantum many-
body systems:
• Field superoperators obey definite anticommuta-
tion relations, and a simple fluctuation-dissipation
relation similar to that of the underlying usual field
operators. The Wick theorem in Liouville space at
finite temperature can be obtained algebraically us-
ing relation (59) in the usual way,66 avoiding the
necessary careful explicit accounting of fermion-
parity signs in other proofs.26 This difficult aspect
of Liouville-space fields was noted earlier.34,42
• The causal structure of the theory is reflected by
the vanishing of 2 out of 4 reservoir correlation
functions (rather than 1 out of 4, as in the Keldysh
Green-function technique). This results in an expo-
nential reduction of the number of terms contribut-
ing to the time-evolution kernel (additional to the
reduction in the wide-band limit). The remaining
contributing diagrams are easily identified by their
topology.
We have extended the use of these fermionic field su-
peroperators to the perturbation theory underlying the
RT-RG. This resulting causal representation of the per-
turbation theory has many advantages:
• Probability conservation of the kernel is manifest
term-by-term, allowing non-conserving approxima-
tions to be easily spotted. In addition, other ex-
act eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the kernel were
found, which limit the form of the exact effec-
tive Liouvillian L(z) as expressed in our central
result Eq. (136).
• Term-by-term diagrammatic evaluation of the
wide-band limit. Diagrams that vanish in this limit
can be identified by their topology and the remain-
ing diagrams can be shown to be independent of
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the cutoff using the fundamental fermionic algebra
of the field superoperators. This results in a fur-
ther strong reduction in the number of contributing
terms as function of the perturbation order. More-
over, the advantage of working with the complete
space of the QD states becomes explicit.
• Finally, the fundamental importance of the infinite
temperature limit becomes explicit. It defines the
Liouville Fock-space vacuum and the perturbation
theory can be explicitly decomposed into infinite
temperature renormalization effects and the non-
trivial finite-temperature contributions. This pro-
vides a natural starting point for the RT-RG, which
readily suggests itself.
Aside from their application to the RT-RG, we have al-
ready found useful application of some of these points
in perturbative studies, as discussed here in connec-
tion with Ref. 39 and in forthcoming works on time-
dependence47 and adiabatic driving.38
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Appendix A: Wick theorem for causal field
superoperators of the reservoirs Jq
Here, we show how the algebraic proof of the Wick
theorem66 for standard field operators directly applies to
the field superoperators J in the causal representation.
In this proof, one considers the average of n reservoir
field superoperators Jqii defined by Eq. (52),
X = Tr
R
(
Jq11 ...J
qn
n ρ
R
)
, (A1)
which can be nonzero only for even n. One then com-
mutes Jqnn to the left-hand side, using that the field super-
operators obey the anticommutation relations (54). We
first consider the case qn = − and make use of the zero-
trace property (62) of the causal representation. This
reduces the average to expressions of the same form,
X =
∑
k 6=n
(−1)Nk,n γ˜k,nXk,n, (A2)
but with averages over n− 2 operators
Xn,k =Tr
R
(
Jq11 ...J
qk−1
k−1 J
qk+1
k+1 ...J
qn−1
n−1 ρres
)
, (A3)
weighted with the contraction function
γ˜k,n =
Γ0
2π
δk,n¯δ+,qk . (A4)
Here, Nk,n = n− k− 1 is the number of permutations to
bring Jqkk and J
qn
n together.
For qn = + we proceed in the same way, except
that before permuting Jqnn to the far left we apply the
fluctuation-dissipation superoperator identity (59). This
transforms the expression into that for the qn = −
case multiplied with the Keldysh distribution function:
Eq. (A2) applies again but with γ˜k,n replaced by
γ¯k,n = tanh(ηnωn/2Trn) γ˜k,n, (A5)
where the multiindex n of Jqnn reads n = ηn, σn, rn, ωn.
We thus find the standard Wick recursion relation
X =
∑
k 6=n
(−1)Nk,nγk,nXk,n (A6)
with γk,n = γ¯k,nδ+,qn+γ˜k,nδ−,qn , which by iteration gives
the Wick theorem (60) with the contractions (63)-(64).
Appendix B: Main properties of the causal vertex
superoperators Gq
a. “Bare” vertices In Sec. (II B 2) the main proper-
ties (53) and (57) of the causal superoperators G¯ and
G˜, respectively, were introduced, namely, their anticom-
mutation relations (53) and their relation by Hermitian
conjugation in Liouville space, Eq. (57). We now give the
proof of the latter relation. We note that both relations
are fundamental as they imply a formal correspondence
of causal G± = G¯, G˜ operators with the usual fermionic
field operators and allow us to develop the “second quan-
tization” technique for fermionic Liouville Fock-space.
Super-Hermitian conjugation is defined relative to the
scalar product in Liouville space, (A|B) = TrA†B, where
A and B are dot operators. To prove Eq. (57) we first
notice that the “naive” field superoperators (40) obey
(G p1 )
†
= G p
1¯
, (B1)
where 1 = ησ and 1¯ = η¯σ. Superoperators with the
same Keldysh index p are thus conjugated to each other
in the usual way: Hermitian conjugation is equivalent to
inverting the particle-hole index η. This follows from the
cyclic property of the trace:
(A|G+1 |B) = Tr
D
A†dη,σB = (Tr
D
B†dη¯,σA)∗
= (B|G+
1¯
|A)∗ = (B|(G +1 )†|A)∗, (B2)
(A|G−1 |B) = Tr
D
A†Bdη,σ = (Tr
D
dη¯,σB
†A)∗ = (Tr
D
B†Adη¯,σ)∗
= (B|G−
1¯
|A)∗ = (B|(G−1 )†|A)∗, (B3)
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where ∗ denotes complex-conjugation and † denotes ei-
ther usual Hermitian-conjugation or super-Hermitian-
conjugation depending on whether it acts on an oper-
ator or superoperator, respectively. These superopera-
tors, however, have the disadvantage that they satisfy no
definite fermionic or bosonic commutation relations [cf.
(45)].
The transformed field superoperators (47), which in-
clude the fermion-parity sign, obey the definite anticom-
mutation relations (49). However, they are not related
by super-Hermitian conjugation in the usual way:
(Gp1 )† = p Gp1¯ , (B4)
which follows from Eq. (B1) and the properties (Ln)
†
=
Ln and [Ln,G p1 ]− = ηG
p
1 of L
n = [n, •]−:
(Gp1 )† = (pL
n
G p1 )
† = (G p1 )
†pL
n
= pL
n+1G p
1¯
= p Gp
1¯
. (B5)
Finally, the causal field superoperators (51) obtained
from Gp by a Keldysh-rotation obey both definite
commutation relations (53) and standard Hermitian-
superconjugation relations (57): using p2 = 1 we obtain
(Gq1)
† = 1√
2
∑
p
p(1−q)/2(Gp1 )†
= 1√
2
∑
p
p(3−q)/2Gp
1¯
= Gq¯
1¯
. (B6)
This clearly demonstrates the fundamental advantage of
the causal representation over the other ones.
Note that due to the p-dependence of the superop-
erators entering into the definition (51) of our super-
operator G¯ησ, the latter is either a commutator or an
anticommutator with the fermionic operator dη,σ, de-
pending on the argument on which it acts. For exam-
ple G¯ησA = [dη,σ, A]− if A is a fermionic dot operator
(odd in charge, see Eq. (96)) and G¯ησA = [dη,σ, A]+ if
A is bosonic [even in charge, see Eqs. (91)-(95)]. For
the G˜ησ the opposite holds. The crucial relation (55),
TrDG¯ησ = 0 nevertheless always holds: one obtains zero
in the first case as the trace of a commutator and in
the second case as the trace of an operator which is off-
diagonal in charge.
The analogy to the usual field operators extends also
to the transformation behavior under spin-rotations. The
usual field operators in Fock space, d†σ and σdσ¯, trans-
form as irreducible tensor operators (ITOs) of rank 1/2
and index σ/2 (note the σ-signs). Similarly, superop-
erators corresponding to particle fields (η = +), Gq+σ,
and hole fields (η = −), σGq−σ¯, are irreducible tensor su-
peroperators (ITSOs) of rank 1/2 with index σ/2. This
applies to all the representations of the field superoper-
ators that we used: the same holds for Gp+σ , σGp−σ¯ and
G p+σ, σG
p
−σ¯.
To prove this, we note that for any two superopera-
tors Ap and Bp
′
generated in the same way as Gp1 (cf.
Eq. (40)) by two operators A and B,
Ap• =
{
A• p = +
•A p = − , (B7)
the commutator of superoperators can be expressed
in the superoperator corresponding to the commuta-
tor: [Ap, Bp
′
]− = pδp,p′ ([A,B]−)
p
. This directly shows
that the field superoperators G p1 (40) transform in the
same way as the field operators d1 under spin-rotations:
[LSi ,G p1 ]− = ([Si, d1]−)
p
. The superoperators (47) and
(51) simply inherit this property since spin and charge
superoperators commute, [LSi, Ln]− = 0.
Appendix C: Prosen’s fermionic superoperators
For open systems described by a Lindblad equation
that is quadratic in fermion operators, superoperators
fields similar to ours [cf. Eq. (51)], were introduced
by Prosen31 with the aim of explicitly constructing
the steady state in the Liouville Fock space. These
fields obey the anticommutation relations (53) and the
Hermitian-conjugation relations (57). Moreover, the su-
peroperators c†j introduced in that work also satisfy
Eq. (55) and thus possess the causal structure discussed
here. The latter property is, however, not explicitly seen
in the formulation of Ref. 31, and becomes clear only af-
ter setting up the correspondence (C1) between our, and
Prosen’s, superoperators.
In Ref. 31, the opposite order of construction was used,
i.e., first a Fock space was constructed (cf. our Eq. (91)-
(96)) as an ordered product of the Majorana operators,
which are linear combinations of usual fermion creation
and annihilation operators. Then, fermionic superopera-
tors were defined on this space (cf. our Eq. (51)). The
fermion-parity superselection rule, which plays an ex-
plicit, key role in our construction, was implicitly taken
into account by the ordering of the Majorana operators
and by a specific definition of the creation and annihi-
lation superoperators. Careful comparison of the Fock
spaces shows that superoperators c†j of Ref. 31 are related
to our G¯η,σ by the following unitary transformation:
c†j =
1√
2
(
G¯
′
+,m + G¯
′
−,m
)
, j = 2m− 1,
c†j =
i√
2
(
G¯
′
−,m − G¯
′
+,m
)
, j = 2m.
(C1)
Corresponding rrelations for the superoperators cj can be
obtained from Eq. (C1) by super-Hermitian conjugation.
Here, m = 1, 2, 3, ... enumerates the fermionic channels
and G¯
′
η,m are the G¯1 superoperators renumbered by the
channel index. For our single level Anderson model we
have only spin channels, giving
G¯
′
η,m ≡
{
G¯η,↓, m = 1
G¯η,↑, m = 2
(C2)
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For a multilevel model with several discrete channels
numbered k = 1, 2, 3, ...:
G¯
′
η,m := G¯
k
η,σ, m = 2k + (σ − 1)/2. (C3)
It is not directly clear how the definitions in Ref. 31 can
be applied to the case of an infinite and, especially, a
continuous number of channels. In fact, the relation
(C1) can be used as a definition of the cj , c
†
j superop-
erators in this case since the superoperators G¯1, G˜1 have
a proper definition also in this limit, see Eq. (54). In
contrast to our case, the superoperators c†j are not irre-
ducible tensor superoperators (ITSOs) with respect ei-
ther spin- or charge-rotations. This fact would compli-
cate the symmetry-classification similar that performed
in Sec.II C 3. Moreover, the causal structure of the ker-
nel, which in general plays a crucial role as our analysis
shows, also remains implicit in the representation.31 Fi-
nally, we emphasize the different scope of application of
the field superoperators in our work: Whereas Prosen’s
approach was formulated to calculate steady states of
quadratic effective Louvillians, we here extend it to the
reservoirs with continuous fields and use it to simplify
the microscopic derivation of the effective Liouvillians
for non-quadratic problems.
Appendix D: Schmutz’s fermionic superoperators
In Ref. 33,34 alternative field superoperators denoted
by aσ, a
†
σ and a˜σ, a˜
†
σ were discussed, which were first in-
troduced by Schmutz32. In our notation (15)-(17) and
(39),(40), they read as:
ap1 = a
p
η,σ =
{
aη,σ, p = +1
a˜η,σ, p = −1. (D1)
They are related to our “intermediate” superoperators
(47) as follows (the definition of Ref. 34, in fact, contains
an additional p sign that is not relevant here):
apη,σ = p
1−η
2 Gpη,σ. (D2)
The use of the additional η-dependent factor p
1−η
2
allows one to compensate the inconvenient signs p
in the anticommutation relations (49) and in the
Hermitian-conjugation relation (B4), thus restoring the
usual fermionic algebra without performing the Keldysh-
rotation (51):
[ap11 , a
p2
2 ]+ = δ1,2¯δp1,p2 , (a
p
1)
†
= ap
1¯
. (D3)
The spin and particle-hole group transformations of these
superoperators coincide with those introduced by us.
However, they do not reveal the important property (55)
which is crucial in our formulation of the causal structure.
Also, the explicit η-dependence of the sign-prefactor does
not allow one to perform a simple Keldysh rotation of
the ap1 superoperators to recover this property. Finally,
we mention that during the preparation of this paper, a
work35 appeared, in which Schmutz’s operators are mod-
ified by a complex phase factor.
Appendix E: Fermion-parity operator and
superoperator
In Sec. (II C 2) the operator ZR was constructed as the
right eigen-supervector |ZR) of causal field superoperator
G¯1 (cf. Eq. (86)) and turned out to play an important
role. Here, we discuss its additional properties to further
clarify its physical meaning.
b. Fermion parity The causal field superoperators
(51), written out in terms of field operators, read
Gq1• = 1√2 {d1 •+q(−1)n • d1(−1)n} , (E1)
where we used (−1)Ln• = (−1)n • (−1)n. Note that
n =
∑
σ nσ is the occupation operator with nσ = d
†
σdσ.
The definition of this representation is based on the
fermion-parity superselection rule of quantum mechan-
ics, cf. Sec. (II B 2). The explicit form (E1) makes clear
that G−1 = G¯1 has the operator
ZR =
1
2 (−1)n (E2)
as its right zero eigen-supervector: upon substitution the
two terms in Eq. (E1) simply cancel since (−1)2n = 1.
Noting that (−1)n = ∏σ eipinσ = ∏σ (1− 2nσ) we re-
cover the result (90) in the main text:
ZR =
1
2 (2n↑ − 1)(2n↓ − 1) = 2nˆ↑nˆ↓ − nˆ+
1
2
, . (E3)
Clearly, from Eq. (E2) it follows that
Z2R =
1
41, (E4)
which implies the normalization (ZR|ZR) = 1. The
eigenvalue equation (86), G¯1|ZR) = [d1, ZR]+ = 0 re-
quires ZR to anticommute with all the fermionic fields:
ZR is therefore the unique operator (up to normalization
and a phase) that (anti)commutes with all QD bosonic
(fermionic) operators in the QD Liouville space, in close
analogy to Grassmann numbers used in functional inte-
gral approaches44. Eq. (E2) most clearly illustrates the
physical meaning of the operator ZR: we identify ZR as
the fermion-parity operator (up to a constant),
2ZR|x〉 = ±|x〉. (E5)
when the state |x〉 has a well-defined, even / odd fermion
number. Finally, it follows from (−1)nd1(−1)n = −d1
that |ZL) = 121 is a zero eigen-supervector of G−1 . The
eigenvalue equation (85), G˜1|ZL) = [d1, ZL]− = 0, re-
quires ZL, considered as an operator, to commute with
the QD field operators and therefore with all QD opera-
tors. This implies that indeed ZL is proportional to the
unit operator.
c. Spin and charge rotations By construction the
two independent operators ZL and ZR transform as
scalars under both spin and charge rotations (cf. Ta-
ble I). They must therefore be related to the two scalar
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operators with respect to these groups, the Casimir op-
erators of their Lie-algebras S2 =
∑
i S
2
i = 3/4
∑
σ
|σ〉〈σ|
and T 2 =
∑
i T
2
i = 3/4(|0〉〈0|+ |2〉〈2|):
ZL =
1
21 =
2
3 (T
2 + S2), ZR =
2
3 (T
2 − S2). (E6)
The first relation follows from the completeness relation
and second one from Eq. (E5).
d. Fermion-parity superoperator We next consider
the fermion-parity superoperator, defined naturally by
the right action of the fermion-parity operator on an op-
erator (identical results follow for the left action):
U• := • 2ZR = •(−1)n. (E7)
This unitary and Hermitian superoperator (U † =
U,U2 = 1) transforms the two types of causal field su-
peroperators into each other,
UGq1U = G
q¯
1. (E8)
We can thus interchange the role of creation and annihi-
lation superoperators in Liouville Fock-space by a linear
transformation U . This is similar to the field operators
dσ and d
†
σ that generate the standard Fock-space: the η
index distinguishing can be inverted by a unitary trans-
formation
eipi(LTy−LSy )dη,σ = eipi(Ty−Sy)dη,σe−ipi(Ty−Sy) (E9)
= dη¯,σ,
cf. Eq. (107) and Eq. (110). Note that Kdησ = dη¯σ as
well, cf. Eq. (G1), but this is an antiunitary transforma-
tion.
The result (E8) follows by considering an arbi-
trary fermionic operator F for which (−1)LnF =
(−1)nF (−1)n = −F . The superoperator U transforms a
commutator of F with any operator to an anticommuta-
tor and vise versa: defining L±F • = [F, •]± = F • ± • F :
UL±FU• = F • (−1)2n ± •(−1)nF (−1)n (E10)
= F • ∓ • F = L∓F • . (E11)
Commutators with any bosonic operator B remain un-
affected. Since the superoperator G¯σ is a (anti)-
commutator when acting on a fermionic (bosonic) op-
erator and vice versa for G˜, the superoperator U inter-
changes these two: UG¯1U = G˜1 and- UG˜1U = G¯1.
e. Multiorbital Anderson models Finally, we indi-
cate how the operators |ZL) and |ZR) can be constructed
for more general multiorbital Anderson-type models.
The super vacuum state is
|ZL) = 12N 1,
where N is the number of orbitals and the prefactor takes
into account normalization (ZL|ZL) = 1. Equation (87)
is then simply extended to the maximally occupied state
with respect to this vacuum
|ZR) =
N∏
k=1
∏
σ
(∏
η
G¯kησ
)
|ZL). (E12)
Using Eq. (E12) and (89), we can generalize Eq. (90) to
|ZR) = 1
2N
∏
k
∏
σ
(2nkσ − 1) =
1
2N
eipin, (E13)
implying Z2R =
1
4N 1. Here, n =
∑
k,σ n
k
σ is the to-
tal dot particle-number operator. All properties of the
single-orbital ZR operator, i.e, (anti)commutation rela-
tions with fermionic (bosonic) operators, transformation
properties under charge and spin rotations, etc., also hold
for the multiorbital case.
Appendix F: Symmetry of the self-energy
In this Appendix we derive the symmetry for QD
Eq. (101) in contact with the reservoirs from the global
symmetries (25) and (26). Quite generally, a quantity
with QD and reservoir contributions, Atot = A + AR, is
globally conserved when [Atot, Htot]− = 0. The corre-
sponding Liouville superoperators LA
tot
= [Atot, •]− and
Ltot = [Htot, •]−, then also commute:
[LA
R
, LR]− = 0, (F1)
[LA
tot
, Ltot]− = 0. (F2)
The commutator of the local part LA = [A, •]− with
the Laplace transformed evolution superoperator Π(z) =
TrR i(z − Ltot)−1ρR of the reduced density operator (cf.
Eq. (31)) must then vanish:
LAΠ(z) = LATr
R
i
z − Ltot ρ
R = Tr
R
LA
tot i
z − Ltot ρ
R
= Tr
R
i
z − LtotL
AρR = ΠLA (F3)
using subsequently TrRL
AR• = TrR[HR, •]− = 0,
Eq. (F2), and finally LA
R
ρR = 0. We note that this
last result follows from Eq. (21) under the assumption
that AR conserves both the reservoir energy and the par-
ticle number, [AR, HR]− = [AR, nR]− = 0, which is the
case in our applications of the result. Clearly, this proof
applies also to the time-evolution superoperator Π0 with-
out any QD-reservoir interaction, i.e., for LV = 0. Then,
using [LA,Π(z)]− = [LA,Π0(z)]− = 0 and taking the
commutator of LA with the Dyson equation that defines
the self-energy Σ(z), Π(z) = Π0(z)− iΠ0(z)Σ(z)Π(z), we
find that [LA,Σ(z)]− = 0.
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Appendix G: Hermiticity
f. Hermitian conjugation superoperator The density
operator is restricted to be invariant under Hermitian
conjugation in Hilbert space. When considering density
operators as supervectors in Liouville space, this Hermi-
tian conjugation of an operator then corresponds to a
superoperator that we denote by K,
K|A) := |A†). (G1)
It is to be distinguished from the Hermitian conjugation
of a superoperator. K is antilinear and satisfies
K2 = I (G2)
where I is the unit superoperator. Changing the basis
in Liouville space by the superoperator K, we effect an
antilinear transformation of a superoperator, S → KSK,
referred to as “c-transform” in Ref. 26. In the time rep-
resentation the density operator is invariant under this
transformation: Kρ(t) = ρ(t), implying for the Laplace-
transformed density matrix (32): Kρ(z) = ρ(−z∗). Ap-
plying K to the kinetic equation (35), we obtain a con-
jugation relation restricting the kernel Σ(z):
KΣ(z)K = −Σ(−z∗) (G3)
Of course, this property also holds for the initial Liouvil-
lian: KLK• = [H, •†]†− = −[H†, •]− = −[H, •]− = −L•.
The transformation of the fields G p follows by applying
K to Eq. (40) and using (d†•)† = •†d = (K•)d,
KG p1K = G
p¯
1¯
, (G4)
giving with Eq. (47), (G2) and KLnK = −Ln:
KGp1K = p−L
n
G p¯
1¯
= (−1)LnGp¯
1¯
. (G5)
The transformation of the causal field superoperators Gq
[Eq. (119) in the main text] now follows by applying
Eq. (51):
KGq1K = q(−1)L
n
Gq
1¯
. (G6)
g. Simplifications using conjugation The transfor-
mation behavior of the kernel Σ(z) under K-conjugation
of the basis vectors, KΣ¯(z)K = −Σ¯(−z∗), restricts the
structure of the contributions to Σ¯(z) in the renormalized
perturbation theory Eq. (79). The RG-equations for the
Liouvillian (206), (222) and (267) have a similar structure
(since we can eliminate the renormalized vertices, even in
the 2-loop RG approximation, we can restrict our consid-
erations to the bare vertices G¯ as in Eq. (79)). To make
use of this, we decompose Σ¯(z) into conjugate pairs of
contributions. To illustrate the idea, consider first the
1-loop approximation to the perturbation theory (79) for
Σ¯(z):
Σ¯(z) =
∑
1
Σ¯11¯(z) (G7)
Here, we write the sum over 1 explicitly and let Σ¯11¯(z) :=
γ¯(x1)G¯1Π1G¯1¯ = −KΣ¯1¯1(−z∗)K denote a term in which
the multiindex 1 has a fixed value and Π1 = (z − L¯ −
x1)
−1. Furthermore, noting that 1 is dummy multiin-
dex, we can restrict the summation to one fixed η con-
figuration, e.g., η1 = +, while manifestly preserving the
structure KΣ¯(z)K = −Σ¯(−z∗):
Σ¯(z) =
∑
1
δη1+
(
Σ¯11¯(z)−KΣ¯11¯(−z∗)K
)
(G8)
The calculation of the supermatrix elements is now sim-
plified: using the notation of Sec. (III) and the antilin-
earity of K, (A|KSK|B) = (KA|S|KB)∗ we obtain:
(κ3|Σ¯(z)|κ0) = (G9)∑
1
δη1+
[
(κ3|G¯1|κ2)(κ1|G¯1¯|κ0)(κ2|Π1(z)|κ1)
−(Kκ3|G¯1|κ2)∗(κ1|G¯1¯|Kκ0)∗(κ2|Π1(−z∗)|κ1)∗
]
In our Liouville-Fock basis the matrices representing
Gq are real, just as those of the field operators d1, cf.
Eq. (E1). When the basis supervectors |κ3), |κ0) cor-
respond to diagonal operators (Zi, χσ, S0, T0), then the
second term in Eq. (G9) simply relates to the first one
since these supervectors are mapped onto themselves by
K, cf. Eq. (116). Eq. (G9) simplifies to
(κ3|Σ¯(z)|κ0) =
∑
1
δη1+(κ3|G¯1|κ2)(κ1|G¯1¯|κ0) (G10)
× [(κ2|Π1(z)|κ1)− (κ2|Π1(−z∗)|κ1)∗]
which is explicitly imaginary at z = i0 as it should
be. Supervectors corresponding to non-diagonal oper-
ators (Sσ, Tη, α
ν
ησ) come in pairs related by inversion of
both indices η and σ. The superoperator K maps these
pairs onto each other (possibly with a sign change, see
Eq. (117)). Noting also that G¯ only has non-zero matrix
elements for one superket of each pair, cf. Eq. (118)-
(120), we see that in (G8) either the first or second term
contributes or neither when κ3 and / or κ0 is a non-
diagonal operator. In this way we have effectively elimi-
nated the need to evaluate the terms for η1 = − using the
conjugation relations. This consideration is generalized
to 2-loop expressions by adding to Eq. (G8)
∑
12
δη1+δη2+
(
Σ¯11¯22¯(z)−KΣ¯11¯22¯(−z∗)K
)
(G11)
where Σ¯11¯22¯(z) collects all 2-loop terms with a fixed mul-
tiindices 1 and 2. The same analysis applies to terms in
the RG equations Eq. (206),(222) and (267).
h. Conjugation properties under RG flow In con-
trast to the charge and spin transformation properties,
the conjugation property (G6) – associated with the fun-
damental Hermicity of the density operator – is exactly
preserved under the RG flow. We first note that the ver-
tices G˜1 = G
+
1 only determine the initial value of the
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Liouvillian L¯ and therefore are not affected by the en-
suing RG flow: they therefore simply obey Eq. (G6).
However, the vertices G¯1 = G
−
1 flow together with the
Liouvillian L¯ and thereby acquire a dependence on the
dot frequency z. These vertices obey the following gen-
eralization of Eq. (G6) to non-zero z:
KGq1(z)K = q(−1)L
n
Gq
1¯
(−z∗). (G12)
To prove Eq. (G12) we use that the bare vertices, pro-
viding the initial values of the RG flow, has the property
(G12). It remains to show that for each scale Λ the in-
finitesimal correction to the G¯ generated by the RG flow
also has this property. We therefore apply K •K to the
RG Eq. (207) for the vertex G¯α, insert Eq. (G2), use
Eq. (G3) and assume that the property (G12) holds:
K
dG¯α
dΛ
K = (−1)(k+1)Ln+k(k+1)/2
(
dγ¯
dΛ
∏
i
γ¯i(ω¯i)
)
irr
×
G¯1¯
1
z∗1 + L¯(−z∗1)
G¯2¯...G¯α¯...G¯k−1
1
z∗l + L¯(−z∗l )
G¯k¯ (G13)
= (−1)Ln
(
dγ¯
dΛ
∏
i
γ¯i(ω¯i)
)
irr
× G¯1 γ¯(ω¯1)−z∗1 − L¯(−z∗1)
G¯2...G¯α...G¯k−1
γ¯(ω¯l)
−z∗l − L¯(−z∗l )
G¯k
= −(−1)Ln dG¯α
dΛ
(−z∗). (G14)
At the first equality a sign factor arises when commuting
all (−1)Ln factors to the left, using the fermion-parity
property (−1)LnG¯1 = G¯1(−1)Ln+1 which is preserved
under the RG as well (since both sides of Eq. (207) have
an odd number of G¯’s). After the second equality we
inverted all dummy multiindices i → i¯ and inverted the
integration variable ω¯i → −ω¯i, giving a sign (−1)k/2 due
to the k/2 antisymmetric contraction functions (counting
γ¯’s and dγ¯/dΛ), where k is the even number of vertices
other than G¯α. Since for even k the integers k/2 and
k(k + 1)/2 have opposite parity the result follows.
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